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AbstratWe investigate three questions related to the eonomis of information of monetary poliy:i) Should the voting reords of individual members of the Interest Rates Setting Panel ofa Monetary Union be divulged to the publi?; ii) Is the observed pattern of interest ratesmoothing, the partial adjustment mehanism for nominal interest rates and the low ratioof reversals to total hanges in the setting of interest rates justi�ed or, instead, does itimply that the response by Central Banks to news is invariably an overly timid one?iii) What are the impliations of information serey if we follow Romer et al. (Romerand Romer 2000) in assuming that the Central Bank is endowed with asymmetri andsuperior information as to the path of maroeonomi fundamentals?We study in Chapter 2 the problem of voting transpareny in a Monetary Union andaept at fae value the ECB's laim that transparent voting indues partisan behaviorby poliy-makers. We set the analysis in a simple eonomi geography framework. If theissue of industry loation is held exogenous to monetary poliy, we �nd that voting sereyis welfare optimal. We onstrut a simple general equilibrium framework to show that thewelfare omparison between voting transpareny and voting serey is, instead, ambiguouswhen the hoie of industrial loation is modeled to be endogenous to monetary poliy.We �nd in Chapter 3 that the assumption that the Central Bank is endowed withasymmetri and superior information as to the path of maroeonomi fundamentalsimparts some smoothness to interest rates. We also show that the hoie of informationtranspareny over information serey and the mandate that the Central Bank shouldpublish detailed minutes of its meetings imply that interest rates are less likely to stay onhold and more likely to move by a large magnitude. We �nd that the welfare omparisonbetween information serey and transpareny is ambiguous and state onditions underwhih one is welfare superior to the other. We formulate a onjeture that our modelis onsistent with a high ontinuations to total hanges ratio and we �nd some resultsanalogous to limit priing behavior (Milgrom and Roberts 1982).We onstrut in Chapter 4 a learning model of the yield urve and interpret theredibility of monetary poliy as being represented by the Central Bank's apability toa�et a large movement in the medium and long portion of the yield urve with a relativelysmall hange in the urrent short-run interest rate. We �nd that a positive pattern ofhistorial serial orrelation in interest rate hanges implies that the Central Bank ani



bring into e�et a large movement in the long portion of the yield urve with a smallhange in short-run rates so that interest rate smoothing does not neessarily imply anexessively timid response by poliy-makers to maroeonomi shoks. We also �nd thatthe short-term rate is inreasing in its lag and in its lagged rate of hange so that monetarypoliy exhibits a partial adjustment mehanism and a short-run path dependent behavior.KEYWORDS:VOTING TRANSPARENCY, INFORMATION TRANSPARENCY,INTEREST RATES SMOOTHING.
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Chapter 1
Overview
1.1 The Theme of the ThesisWe investigate in this thesis three questions related to the eonomis of information ofmonetary poliy: i) Should the voting reords of individual members of the Interest RateSetting Panel of a Monetary Union be divulged to the publi? Or, rather, an we holdthe urrent ECB's poliy of not divulging suh reords for seventeen years to be welfareenhaning as it is laimed by its arhitets (Issing 1999)?ii) Is the pattern of interest rate smoothing, the partial adjustment mehanism fornominal interest rates and the low ratio of reversals to total hanges in interest rates�doumented by the literature (see, inter alia, Goodhart (Goodhart 1997), Clarida et al.(Clarida, Gali, and Gertler 1999) and Sak et al. (Sak and Wieland 2000)) an indiationthat Central Banks at too little and too late in ounter-ating news on maroeonomifundamentals as argued by a number of authors (suh as, for instane, Ball (Ball 1999),Goodhart (Goodhart 1997) and Goodfriend (Goodfriend 1991))? Or, instead, an weaount for suh behavior by deriving some �ndings that are at least suggestive of thefat that the smoothness in short-term rates an be justi�ed and does not neessarily�The ratio of reversals to total hanges is onstruted as follows. Let the term reversal indiate ahange in the value of the given instrument for monetary poliy, typially a measure of the one-monthrepo rate, of a di�erent sign to the last one the Central Bank has implemented; let the term ontinuation,instead, denote a hange in the value for the instrument of monetary poliy of the same sign as the lastinnovation announed by the Central Bank. If the term total hanges represents the sum of ontinuationsand reversals, the reversals to total hanges ratio an be employed as a measure of the frequeny withwhih the Central Bank inverts the diretion of interest rates hanges.



2imply that the response by the Central Bank to news is invariably an overly timid one?iii) What are the impliations of the regime of information serey adopted by someCentral Banks (an high example of whih being the FED's pratie of revealing with a lagof no less that �ve years both the maroeonomi foreasts by its sta� and by membersof the FOMC, a proedure whih some agents have tried to terminate in the eightiesby bringing the FED to ourt with an unsuessful ation (Goodfriend 1986))? And isthis behavior endowed with any welfare rising onsequene so that it an be somewhatrationalized? Moreover, is the pratie of information serey followed by some CentralBanks best understood if we follow Romer et al. (Romer and Romer 2000) in assumingthat the Central Bank is endowed with asymmetri and superior information as to thepath of maroeonomi fundamentals in an horizon of up to two years of length? And, ona related note, an we aount for the smoothness in the path of interest rates as beingthe result of the Central Bank's attempt not to reveal information that might indueagents to revise their planned paths for onsumption and investment in a pro-ylialmanner, while �nanial markets might be destabilized by large and sudden movementsin interest rates as the ECB's Chairman Duisenberg was reently widely quoted in thepress as �rmly stating ((Duisenberg 2001), p.12)?Eah of the three entral hapters of the thesis tries to address one of these threequestions. Chapter 2 investigates the issue of voting transpareny in a Monetary Union,as detailed in point i); Chapter 3, instead, studies the issue of informational sereyrelating to question iii) but also touhes upon the interest rate smoothing problem ofquestion ii); Chapter 4, �nally, analyzes a possible rationale behind the pratie of theinterest rate smoothing proedure as desribed by researh question ii).It must be admitted that the three entral hapters are only weakly inter-related,perhaps with the exeption of Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, whih both have a bearing onthe analysis of interest rate smoothing and partial adjustment rules for monetary poliy.However, we would like to suggest a possible methodologial pattern of unity among ourthree entral areas of investigation.



31.1.1 A Common SequeneAt one level, the three Central Chapters all analyze the informational ontent of interestrates and study a ommon sequene whih an be broken down into three omponents: i)We �rst investigate what kind of information agents learn from monetary poliy; ii) Wethen analyze how do agents reat to suh information; iii) We �nally infer how the CentralBank, antiipating agents' reation to the information it shall divulge through monetarypoliy, deides to set interest rates or deliberates upon some institutional arrangementfor monetary poliy.For onreteness, we proeed to relate in turn eah of the three entral hapters to thethree steps informational eonomis sequene we have outline above. Chapter 3 interpretsthe informational ontent of interest rates as a proess by whih agents try to learn fromthe observed ondut of monetary poliy the superior information on maroeonomifundamentals the Central Bank might be endowed with. Hene this hapter aptures theinformational problem of step i) in the sequene by modeling the link between monetarypoliy and onsumers' on�dene. For instane, as a pure illustration of our �ndings inthis regard, an abrupt redution in interest rates might signal that the Central Bankforeasts a reession; hene, as a possible illustration for point ii) in the sequene inthis ontext, agents urtail their onsumption and investment behavior after observing aquik redution in rates; hene, to desribe point iii) in the sequene, the Central Bankmight deide to bring into e�et a gradual loosening of monetary poliy, rather than anabrupt one whih might destabilize markets and plummet onsumers' on�dene.In the ontext of Chapter 4 on interest rate smoothing the informational ontent ofinterest rates of point i) in the above sequene onsists of a proess by whih agentslearn from the past ondut of monetary poliy how informative a urrent hange in theshort-term rate is for the future path of interest rates. In fat, in this hapter agentsemploy a learning model for the yield urve and gradually learn over time by how muha revision in short-term rates should indue them to revise the medium and long portionof the yield urve. As of step ii) in the sequene, agents' beliefs on how informativeinterest rate hanges are drive the slope and the steepness of the yield urve and therelationship between interest rates of various maturities; �nally, in relation to point iii),in this hapter the Central Bank realizes that a path of partial adjustment for the level



4of short-run nominal rates and a low reversals to total hanges ratio enable it to e�eta large shift in the medium and portion of the yield urve with only a small shift inthe short-one, whih we show to be a desirable feature for the Central Bank under somestated, but perhaps not totally unontroversial, assumptions.The sequene also applies to the ontext of Chapter 2 on voting transpareny in aMonetary Union. In fat, in the problem studies in this hapter agents must determinewhether the representative of their ountry in the board of the Monetary Union's CentralBank has voted aording to the partisan interests of the ountry that has appointed her,or instead, she has ful�lled her mission of ating as a sworn super-partes ivil servant.This is the information agents learn in referene to point i) on the informational ontentof interest rates. The issue of voting serey in a Monetary Union was entral in theheated debate between Buiter (Buiter 1999) and Issing (Issing 1999). We assume thatunder voting serey the behavior of members in the Central Banking panel is observablebut not veri�able, so that, in relation to point ii) on how agents reat to suh information,we note the feature of our model by whih Central Bankers are fored by ageny problemsto serve partisan interests under Transparent Voting (when individual voting reords arerevealed) but not under Seret Voting, exatly as laimed by the ECB. We show thatthere is a higher amount of maroeonomi volatility under Transparent Voting thanunder Seret Voting beause transpareny implies the supremay of the median voter,unlike voting serey. Relating to point iii) on how the informational problem analyzeda�ets monetary poliy, we show in Chapter 2 that Transparent Voting indues in ourmodel a greater symmetry in supply shoks aross member ountries as it fores �rms ina given industry to loate widely aross the Monetary Union to try to hedge against thevolatility in maroeonomi fundamentals that suh voting transpareny regime entails.This, in turn, impats the deision of the Central Bank as to what voting transparenyregime to hoose, sine voting serey is welfare superior holding the asymmetry of outputsupply shoks onstant, but voting transpareny implies a lower degree of asymmetry ofoutput supply shoks than voting serey.



51.1.2 Further Unifying ElementsA seond methodologial dimension uni�es the three entral hapters of the thesis. Allthe three entral hapters employ some simple game-theoreti interation framework ina maroeonomi setting. It must be admitted that the tehnial framework employedis always a simple one. Chapter 2 analyzes some simple Nash equilibria onepts in theontext of two di�erent regimes for voting transpareny. Chapter 3 employs a highlystylized and simple signaling game theoreti framework whih the Central Bank solvesthrough the Cho-Kreps re�nement riterion (Cho and Kreps 1987) to determine theoptimal trade-o� between induing agents to behave in a pro-ylial fashion by a�etingtheir expetations (whih, in itself, only ats to propagate and amplify the initial shokand to lessen the e�etiveness of monetary poliy) and allowing the ost of borrowing tomove sharply in a ounter-ylial manner. Finally, Chapter 4 presents a learning yieldurve model, so that the Central Bank must bear in mind that whenever setting poliyit teahes agents at eah stage how to reat in future to the implemented hoie for theshort-run rate.A third unifying theme for the three entral hapters lies in the fat that they allaim to draw qualitative onlusions on some spei� institutional aspet. We do notpresent alibrated and fully spei�ed models and do not aim to write general frameworkswhih an deliver a simple optimal rule. Instead, we fous on studying in eah hapterthe impliations of a spei� e�et. Therefore, rather than studying a universal opti-mal monetary poliy rule, we rather view poliy-makers as having a wealth of possibleontraditory models in their mind while having to hoose what spei� e�et is mostimportant at any given point in time.The remaining portion of this introdutory hapter plays a double duty. On the onehand, we aim to de�ne the three researh questions addressed by the thesis. On the otherhand, we o�er some intuitive insights as to what aspets of the questions our investigationemphasizes. A thorough disussion of how our �ndings relate to the existing literature oneah researh question is deferred to the introdutory setion of eah individual hapter.



61.2 Should Individual Voting Reords be Publishedin a Monetary Union?The unique arrangement of voting serey adopted by the European Central Bank hassparked a heated debate between Willem Buiter (Buiter 1999), at the time a memberof the MPC and strongly ritial of suh arrangement, and Ottmar Issing, the hiefeonomist of the ECB, who deems suh provision to be welfare rising (Issing 1999).A wider debate on the issue of voting serey in a Monetary Union has ensued whihmotivates the analysis of Chapter 2.The rationale for voting serey advaned by the ECB (Issing 1999) states that votingmembers of the ECB Governing Counil would �nd partisan pressure irresistible andwould, absent an arrangement of voting opaity, be unable to ful�ll their role of swornsuper-partes ivil servants. It is often noted suh a laim is not immune to ritiism evenat its desriptive level. In fat, ations by members at the ECB Governing Counil wouldseem at least to be observable even under voting serey, although they might not beveri�able sine individual voting reords annot be proven and hene an be disussedonly at an informal level. This is so for ECB Governing Counil's Meeting are attendedby over thirty professional observers. Is the lak of veri�ability of an individual votingreord suÆient to insulate members of the ECB from partisan pressures? This questionseems legitimate, though we hoose not to takle it.Instead, we aept the ECB's statement that voting transpareny indues partisanbehavior at its fae value and study its analytial onsequenes in a simple eonomigeography framework. In fat, while models of monetary poliy in a nation-state eonomyusually abstrat from the geographi struture of the maroeonomi framework, studentsof monetary poliy in a Monetary Union annot abstain from setting the eonomy in spaebeause of the impliit admission by the ECB that in a Monetary Union poliy-makers'inentives risk being a�eted by partisan onsiderations.We assume that there exist three regions in our setting, eah equally represented inthe panel of the Central Bank. Eah region speializes in a given industry, but also hosts,in a smaller proportion, the two other industries in whih the other two ountries of theUnion speialize.



7Hene, in this setting, output supply shoks are asymmetri, the more so the moreeah industry loates predominantly in the ountry in whih it enjoys a omparativeadvantage, as assumed by Krugman (Krugman 1991). The Central region has the spe-ial feature of being the one eah other ountry most resembles in terms of industrialstruture.We set the analysis at two di�erent levels. We �rst wonder whether voting serey isoptimal when the industrial struture is exogenous to how monetary poliy is onduted.This �rst level and theoretially unsophistiated level of the analysis seems to mostresemble the operative framework onsidered by the European Commission (Commissionof the European Communities 1999). This �rst level of the analysis provides also someuseful benhmark results but the seond level of the analysis of this hapter, to whih wenow turn attention, is more subtle.The seond level of the analysis starts by onsidering this question: Is the issue ofindustrial struture exogenous to monetary poliy? Krugman was the �rst to addressthis issue (Krugman 1991) and to answer suh question in the negative. We also arguethat the hosen regime for monetary poliy has the theoretial e�et of a�eting theproblem of industry loation inside a Monetary Union. While Krugman argued that themiroeonomi fat of external eonomies of sale indues a more speialized pattern ofloation in a Monetary Union, we ompare and ontrast the resulting pattern of loationunder voting serey and voting transpareny. We argue in the ontext of a general equi-librium model that it is, in theory, possible that the hoie of voting transpareny regime,by a�eting, as we show, the volatility of output, might also a�et �rm's inentives toloate widely as opposed to speializing prodution in a single region. Hene the indus-trial struture of the Monetary Union is endogenous to the hoie of voting transparenyregime, whih, we show, has important welfare onsequenes.These onsiderations larify the setting for our analysis. The two frameworks devel-oped in Chapter 2 allow us to investigate a number of detailed researh questions. Isvoting transpareny welfare superior for the Monetary Union as a whole if we let thepattern of industrial loation be, at the �rst level of the analysis, exogenous to the hoieof voting transpareny regime? We start our analysis by illustrating the perhaps triv-ial initial result that, under exogenous industrial loation, seret voting is more welfare



8superior the more industrial struture di�ers aross ountries of the Monetary Union.However, even when industrial loation is held to be exogenous to the hoie of monetarypoliy regime, is voting serey welfare rising for all individual regions of the MonetaryUnion?The answer to this question is, instead, ambiguous even at the �rst level of theanalysis. In fat, seret voting is optimal even for the Center when its supply shoksbear the same ovariane to the East as to the West; however, we show under somestated onditions that seret voting, though being welfare superior for the Union as awhole, might not be inentive ompatible for a majority of the members of the MonetaryUnion. But is the assumption that the pattern of industrial loation is exogenous to theadopted voting transpareny regime justi�ed?We study this question by onstruting a simple general equilibrium framework inwhih the hoie of loation by eah �rm is endogenous to the hoie of voting rule formonetary poliy. We �nd that the hoie of transparent voting over seret voting hasthe e�et of reduing the asymmetry of supply shoks aross the various regions of theMonetary Union. We o�er some intuition for this result. Transparent voting impliesthat the median voter always gets her �rst best hoie, so that the hosen interest ratedoes not reet the preferenes of the ountry whih happens to be out-voted in eahontingeny. This implies that volatility in ination and output is higher under votingserey, as we show in the general equilibrium model.Let us draw an analogy with �nanial eonomis to understand this result. Why wouldthe investor be indued not to hold solely the stok that delivers the highest expetedreturn? Or, in the ontext of our analysis, why would a given industry be indued not tosolely loate in the area where it enjoys a omparative advantage? It is a ommon �ndingin �nanial eonomis that the investor might want to diversify her portfolio to reduethe variane of her onsumption aross various stohasti states of the world. Similarly,eah �rm might want to hedge maroeonomi risk by spreading its loation widely. Inthis vein, we show that transparent voting inreases maroeonomi volatilty in a singleregion by foring members of the ECB's Governing Counil to neglet the stabilizationneeds of ountries that are out of yle with the maroeonomi onditions experienedby the median voter ountry.



9Is therefore voting serey always welfare rising one the industrial struture of theeonomy is made endogeous in our model ? The model we develop points to the fat thatthe answer to this question might be, rather surprisingly, an ambiguous one. In fat, weshow that voting transpareny, while welfare inferior holding onstant the asymmetry ofoutput supply shoks, might indue a greater degree of symmetry for supply shoks arossmember ountries than what would be observed under voting serey. Conlusively, giventhat voting transpareny indues greater symmetry in output supply shoks, the welfareomparison between the two voting rules may be ambiguous, even if we aept the ECB'slaims at fae value. We now turn attention to a seond researh question.1.3 Gradualism, Interest Rate Smoothing and theReversals to Total Changes RatioCentral Banks are often aused of adjusting monetary poliy too little and too latein response to foreasted maroeonomi shoks. This remark is prompted by the dualobservation, whose aount in the literature we summarize in the introdution to Chapter4, that: (i) Central Banks smooth interest rate hanges so that interest rates follow apartial adjustment mehanism; ii) and that, in the words of Goodhart ((Goodhart 1997),p.1): \instead of adjusting interest rates by a large enough jump whenever ination beginsto deviate from its desired path, the authorities prefer to make relatively small hanges...the onsequene is therefore a series of relatively small interest rates hanges in the samediretion".We interpret throughout the thesis these two observations to de�ne the term interestrate smoothing behavior, whih aptures the onept that interest rates seem to some stu-dents of monetary poliy exessively smooth in the fae of the volatility in maroeonomidata and foreasts.Our hosen approah emphasizes that interest rate smoothing behavior an arise evenif the Central Bank does not have an expliit objetive to smooth interest rate hanges.In fat, a variety of models in the interest rate smoothing literature we disuss do notassume that the Central Bank has an expliit interest smoothing objetive, but rather aimto show that interest rate smoothing behavior arises as the result of some onsiderations



10other than a onern to minimize the hange in the level of interest rates.In fat, students of interest rate smoothing aim to investigate whether suh behaviorhas some optimal properties so as to dismiss the laim that, as argued by a number of au-thors (inter alia Goodhart (Goodhart 1997), Ball (Ball 1999) and Rudebush (Rudebush1998)), interest rate smoothing behavior an be held in some regimes to be responsiblefor suh a onsiderable welfare loss that one might wonder whether Central Banks viewinterest rate smoothing as a desirable objetive per se, rather than being an optimalproedure through whih output and ination stabilization is best aomplished.At a broader level, we believe that two researh questions should be entral to theliterature of interest rate smoothing: i) Does interest rate smoothing lessen the CentralBank's ability to arry out ination or output stabilization poliy e�etively?; ii) Can aframework be produed in whih interest rate smoothing is optimal even if the CentralBank does not have an expliit objetive to smooth interest rates?It might be useful to motivate these two researh questions by developing some empir-ial observations before providing an insight about the framework developed to addressthese two questions in Chapter 4.We believe that two important empirial observations motivate the literature on in-terest rate smoothing. At a �rst level, it is often observed that the lagged level of theinterest rate seem to be an important determinant of the urrent interest rate (see, interalia, Clarida et al. (Clarida, Gali, and Gertler 1999), Woodford (Woodford 1999) andSak et al. (Sak and Wieland 2000)). Suh statement is often tested by speifying thefollowing augmented Taylor-rule model for the nominal interest rate level it:it = � it�1 + (1� �)h(rr� + �t) + �(�t � ��) + �yt�1i; (1.3.1)The notation is de�ned as follows: rr� aptures the long-run equilibrium level of thereal-rate (held to be exogenous); the other terms represent the deviation of ination �tfrom its target ��t and the logarithm level for the output gap yt�1. The traditional Taylorrule is nested by this spei�ation and an be obtained by setting � = 0.Clarida et al. (Clarida, Gali, and Gertler 1999) indiate in their survey of the litera-ture that estimates for � for the US eonomy vary aross a spetrum ranging from 0.8 to0.9. Con�rming this result, Saks et al. ((Sak and Wieland 2000),p.208) report in their



11survey of the interest rate smoothing literature that the �nding of partial adjustment inthe setting of the short-term interest rate is: \ greater than what an be attributed to thesystemati poliy responses to persistene in output and ination utuations.. and isrobust to other spei�ations, suh as rules that respond to foreasts". The observationthat the nominal interest rate follows a partial adjustment proess is held by the liter-ature to indiate that Central Banks, rather than adjusting interest rates via a one-o�jump reeting all the available maroeonomi information, follow a poliy of adjustinginterest rates gradually to a given expeted target level- whih is ontinuously re-assessed.There is a seond important soure of evidene that points to interest rate smoothingbehavior by Central Banks. This is developed by Goodhart (Goodhart 1997) by on-struting a ratio between reversals (de�ned as all interest rate hanges of opposite signto the last interest rate hange implemented) to total hanges in the nominal interestrate instrument for monetary poliy. We summarize and slightly update his �ndings inTable 1.1, whih douments that nominal interest rate hanges tend to be implementedthrough a series of adjustments in the same diretion in line with the observation byGoodhart we have previously reported.A high example of the tendeny for reversals to be muh less frequent than ontin-uations is the ondut of monetary poliy undertaken by the FED in 2001 when tenontinuations movements have taken plae.Two important quali�ations are in order, whih we develop in greater detail in theintrodution to Chapter 4. One ould believe that interest rate smoothing behavior isonly due to the autoregressive struture of maroeonomi shoks, whih might displaya serially orrelated pattern. However, as a �rst response to this ritiism note that aspei�ation in the vein of (1.3.1), or a foreast based spei�ation, would ontrol for therelevant measure of ination or output gap, so that the fat that shoks to output andination are highly positively serially orrelated should be reeted in the oeÆients onof these terms in (1.3.1) (� and � respetively) rather than on the oeÆient � of thepartial adjustment term.Seondly, we ould also develop a theoretial argument to understand why the serialorrelation of shoks to maroeonomi fundamentals, suh as ination, does not initself bias the ratio of ontinuations to reversals in interest rate hanges in favor of



12Soure: Goodhart(Goodhart 1997) updated byauthor's omputationsRatio of Reversals to Total ChangesUK Base Rate (05/1997-15/10/2001) 1: 7.33EURO Re�nane Rate (01/2000-09/2001) 1: 9.00US FF Target Rate (1974-9, 1984-92) 1: 9.05US Disount Rate (1974-9,1984-92) 1: 7.40UK Base Rate (1974-9,1984-92) 1: 3.88German Disount Rate (1974-9, 1984-92) 1: 6.90Japanese Disount Rate (1974-9,1984-92) 1: 6.25Japanese Overnight all rate (1974-9,1984-92) 1: 2.61Australian Redisount Rate (1974-9,1984-92) 1: 10.84US Disount Rate (1962-95) 1: 5.00UK Base Rate (1974-95) 1: 4.26German Disount Rate (1974-95) 1: 7.33Japanese Disount Rate (1974-95) 1: 9.00Japanese Overnight Call Rate (1960-95) 1: 2.88Australian Redisount Rate (1974-93) 1: 6.93Australian all money rate (1984-94) 1: 3.17Table 1.1: Ratio of Reversals to Total Changesontinuations. Note that monetary poliy a�ets ination with a lag of suh length thatCentral Bankers often target a two-years ahead ination foreast. Therefore, the CentralBank must antiipate at any time the persistene and orrelation in, for illustration,inationary shoks when setting interest rates sine it knows that it needs to ondutmonetary poliy in a forward looking manner. Hene, interest rates should respond onlyto news and monetary poliy should not be a�eted by stale information. But news are,by de�nition, white-noise and hene should not impart a serially orrelated pattern tointerest rate hanges.The literature on interest rate smoothing behavior is relutant to assume that Cen-tral Bankers make systemati mistakes in the ondut of monetary poliy by ating toolittle and too late. Also, suh literature tries to develop some aounts for interest ratesmoothing without assuming that suh behavior is an expliit objetive of the CentralBank. A more detailed survey of the interest rate smoothing literature is developed inthe introdutory setion of Chapter 4. However, a brief synopsis of three main family



13of models of the interest rates smoothing literature might help putting the analysis ofChapter 4 into ontext.A �rst aount for interest rate smoothing emphasizes model unertainty, as illus-trated, among others, by Brainard (Brainard 1967) and Wieland (Wieland 1998). How-ever we explain in the introdution to Chapter 4 that suh family of models, while beingvery interesting, relies on the assumption that all stohasti shoks to ination are stritlymultipliative in the instrument of monetary poliy, so that a large interest rate move-ment indues more unertainty than a smaller one. Furthermore, this family of modelsimposes a strong restrition on the sign of the third derivative of the Central Bank'sloss funtion and is not robust to the lag struture of the transmission mehanism wegenerally observe.A seond lass of models whih might be relevant to this problem (see, for instane,Orphanides et al. (Orphanides and Wieland 1998) and Smets (Smets 1991)) studies theimpliations of data unertainty, whih is pervasive in monetary poliy. This lass ofmodels is suessful in explaining why monetary poliy does not reat immediately to alarge hange in the measure of a maroeonomi fundamental. This is so for the CentralBanker knows that maroeonomi measurements are more volatile than maroeonomidata beause data is noisy. It is often noted, however, (see for instane (Sak andWieland 2000), p.218) that it has not been proved to date that this kind of models aneven theoretially aount for partial adjustment in interest rates given the ertaintyequivalene properties of the setting usually employed in the analysis, as we explain indetail in Setion 4.1. Hene, models of data unertainty an explain why interest ratesare smoother than fundamentals. However, this family of models an neither explainwhy the urrent interest rate is a funtion of the lagged one nor why ontinuations aremore frequent than reversals.The analysis of interest rate smoothing that we derive in Chapter 4 belongs to thirdfamily of models emphasizing the forward looking nature of agents expetations and theimportane of the shape of the yield urve. To this family belong the models of Woodford(Woodford 1999) and Levin et al. (Levin, Wieland, and J.Williams 1999). The modeldeveloped in Chapter 4 bears some similarities to Woodford's analysis, but our resultswere independently derived. Moreover, while Woodford's results study the problem under



14ommitment (a regime in whih the Central Bank ommits to a given poliy rule), ouranalysis is developed under disretion (a regime in whih the Central Bank sets its poliyat eah time only for the urrent period).The starting point for our analysis, as for the analysis of all models in this thirdfamily, rests on the observation that the importane of short-term interest rates is onlyof seond order. In fat, investments deisions tend to be based on the medium andlong portion of the yield urve, as observed by Goodfriend (Goodfriend 1991). Hene,short-term rates are important to the extent they an a�et the medium and the longportion of the yield urve.More spei�ally, our analysis in Chapter 4 aims to answer two questions. Doesinterest rate smoothing behavior imply that Central Banks at too little and too late?And an the observation that the relevant measure of monetary poliy lies in the mediumand long portion of the yield urve, rather than in the short-term rate, aount for apartial adjustment mehanism in the setting of interest rates?We start the analysis by onstruting a learning model of the yield urve wherebyagents employ the historial path of short-run rates and the historial orrelation ofinterest rate hanges to determine the slope and the steepness of the yield urve. We�rst propose a model agents might employ to determine forward rates.We assume that the term-struture theory of interest rates holds, so that agentsdetermine the yield urve by viewing any long-term bond as a omposite index of all theforward rates that mature before the given bond. The term struture theory of interestrates, then, allows us to employ our forward rate model to derive a yield urve modelvia arbitrage onditions, a quite ommon priing strategy in �nanial eonomis (Bjork1998).We interpret the redibility of monetary poliy as being represented by the CentralBank's apability of a�eting a large movement in the medium and long portion of theyield urve with a relatively small hange in the urrent short-run interest rate. For thisto happen in our studied adaptive learning model the Central Bank must have ondutedmonetary poliy in the past by arrying out a low reversals to total ontinuations ratio.In fat, if the Central Bank arries out interest rate hanges via a number of serially or-related movements, agents learn that a urrent inrease in the interest rate, for instane,



15signals that a further wave of tightening moves is to ome. Hene agents would thenattah a very high signaling value to interest rate hanges.We therefore �nd that a positive pattern of historial serial orrelation in interest ratehanges implies that the Central Bank an bring into e�et a large movement in the longportion of the yield urve with a small hange in short-run rates, suggestive of the fatthat a low reversal to total hanges ratio and interest rate smoothing behavior do notneessarily imply an exessively timid response to maroeonomi shoks.We then build on the results of the �rst part of the analysis to study the qualitativebehavior of monetary poliy. We assume that the Central Bank inorporates in its lossfuntion the level of the short-run rate, to whih we give a number of justi�ations,ranging from a onern for the indebtness of the private setor, a onern for mortgageholders and the aim not to indue agents to have to unneessarily eonomize on ash.The marginal disutility from a high interest rate is therefore assumed to be inreasingin the level of the interest rate itself. We show that this assumption implies that it iswelfare rising for the Central Bank to be able to a�et a large movement in long-termrates with a small movement in short-term ones.We show that in this ontext the short-term rate is inreasing in its lag and in itslagged rate of hange so that monetary poliy exhibits a partial adjustment mehanism.We also �nd that the short-term rate display in our model a short-run path dependentbehavior.We show that our �ndings rely on the assumption that the Central Bank attahessome disutility to a high level of the short-term rate. We also stress that all models ofinterest rate smoothing do not seem to be partiularly robust. Therefore, eah familyof models must be interpreted as ontributing to a wide debate rather than providing a�nal solution to the question of why Central Banks seem to smooth interest rates.Chapter 4 is not the only hapter of the thesis touhing upon the debate on gradualismand the reversals to total hanges ratio. We argue that this debate is somewhat onnetedto our third researh question, to whih we now turn attention.



161.4 Interest Rates as a Vehile of Information: TheEonomi Consequenes of the Degree of Infor-mation Transpareny AdoptedMembers of the Federal Open Market Committee of the FED reah their poliy deisionsafter having been presented with a rih variety of maroeonomi foreasts, inludingthe FED's maro model preditions at various horizons for output and ination, theforeasts of sta� members (whih might di�er from those of the maro model) as well asthe maroeonomi foreasts formulated by all the other members of the FOMC.This wealth of information is not reported in the minutes and is shared with thepubli with a lag of �ve years (Romer and Romer 2000). The proedure of relativeinformation serey adopted by the FED has been hallenged by the private setor inthe early 80's though a lawsuit whih was unsuessful. Among the arguments advanedby the FED in its legal defense lied a onern that full information transpareny ouldindue unneessary volatility in �nanial markets (Goodfriend 1986).Institutional arrangements as to extent upon whih the Central Bank shares its infor-mation with agents vary widely aross institutions. The Bank of England, for instane,provides the publi with a diagramati illustration of its models' foreasts in the monthlyInation Report. Moreover, the minutes of the MPC's meetings often refer to variousforeasted senarios ontingent upon the given interest rate path the Committee is dis-ussing.However, even when dislosure of information is omplete Central Bankers seem tobe aware that the publi holds the Central Bank's ations to be a vehile of informationabout the maroeonomi outlook (in fat, this is might be so for for the publi is tryingto infer from the hosen path for interest rates how the Central Bank interprets a largenumber of foreasts that are often ontraditory or haraterized by very wide on�deneintervals). Suh onern for the informational ontent of interest rates is, as a pureillustration of a point often reurring in the minutes of the MPC's meetings, expressed inthe minutes of the November 1998 meeting when the merits of a �fty-�ve basis points utwere weighted against the arguments in favor of a larger seventy-�ve basis point redutionin interest rates ((Bank of England 1998), point 36): \Notwithstanding the opportunity to



17explain any poliy deision in the following week's Ination Report, there ould well be [ifthe large seventy-�ve basis points ut is implemented℄ a prolonged e�et on pereptions ofthe Committee's assessment of the outlook, with a risk that people, business and marketsmistakenly onluded that the Committee knew something that it had not dislosed aboutthe outlook".The study of how deisions by the Central Bank at as a vehile of information asto the assessment of the maroeonomi outlook beomes partiularly interesting whenCentral Banks are endowed with asymmetri and superior information as to the path ofmaroeonomi fundamentals. The testing of whether Central Banks are indeed endowedwith asymmetri information is reent, but in an interesting reent study David andChirstina Romer (Romer and Romer 2000) argue that the FED's maroeonomi foreastsare vastly superior to those produed by the private setor. They also show that suhsuperior foreasting performane is due to a genuine foreasting advantage held by theCentral Bank on the path of maroeonomi variables, rather than stemming from theFED's superior knowledge of its own future ations, as we disuss in greater detail in theintrodution to Chapter 3.In this ontext, a reent strand of literature has emerged studying the eonomiproperties of information serey. Its entral question might be summarized as follows:Is information transpareny welfare rising? We larify the terms of the debate by de�ninginformation transpareny as the polar ase in whih the Central Bank shares promptlyand fully with the publi its urrent assessment of the outlook for maroeonomi funda-mentals. Instead, information serey is held in the literature to represent the oppositepolar ase in whih agents are unaware of the information observed by the Central Bank,though some learning an our through the observations of the Central Bank's ations.Therefore, the literature on information transpareny operates in the following frame-work: i) the Central Bank is assumed to be endowed with asymmetri information onmaroeonomi fundamentals; ii) agents try to learn suh information via monetary poliywhen information serey is adopted; instead, if information transpareny holds, agents'assessment of the maroeonomi outlook is independent of the ations undertaken bythe Central Bank.A more detailed summary of the information transpareny literature is deferred to the



18�rst setion of Chapter 3. However, we an antiipate at the desriptive level a patternto be diserned in this literature: information serey is welfare diminishing whenevermodels of time-onsisteny tend to be employed in the analysis (see, for instane, Faustand Svensson (Faust and Svensson 2000) and Geraats (Geerats 2000)); on the otherhand, information serey is welfare superior when monetary poliy is not held to have aninationary bias and the sole objetive of the Central Banker lies in output stabilization(to this lass of models belongs the work of Cukierman (Cukierman 1999) and of Gersbah(Gersbah 1998)).We follow the entral intuition of the information serey literature whih assumesthat the Central Bank enjoys superior information on the magnitude of an output shokand study a signal extration problem in Chapter 3. We develop a model in whih on-sumers' on�dene (that is, agents' foreasts of their disposable inome) is re-assessed inthe ontext of a signaling game by the private setor by observing the behavior of mone-tary poliy. The novelty of our analysis lies in allowing agents to ondition their inomeexpetations (rather than solely their inationary expetations as often assumed in theinformation transpareny literature) upon the observed ondut of monetary poliy. Inother words, we let the animal spirits of the investors be rationally a�eted by monetarypoliy as agents let their assessment of their future disposable inome be a�eted by thesignals they reeive from the Central Bank.Consider the following senario to gain an insight of the intuition behind the model wedevelop in Chapter 3. The Central Bank, endowed with superior information on the pathof maroeonomi fundamentals (Romer and Romer 2000), foreasts a sharp reession.It might be tempted to lower rates very aggressively to stimulate investment. And yet,it instead ats autiously, postponing an easing of monetary poliy or implementing itvia a partial adjustment gradual mehanism.Suh behavior is brought about as the Central Bank realizes that agents might deduefrom an aggressive easing of monetary poliy that a sharp reession is foreasted. Henea large hange in interest rates would lead onsumption and investment deisions to berevised in a sharply pro-ylial fashion.This senario summarizes the intuition behind the model. We develop a simple sig-naling game in whih the Central Bank, ating as the sender, observes output shoks



19and sets monetary poliy. Agents, ating as the reeivers, ondition their onsumptiondeisions upon their belief on the information observed by the Central Bank, whih theypartially infer observing monetary poliy.The signaling game is solved by bakwards indution. We employ the Cho-Krepsre�nement riterion (Cho and Kreps 1987) to impose some struture on agents' beliefs.A number of interesting results emerge as we argue in Chapter 3 that a very wide numberof questions an be studied in this framework.First of all, an it be argued that the Central Bank adopts a gradualist poliy approahin the setting of our model beause it seeks to stabilize agents expetations? And if thisis true, would it also be the ase that interest rates are less responsive to maroeonomishoks under information serey and asymmetri information than they would be undereither information transpareny of symmetri information? A omment in passing to thise�et is arried out in the onlusion of an inuential survey (Clarida, Gali, and Gertler1999) whih seems to harmonize well with our results. In fat, we answer this �rstquestion in the aÆrmative by showing that in our model under asymmetri informationand information serey interest rates are less volatile that under full information.Is information transpareny welfare rising in our model? We show that suh questionis ambiguous in our setting and try to de�ne onditions under whih information trans-pareny is welfare rising. We also employ our model to study what are some possibleeonomi e�ets of publishing the minutes of the Interest Rate Setting Panel.Note that the quote from the November 1998 MPC meeting reported at the beginningof this setion is suggestive of limit priing behavior in the fashion of the e�ets �rstexplored by Milgrom and Roberts (Milgrom and Roberts 1982) in games of imperfetinformation. In fat, the quote seems to suggest that at least some members of theMPC (whih we an de�ne in that ontext as having observed a relatively moderatereessionary or deationary shok) believe that they needed to set monetary poliy insuh a way as to avoid induing agents to believe that the Central Bank has insteadobserved a very large reessionary or deationary shok. In the language of game theory,the quoted exerpt from the 1998 November MPC meeting indiates that the CentralBank, when it is in reality a low deation type, must separate itself from a high deationtype by adopting a limit priing behavior.



20Is suh limit priing e�et supported by our model? We pursue this line of researhand show that in some ases our model does indeed produe limit priing behavior.Finally, an the model aount for the low reversals to total hanges ratio ommonlyobserved in the ondut of monetary poliy? We are not able to fully analyze thisquestion, but however we illustrate an example whih suggests that the assumption thatthe Central Bank holds asymmetri information has the e�et of produing some bias infavor of ontinuations. This onludes our disussion of the three main researh themesof the thesis, whose struture we now disuss.1.5 The Struture of the ThesisThe strategy followed in organizing the thesis is the following. We illustrate in eahentral hapter one of the three models analyzed. Chapter 2 studies the problem ofvoting serey in a Monetary Union. Chapter 3 analyzes information serey, while�nally Chapter 4 investigates a model of partial adjustment for the setting of the nominalinterest rate.Eah model fouses the analysis fouses narrowly on a spei� e�et rather thanstudying eah researh question in a general setting. Therefore, we an attempt totranslate our onlusions into some suggestive poliy insights only with great autionand with many important quali�ations. We devote therefore the onlusive hapter ofthe thesis to relating the results of the entral hapters to the debate on various poliyquestions and to trying to ritially assess our �ndings.



Chapter 2
Should Individual Voting Reordsbe Published in a Monetary Union?The Loation of Industry and theChoie of Voting TransparenyRegime



22AbstratWe ompare the welfare impat of Transparent Individual Voting as opposed to SeretIndividual Voting for the setting of Monetary Poliy in a Monetary Union. We aeptat fae value the ECB's laim that Transparent Voting fores members of the InterestRate Setting Panel to be inuened by partisan interests rather than by Monetary Unionwide onsiderations and set the analysis in a simple eonomi geography framework. Westudy the question at two levels.If the issue of industry loation is held exogenous to the Monetary Voting proess, we�nd that: i) Seret Voting is the more welfare superior the more the industrial struturedi�ers aross ountries of the Monetary Union; ii) Seret Voting is optimal even for theCenter when its supply shoks bear the same ovariane to the East as to the West;iii) under some stated onditions, Seret Voting, tough being welfare superior for theMonetary Union as a whole, is not inentive ompatible for a majority of the memberountries.We then onstrut a simple general equilibrium framework in whih the hoie ofloation by industry is endogenous to the hoie of the Voting Transpareny Regime formonetary poliy. We �nd that the hoie of Transparent Voting over Seret Voting hasthe e�et of reduing the asymmetry of supply shoks aross the various regions of theMonetary Union, suggesting that the welfare omparison between the two voting rulesmay be ambiguous, even if we aept the ECB's laims at fae value.KEYWORDS: VOTING TRANSPARENCY IN A MONETARY UNION, THELOCATION OF INDUSTRY IN A MONETARY UNION, HEDGING OF MACROE-CONOMIC RISK IN A MONETARY UNION.



232.1 IntrodutionStudents of Transpareny in Central Banking usually identify three dimensions in assess-ing how observable and veri�able the proedures of Monetary Poliy are for the publi:Information Transpareny, Goal Transpareny and Voting Transpareny (Winkler 1999).Voting Transpareny, the subjet of this hapter, measures the extent upon whih thepubli is informed about the voting behavior (and its motivation) of eah member of themonetary poliy setting body of the Central Bank. We observe a sharp ontrast betweenthe European Central Bank and Central Banks of other OECD ountries in terms of thetranspareny of the voting proedures adopted.In fat, on the one hand, the Bank of England, the FED and the Bank of Japanall publish, with a varying degree of delay, individual voting reords after the PoliyCommittee meets. The voting reord of individual members of the Bank of England'sMPC is generally divulged to the publi two weeks after the vote is ast; the Bank ofJapan, under the New Bank of Japan Law legislated in 1998, publishes individual votingreords eight weeks after the Poliy Board has met and, while the bulk of the minutesis non-attributed, members dissenting from the majority vote are bound to explain thereasons of their dissent in an attributed setion of the notes. Furthermore, the FederalOpen Market Committee of the FED publishes individual voting reords seven weeksafter the meeting has taken plae.Suh pattern of dislosure of individual voting reords ontrasts sharply with thearrangement hosen by the European Central Bank (Commission of the European Com-munities 1999). In fat, the European Central Bank plans to dislose individual votingreords with a lag of seventeen years.The attempt by the European Central Bank to keep individual voting reords serethas given rise to a heated debate between Willem Buiter (Buiter 1999), at the time mem-ber of the MPC and strongly ritial of suh arrangement, and Ottmar Issing, the hiefeonomist at the ECB who supports the provision for up-keeping serey on individualvoting reords (Issing 1999).Is there any reason why Voting Serey may have some welfare rising onsequenein a Monetary Union? Arhitets of the ECB (Issing 1999) answer this question in theaÆrmative by laiming that, without Voting Serey, exeutive members of the ECB



24Governing Counil would be under an irresistible pressure to only at aording to thepartisan interests of the member ountry that has appointed them rather than ful�ll theirmission as sworn super-partes ivil servants.The aim of this hapter is to analyze the welfare omparison between Voting Trans-pareny and Voting Serey in a Monetary Union taking the statement by the ECB atfae value and abstrating from other onsiderations that might a�et the hoie of whatVoting Transpareny Regime to adopt in a Monetary Union. However, before we take theECB's statement at fae value for the remainder of the paper, we would like to developsome aveats.While some authors believe that the Central Bank is indeed able to uphold VotingSerey if it hooses to (Gersbah and Hahn 2000), others have observed that, giventhe sheer number of agents in attendane to Governing Counil's meetings, individualvoting reords are, in fat, observable sine leaking annot be ruled out (Buiter 1999).Individual voting reords might be observable (in the sense that national governmentsmight know the individual voting reords of members of the Governing Counil), but theyare unlikely to be veri�able (in the sense that the prinipal annot prove its knowledgeof the agent's behavior in a ourt).Furthermore, the sheer observability of individual voting reords may be weakenedby the fat that agents may agree on the outome of the Interest Rate Setting Panel'smeeting in an informal manner before the meeting takes plae. Moreover, the Committeeould reah its deision without taking a formal vote, as stated by the ECB's hairmanDuisenberg at a press onferene (Duisenberg and C.Noyer 2000).We, therefore, explore throughout the remainder of the hapter the onsequene ofassuming that the Voting Serey Regime (from heneforth the regime in whih individ-ual voting reords are not published) is an analytially di�erent regime to the VotingTranspareny Regime (from heneforth the regime in whih individual voting reords arepublished). In this vein, the study of voting transpareny is now giving rise to a smallliterature of whih we now give a brief aount.Sibert (Sibert 1999) studies the welfare impat of publishing individual voting reordsin the ontext of an overlapping generations model for members of the Central BankPoliy Committee. Poliy-makers' preferenes over the relative dis-utility attahed to



25output and ination are assumed to be ditated by a type whih the publi annotobserve. Sibert �nds that soial welfare is lower when individual voting reords arepublished sine this this gives an inentive for a dove type to initially dress up as ahawk and then take the publi by surprise at a later stage in the game, exaerbating thetime-onsisteny problem of monetary poliy.Gersbah and Hahn (Gersbah and Hahn 2000), instead, analyze an e�et by whihwelfare is higher under Voting Transpareny. Components of the Monetary Panel areassumed in their framework to di�er in their ompetene, de�ned as their eÆieny inforeasting output supply shoks. Voting Transpareny allows the publi to graduallylearn whih members of the Committee are eÆient in setting poliy so that inompetentmembers an be replaed. Therefore, the ompetene of the members of the PoliyCommittee is higher under Voting Transpareny.The authors, however, do not onsider the possibility that members of the Committeemay themselves learn over time who the most eÆient poliy-makers are, and thereforeemulation of the most eÆient members of the Committee by the less eÆient ones mayat, under Voting Serey, as a surrogate to Voting Transpareny in ensuring that themost eÆient poliy-makers set monetary poliy.The fous of this hapter onsists of analyzing at two di�erent levels the onsequenesof the ECB's statement that Voting Transpareny indues partisan behavior in a Mone-tary Union. We, therefore abstrat from the issues studied by the aforementioned authors,and instead speialize the analysis to the ase of the hoie of the optimal voting regimein a Monetary Union.We therefore set out our analysis in a very simple spatial framework, in whih thedegree of asymmetry of output supply shoks depends upon the pattern of geographispeialization of eah industry, as argued by Krugman (Krugman 1991). This assumptionhas some important onsequenes.First of all, setting the analysis in spatial terms implies that not all ountries enjoythe same ex-ante probability of being pivotal in the interest rate setting deision sine aCenter-Periphery struture might hold. Therefore, some regions (the Center) are morelikely to at as median voters than others (the Periphery) for the output supply shoksthat hit the Center are likely to be most orrelated ones to the shoks hitting the other



26regions in the Monetary Union.Seondly, as proposed by Krugman (Krugman 1991), the hoie of industry on whereto loate, whih ditates the degree of asymmetry of output supply shoks aross mem-ber ountries of the Monetary Union, might be a variable endogenous to the hoie ofMonetary Poliy Regime.In fat, Krugman argues that the United States witness a greater degree of geographispeialization of industry than Europe: the existene of inreasing returns to sale impliesthat the removal of trading barriers indues �rms in the same industry to speialize pro-dution in the same single region, rather than spreading widely their produtive ativitiesinto several regions.We wonder, in the ontext of our analysis, whether modeling the hoie of industrialloation by �rms as being a�eted by the ondut of monetary poliy has important on-sequenes for the hoie of Transpareny Voting Regime in a Monetary Union. Therefore,our analysis is arried out at two levels.We �rst hold in Setion 2.2 the deision of industrial loation by �rms exogenousto the hoie of Transpareny Regime and, hene, also exogenous to the ondut ofmonetary poliy and the institutional arrangements whih regulate the Central Bank.This is the �rst level of our analysis. At this level we �nd that Voting Serey is optimalin a Monetary Union, the more so the more speialized is industrial loation and weonstrut a measure of the welfare ost of Voting Transpareny.We also �nd that Voting Serey may be under some stated onditions welfare optimaleven for the Center, in spite of the fat that the Center is likely, as we show, to at asthe median voter under Voting Transpareny. We haraterize this �nding by analogy tothe purhase of an insurane poliy by whih agents trade-o� obtaining their �rst bestoutome in most ontingenies against diminishing the volatility of their welfare arossdi�erent states of the world.We also haraterize onditions under whih Seret Voting, while being welfare opti-mal for the Union as a whole, is preferred by a majority of member ountries.We then take the analysis to a deeper level in Setion 2.3, where we let the hoie ofindustrial loation by �rms be endogenous to how the Central Bank hooses to ondutmonetary poliy in a Monetary Union. We analyze the problem by onstruting a simple



27general equilibrium model, whih extends the framework of Blanhard and Kiyotaki(Blanhard and N.Kiyotaki 1987).We show in the ontext of the simple general equilibrium model we develop that thehoie of Voting Serey over Voting Transpareny has the e�et of inreasing the degreeof asymmetry of the output supply shoks hitting the member ountries of the MonetaryUnion. We interpret the result by analogy with a portfolio hoie problem.In fat, we show that Voting Transpareny in a Monetary Union makes output, aggre-gate demand, labor and employment more volatile in eah region that under the SeretVoting Regime. For this reason, agents have a greater inentive under Voting Trans-pareny to spread industrial loation widely aross all regions of the Monetary Union,rather than speializing prodution in the region where prodution is more eÆient fora given industry.We then devote the �nal setion to onlusions and a �nal disussion.2.2 The Choie of Monetary Poliy Voting Trans-pareny Rule in a Monetary Union when Indus-trial Struture is held Exogenous2.2.1 The FrameworkWe develop in this setion the �rst of the two models of this hapter analyzing the frame-work for the problem of the hoie of Voting Transpareny Regime in a Monetary Unionin the ontext of asymmetri supply shoks when industrial loation is held exogenous tomonetary poliy. We �rst state in Setion 2.2.1.1 the funtional form of the loss fun-tion and the Phillips urve to whih monetary poliy is subjeted in eah region of theMonetary Union.We then proeed in Setion 2.2.1.2 to establish how eah ountry would have on-duted monetary poliy had it stayed independent of the Monetary Union. This is auseful benhmark to analyze in later stages of the hapter the voting pattern of eahmember ountry in the Monetary Union.



28Finally, we desribe in Setion 2.2.1.3 the two alternative rules for Voting Trans-pareny whose welfare omparisons we analyze throughout the hapter.2.2.1.1 The Basi Assumptions:Eah member ountry of the Monetary Union is averse to instability in the level of theprie index and to deviations of output from a bliss point kŷ. The loss funtion Li forountry i takes the following form a' la' Barro and Gordon (Barro and Gordon 1983)(though we emphasize that our results, as we later show in Remark 2.2.4, do not relyupon the existene of a time-onsisteny problem in monetary poliy and therefore weould let ki = 1 in the following loss funtion without a�eting the onlusions of thissetion): Li (yi; �i; �; ki) = (yi � kiŷ)2 + �(�i)2; ki � 1; (2.2.1)The variables yi and �i denote denote the logarithm of output and ination respe-tively. The parameter ki is usually assumed to be greater or equal to one reetingthe fat that imperfet ompetition and distortionary taxes imply that the Walrasianequilibrium of output and employment is sub-optimal as the marginal revenue for therepresentative good is generally above marginal ost.We impose the very important further assumption that ki is the same aross ountriesand set ki = k 8i. We would like to emphasize that the results of the model we develophere may not generalize to the ase in whih ki varies aross ountries, as we later notein Remark 2.2.4.While eah ountry is free to set �i independently before joining a Monetary Union,a ommon Monetary Poliy implies that that an unique ination rate (the instrument ofmonetary poliy in the setup of the model) is hosen for all ountries in the MonetaryUnion. While this is a ommon assumption used in the analysis of a Monetary Union(see, for instane, Dixit and Lambertini (Dixit and L.Lambertini 2000), Montielli (Mon-tielli 2000), Krugman (Krugman 1995) and Pagano (Giavazzi and Pagano 1988)) theassumption may lak realism as: i) the instrument of monetary poliy annot be real-istially deemed to be ination itself and the assumption that monetary poliy ontrolsination diretly is made for analytial simpliity when analytial interest lies in studying



29problems onneted to short-run output-ination trade-o�s; ii) even though purhasingpower parity would predit that in a Monetary Union ination should be onstant arossountries, deviations from purhasing-power parity are possible, at least in the short-run,as long as the ost of arbitraging goods aross ountries is higher than the inationarydi�erential.However, the onlusions of this setion are robust to a relaxation of the assumptionthat ination is onstant aross ountries, as we argue in Appendix A.2.Monetary Poliy feeds upon to output in eah ountry through the following Phillipsurve: yi(�i; ŷ; �e; ) = ŷ + (�i � �ei ) + zi; (2.2.2)We indiate the expeted level of ination in eah ountry by �ei . As wages areassumed to be stiky, if ination is higher (lower) than predited, then the ex-post realwage falls (rises) taking output above (below) its unonditional expetation level ŷ.Finally, zi is a stohasti white-noise stohasti term that aptures the impat ofsupply shoks in eah ountry, whih we de�ne more preisely in (2.2.3).We assume that there are only three member ountries in the Monetary Union, de-noted as East, Center and West. The three output supply shoks hitting eah ountryorrelate and take the following form:zi(di;j; �e; �; �w) = 8>><>>: ze = de;e�e + de;�z = d;e�e + d;� + d;w�wzw = dw;� + dw;w�w ; 0 � di;j � 1; (2.2.3)We now turn attention to de�ning and interpreting all the terms in (2.2.3). Weassume that the eonomy onsists only of three industrial setors, denoted as the EasternIndustry, the Central Industry and the Western Industry respetively. Eah industry issubjet to a stohasti output shok �i, drawn from an independent distribution suhthat: �i = ( � with Prob 12�� with Prob 12 i = e; ; w; (2.2.4)



30The parameter di;j is a weight reeting the fration of industry j loated in region i.For example, assume that eighty per ent of industry e is loated in the East and twentyper ent in the Center and a positive supply shok of magnitude � ours to industry e.Then, negleting all other fators, a supply shok of magnitude 0:8 � will our to theEast, while a positive supply shok of 0:2 � hits the Center.We now impose some restritions on the parameters di;j. First of all, we posit thateah region is endowed with a omparative advantage in one of the three industries,and eah industry predominantly loates in the industry where it enjoys its omparativeadvantage, so that: di;j=i � 12 8i; (2.2.5)This restrition implies that, for instane, the industry labeled as Eastern Industryloates predominantly in the East, where it enjoys its omparative advantage (so thatde;e � 12). The same applies to the Central Industry (loating predominantly in theCenter as d; � 12) and to the Western Industry.Seondly, we wish to impose a restrition on the set of parameters di;j to ensure thateah of the two peripheral ountries is likely to experiene supply shoks more loselysynhronized to those ourring to the Center rather than to those ourring to the otherperipheral ountry. To ahieve this, we assume that:COV (ze; z) > COV (ze; zw); (2.2.6)COV (zw; z) > COV (zw; ze);The restrition imposed in equation (2.2.6), employing (2.2.3) to ompute the variousexpressions for the ovariane funtion and bearing in mind that z2i is assumed to beonstant aross industries, turns out to imply:de;ed;e + de;d; > de;dw; (2.2.7)dw;wd;w + dw;d; > dw;ede;w;



31We �nally assume that the variane of supply shoks is onstant aross ountries,whih (bearing in mind again that the we assumed that the idiosynrati shoks to eahindustry ze; z; zw have the same variane) requires the following ondition to hold:di;e + di; + di;w = 1 8i; (2.2.8)Note, �nally, that equation (2.2.8) and (2.2.3) jointly imply that (zi)2 = V AR(zi) =(�)2 8i.2.2.1.2 The Condut of Monetary Poliy Under Independene from theMonetary Union:We reall in this setion the standard analysis for the ondut of monetary poliy applyingto eah ountry if it stays independent of the Monetary Union. While the analysis of thisbrief sub-setion is not an original researh result, this benhmark will turn to be usefulwhen we determine in Setion 2.2.1.3 the impat of the hoie of Voting TransparenyRegime on agents' voting behavior.Eah ountry would, under independene, set its inationary rate as to minimize theloss funtion of (2.2.1) subjet to (2.2.2) whih, taking agents' inationary expetationsas given, leads to the following reation urve for the Central Bank linking the hoie ofination to the ination rate expeted by agents:�i(�e; zi; ŷ; k) = (� + )�1hŷ(k � 1) + �e � zii; (2.2.9)Agents form rational expetations and therefore aim to avoid systemati mistakes inprediting expeted ination. The only proedure to avoid systemati mistakes is to forma predition of ination �e suh that E(�i���e) = �e along the reation funtion of (2.2.9),implying that: E(�i) = 1� hŷ(k � 1)i; (2.2.10)Substituting the rational expetations ination rate of (2.2.10) into equation (2.2.9)the optimal hoie of ination turns out to be:
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��i = ŷ(k � 1)� � (� + )�1zi; (2.2.11)Ploughing bak the optimal ination rate of (2.2.11) into the Phillips urve of (2.2.2)we now determine output: y�i = ŷ + �� +  zi; (2.2.12)Finally, to determine the value of the loss funtion we substitute (2.2.12) and (2.2.11)into (2.2.1) and, after rearrangement, we obtain:L�i (yi; �i; �; ) =�1 + �� � [ŷ(k � 1)℄2++�(� + 1)(� + )2 (�)2 + �� � 1� + � 2ŷ(1� k)zi; (2.2.13)Having �xed ideas on how monetary poliy is onduted under independene of theMonetary Union, we now proeed to de�ning how voting proedures a�et monetarypoliy in a Monetary Union.2.2.1.3 Two Regimes for Voting Transpareny Rules in a Monetary Union:Does the hoie of Voting Transpareny Regime a�et the individual voting behavior ofMembers of the Interest Setting body in a Monetary Union?We analyze in this setion the impat of voting transpareny on the determination ofMonetary Poliy in a Monetary Union. Two di�erent rules are onsidered.If individual voting reords are published, then we de�ne the voting regime as beingharaterized by Voting Transpareny. Otherwise, when the vote on interest rates ofindividual members of the Monetary Poliy Setting Panel is kept seret (as in the aseof the European Central Bank), we de�ne the Voting Regime as being one of SeretIndividual Voting.To understand the likely e�et of Seret Individual Voting, we reall the rationalegiven by the ECB for opting to keep individual voting behavior seret. It is laimed bythe European Central Bank that individual voters, were their individual voting reordsto be published, would be a�eted by partisan interests only. In fat, the ECB maintainsthat, were individual voting reords divulged to the publi, the representative of eah



33Member Country would only take maroeonomi onditions in her ountry of origin intoaount when deiding on how to ast her vote in the Interest Rate Setting Counil.Instead, the ECB laims, Individual Voting Serey insulates members of the InterestRate Voting Body from pressures stemming from member ountries. As a result, Individ-ual Voting Serey is maintained to allow Members of the Voting Counil to ful�ll theirmission as sworn super-partes ivil servants. In other words, Individual Voting Sereyallows poliy-makers to take into aount the Pan-European Maroeonomi senarioand to behave as benevolent soial planners.Is the ase in favor of Seret Individual Voting depited by the European Central Bankplausible? We do not really takle this issue. Instead, we are interested in exploring someimpliations of the ECB's view on Voting Transpareny in a Monetary Union, whih weaept at fae value in the following assumption:Assumption 2.2.1. (Impat of Voting Transpareny): Aepting the ECB's state-ments at fae value, we assume that the publiation of Individual Voting Reords (the Vot-ing Transpareny Regime) fores individual members of the Interest Rate Voting Counilto be a�eted only by the interests of the Member Country they represent.Instead, under Individual Voting Serey individual members of the Interest Rate Vot-ing Body behave in a super-partes manner and weight by the same fator the welfare ofall member ountries of the Monetary Union.We assume that Interest Rates are set by a panel omposed by three members, sothat all the three regions of the Monetary Union are equally represented.We now proeed to haraterize the impat of the hoie of voting serey rule adoptedon the ondut of monetary poliy.Monetary Poliy Under Voting Serey:Assumption 2.2.1 implies that under Voting Serey all members of the Interest settingbody aim to maximize welfare at the Pan-Union level, as we expliate in the followingremark:Remark 2.2.1. (Monetary Poliy under Voting Serey): If individual voting isseret, then eah member of the Interest Rate Voting Counil sets ination as to minimizethe Union-wide loss funtion, so that ination is hosen aording to:
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�sv;� = argmin 13hLe (ye; �; �; ze) + L (y; �; �; z) + Lw (yw; �; �; zw) i; (2.2.14)It is interesting to also note that the voting rule applied under Seret Voting impliesthat all members of the Interest Rate Setting Panel are predited to always agree on thesame hoie of interest rates.In fat, note that we have assumed that Voting Serey implies that all interest ratevoters, regardless of the ountry they represent, at to minimize the same loss funtionof (2.2.14). Furthermore, for the purposes of our model all poliy-makers are assumedto believe in the same simple model of the eonomy, as outlined in Setion 2.2.1.1 andSetion 2.2.1.2.Therefore, if we aept the ECB's statement that Voting Serey leads poliy-makersto be guided by Union-wide onsiderations only, all interest rates setting deisions shouldbe expeted to be taken unanimously unless poliy-makers disagree on what is the appro-priate model of the eonomy, whih might seem plausible even though it is a onsiderationfrom whih we abstrat in this hapter.We not turn attention to deriving the monetary poliy rule whih would hold underVoting Serey. To this end, the following remark shall be very useful.Remark 2.2.2. (Maximization Equivalene Problem under Seret Voting):In the regime of Seret Voting the hoie of ination after that a set of supply shoks(ze; z; zw) is observed is equivalent to the hoie of ination under the One Country In-dependent monetary poliy problem outlined in Setion 2.2.1.2 setting the realized supplyshok to take magnitude ze+z+zw3 . This implies that the solution to:�sv;� = argmin 13hLe (ye; �; �; ze) + L (y; �; �; z) + Lw (yw; �; �; zw) i; (2.2.15)is equivalent to:�� = argmin Li�yi; �i; �; z = �ze + z + zw3 ��=argmin�ŷ � kŷ + (� � �e) + ze + z + zw3 �2 + � (�)2 ; (2.2.16)



35Where ination in eah ountry �i is now restrited to taking a ommon value arossall members of the Curreny Union. Moreover, the loss funtion for individual ountriestakes the form stated in equation (2.2.1).Proof. Let us �rst write out fully the funtion to be minimized aording to equation(2.2.15):13 �Le�ye; �; �; ze�+ L�y; �; �; z�+ Lw�yw; �; �; zw�� =+ 13�ŷ(1� k) + (� � �e) + ze�2 + 13�ŷ(1� k) + (� � �e) + zw�2+13�ŷ(1� k) + (� � �e) + zw�2 + �(�)2; (2.2.17)We expand the quadrati expressions and exploit the assumption that z2e = z2w =z2 ,and after re-arranging, the above expression simpli�es to:13hLe (ye; �; �; ze) + L (y; �; �; z) + Lw (yw; �; �; zw) i =+ (ŷ(1� k) + (� � �e))2 + �2� + 23 [ŷ(1� k) + (� � �e)℄[ze + z + zw℄ + � (�)2=�ŷ(1� k) + (� � �e) + ze + z + zw3 �2 + � ��2� ; (2.2.18)
This remark implies that the determination of �sv;�, the optimal ination rate underVoting Serey, follows, one the output supply shok is appropriately re-weighted, aproedure analogous to the optimal setting of monetary poliy for a ountry independentof the Monetary Union. In fat, the welfare maximization problem of (2.2.14) is solvedby letting zi = ze+z+zw3 in equation (2.2.11), so that the rate of ination hosen by theCentral Bank of the Monetary Union under Voting Serey is:�sv;� = ŷ(k � 1)� � (� + )�1 ze + z + zw3 ; (2.2.19)Monetary Poliy Under Voting Transpareny:



36We study in this setion the ondut of monetary poliy under Voting Transpareny.First of all, we notie that Assumption 2.2.1 implies that under Voting Transpareny anymember of the Monetary Panel only aims to maximize welfare in her ountry of origin.Therefore, the representative of ountry i aims to set �tv, the ination rate under VotingTranspareny, as to minimize:Li �yi; �tv; �; ki� = (yi � kiŷ)2 + �(�tv)2; ki � 1; (2.2.20)Note that the rate of ination �tv is not set by any ountry independently, but it israther set equal to the preferene of the median voter in the Interest Rate Setting Panelof the Monetary Union's Central Bank.Denote with �tvi the rate of ination for whih the representative of ountry i votesunder Voting Transpareny. Output in eah ountry depends on the un-antiipatedomponent of �, the rate of ination for the Monetary Union, aording to the followingPhillips urve: yi(�; ŷ; �e; ) = ŷ + (�tv � �e) + zi; (2.2.21)To derive �tvi , notie that eah voter sets �tvi as a funtion of �e by minimizing (2.2.20)subjet to (2.2.21), so that the following set of reation funtion for the vote ast by eahvoter obtains:�tvi (�e; zi; ŷ; k) = 8>><>>: �tve = (� + )�1�ŷ(k � 1) + �e � ze�;�tv = (� + )�1�ŷ(k � 1) + �e � z�;�tvw = (� + )�1�ŷ(k � 1) + �e � zw�; (2.2.22)Eah voter has a di�erent reation funtion sine the magnitude of the output shokzi varies aross regions. We now proeed to establish aording to whih reation funtionis monetary poliy set. Sine Monetary Poliy is set by majority voting, then the voteast by the median voter in (2.2.22) determines the reation funtion followed by theCentral Bank of the Monetary Union.Let us denote by zmv the median value of the output supply shok ourring amongthe three ountry-spei� shoks zi; ze; zw. Equation (2.2.22) shows that the median voter(the representative of the ountry voting for the median value of �tvi ) is the representative



37of the ountry hit by zmv as long as k; � and ŷ are, as assumed, the same for all memberountries. The reation urve of the median voter takes therefore the following form:�tvmv(�e) = (� + )�1hŷ(k � 1) + �e � zmvi; (2.2.23)Agents determine �e by using rational expetations. Though the identity of themedian voter is not known ex-ante, agents know that E [zi℄ = 0 8i and therefore alsoexpet E [zmv℄ = 0. The only rational expetation estimator for �e is one suh that, justas under independene, E[�tvmv���e℄ = �e. This implies that the only rational expetationsrate of ination is equal to:�e = E��tvmv(�e)� = 1� �ŷ(k � 1)�; (2.2.24)By ploughing bak (2.2.24) into (2.2.23) we an �nally determine the ondut ofmonetary poliy under Voting Transpareny in the next remark:Remark 2.2.3. (Monetary Poliy Under Transparent Voting): Let us denoteby zmv the median value among the output supply shoks ze; zw; z hitting eah memberountry. Under Transparent voting the median voter, who has experiened the outputsupply shok zmv, sets the rate of ination to:�tv;� = ŷ(k � 1)� � (� + )�1zmv; (2.2.25)This onludes the set up of the model used throughout Setion 2.2. We are nowready to study the welfare impliations of the hoie of voting regime when industrialstruture is held exogenous to monetary poliy.2.2.2 Welfare Comparisons among Di�erent Voting TransparenyRegimes when the East and the West are Equally Asym-metri to the CenterWe study in this setion some welfare impliations of the hoie of Voting TransparenyRegime after imposing a further restrition on the struture of supply shoks of equation(2.2.3). In fat, we assume throughout this setion that:
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COV �ze; z� = COV �zw; z�; (2.2.26)This implies that the pattern of industrial loation is suh that the degree of asym-metry in supply shoks between the Center and the West is the same as between theCenter and the East. This assumption is to be relaxed in Setion 2.2.3.2.2.2.1 Assumptions about the Struture of the Supply Shoks:We now parametrize the struture of the output supply shoks in equation (2.2.3) in thefollowing way:

zi(di;j; �e; �; �w) = 8>><>>: ze = �34 +M� �e + �14 �M� �z = �14 �M� �e + (12 + 2M)� + �14 �M� �w;zw = �14 �M� � + �34 +M� �w;M � 14 ; (2.2.27)It should be realled that the oeÆient on �j for ountry i represents the share ofindustry j that loates in ountry i. For instane, the parametrization of (2.2.27) impliesthat a share of 14 �M of the Western Industry loates in the Center while a share of34 +M of Western Industry loates in the West itself.Note also that all the restritions on supply shoks of equations (2.2.5),(2.2.6), and(2.2.8) are satis�ed. In fat, the parametrization of di;j of equation (2.2.27) implies thatindustry j loates predominantly in the region i = j where it enjoys its omparativeadvantage; furthermore, eah peripheral region experienes supply shoks that orrelateby a greater degree with the Center than with the other peripheral region; �nally, thevariane of supply shoks is the same for eah ountry.What is the role of M in the parametrization of supply shoks of (2.2.27)? To throwlight on this question we introdue the following de�nition:De�nition 2.2.1. (Index of Geographi Symmetry of Output Supply Shoks):We de�ne the index of geographi symmetry of industrial struture as:Igs = COV (ze; z) + COV (ze; zw) + COV (z; zw); (2.2.28)Suh index, a measure of the symmetry in industrial struture and in the maroeonomioutput supply shoks aross the three regions, is dereasing in M .



39To verify that the index Igs is indeed dereasing inM we employ (2.2.27) to alulatethe following set of ovarianes:8>><>>: COV (�e; �) = �2� � 516 � 12M � 3M2�;COV (�w; �) = �2� � 516 � 12M � 3M2�;COV (�w; �e) = �2� �14 �M�; (2.2.29)It therefore follows from (2.2.29) that:Igs = COV (ze; z) + COV (ze; zw) + COV (z; zw) = �2� �+1� 2M � 6M2� ; (2.2.30)Thus, the lower is M , the more similar is the industrial struture aross ountries,and hene the more symmetri is the set of output supply shoks hitting the MonetaryUnion's Member Countries.2.2.2.2 Optimal Choie of Voting Transpareny Regime:It is interesting to ask at this stage what is the optimal hoie of Voting TransparenyRegime given the struture of output supply shoks posited in (2.2.27) and assuming thatindustrial loation is exogenous to the hoie of Transpareny Voting Regime. Is VotingTranspareny ostly in the sense that it is welfare diminishing? And what determinesthe magnitude of its welfare ost? We �rst de�ne a welfare measure of the ost of VotingTranspareny and then show that suh ost is non-negative and rising in the asymmetryof output supply shoks.De�nition 2.2.2. (The Cost of Voting Transpareny): The ost of voting trans-pareny is de�ned as:E[Ctv℄ = EhLe;;w(z; � = �tv;�)� Le;;w(z; � = �sv;�)i; (2.2.31)where we also de�ne:Le;;w(z; �) = 13hLe(ze; �) + L(z; �) + Lw(zw; �)i; (2.2.32)We now seek to study the magnitude and the sign of the ost of Voting Transpareny.Proposition 2.2.1. (Cost of Voting Transpareny and the Loation of Indus-try): Assuming the loation of industry is exogenous, the ost of Voting Transpareny



40is non-negative and inreasing in M, or equivalently the ost of Voting Transpareny in-reasing in the degree of asymmetry in industrial struture aross the three regions of theMonetary Union.Proof. The �rst part of the proposition is trivially proved by notiing again that byde�nition:�sv;� = argmin 13 [Le (ye; �; �; ze) + L (y; �; �; z) + Lw (yw; �; �; zw)℄ ; (2.2.33)This so sine we have assumed that under Voting Serey the Central Bank behaves asif it were a benevolent soial planner wishing to set monetary poliy with the view ofminimizing the welfare loss funtion aross the whole Monetary Union.We now aim to show that E�Cvt� is inreasing in M to proof the seond part of theproposition. To verify this we start by arrying out a Taylor expansion of Le;;w(z; �)around �sv;�:Le;;w(z; �) � Le;;w(z; �sv;�)+����sv;���Le;;w(� = �sv;�)�� +�� � �sv;��22 �2Le;;w(� = �sv;�)(��)2 ;(2.2.34)Note that: �Le;;w(� = �sv;�)�� = 0;This is so sine �sv;� is by de�nition the value of ination that minimizes the MonetaryUnion wide loss funtion Le;;w(�; z). If we evaluate (2.2.34) letting � = �tv;� we thenobtain:Ctv = Le;;w(z; � = �tv;�)� Le;;w(z; � = �sv;�) = ��tv;� � �sv;��22 �2Le;;w(� = �sv;�)(��)2 ;(2.2.35)Note, furthermore, that by ploughing (2.2.2) and (2.2.10) into (2.2.1) we verify that:�2Le;;w(� = �sv;�)(��)2 = 2(� + ); (2.2.36)Note also that equations (2.2.19) and (2.2.25) imply that the di�erene in the inationrate aross the Transparent and the Seret Voting Regime is:��tv;� � �sv;�� = �(� + )�1hze + z + zw3 � zmvi; (2.2.37)



41To prove the statement of the proposition substitute (2.2.36) and (2.2.37) into (2.2.35)and take expetations of the resulting expression to get:EhCvti = �� + ��1E"�ze + z + zw3 � zmv�2#; (2.2.38)We reall that zmv denotes the output supply shok experiened by the ountry atingas the median voter under Voting Transpareny. We now aim to show that E��tv;���sv;��is atually rising in M . In fat, if this is true, then the expression for E[Cvt℄ is alsoinreasing in M .We an use Table 2.1 to show that, indeed, this is the ase. The seond olumn of thetable reords the magnitude of the triplet of binomial output supply shoks (�e; �; �w)ourring, respetively, to the Eastern, the Central and the Western industry. The thirdolumn illustrates the Union-wide average level z of suh output shoks. Columns four tosix illustrate the magnitude of the supply shoks ze; z and zw ourring in eah region ofthe Monetary Union, whih we have derived using the assumptions about the industrialstruture in eah ountry stated in (2.2.27). Finally, the last olumn indiates whihountry ats as the median voter in eah ontingeny.Using Table 2.1 for omputation we an see that:E �(�tv;� � �mv;�)�2 = E ��ze + z + zw3 � zmv�2� = 34�� + ��16�+ 2M�̂�2; (2.2.39)Therefore ploughing (2.2.39) into (2.2.38) we verify that the right hand side of (2.2.38)is rising in M implying that E[Cvt℄ is also positive and rising in M , whih onludes theproof.We have established that Seret Voting is welfare superior to Transparent Voting forthe Union as a whole. However, is it also welfare superior for eah individual region?In fat, the Center happens to at ex-ante as the most likely median voter if VotingTranspareny is implemented. This means that, in most ases, the Center gets its �rstbest hoie for monetary poliy under Voting Transpareny, whereas the same is notneessarily true under Voting Serey. In fat, under Voting Serey Monetary Poliyis set with a view on stabilizing the maroeonomi yle of the Monetary Union as awhole. Therefore, under Voting Serey, unlike under Voting Transpareny, the Center
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Case ��e; �; �w� z ze z zw Median Voter1. (�; �; �) � � � � All2. (�; �; �) �3 � 0:5�+ 2M� �0:5�� 2M� C.3. (�; �; �) �3 0:5�+ 2M� �4M� +0:5� + 2M� E.,W.4. (�; �; �) � �3 0:5�+ 2M� �0:5�� 2M� �� C.5. (�; �; �) �3 �0:5�� 2M� 0:5�+ 2M� � C.6. (�; �; �) � �3 �0:5�� 2M� 4M� �0:5�� 2M� E.,W.7. (�; �; �) ��3 �� �0:5�� 2M� 0:5� + 2M� C.8. (�; �; �) �� -� - � - � AllTable 2.1: The Impat of Geographi Dispersion on Monetary Poliyannot exploit its position as the most likely median voter to get its �rst best outome.However, it turns out that Voting Serey is optimal also for the Center, as we show inthe next Proposition.Proposition 2.2.2. (Transpareny Optimal for the Center): The Center, in spiteof being the most likely median voter under Voting Transpareny, is better o� with SeretVoting rather than with Transparent Voting.The Welfare gain for the Center from the hoie of Seret Voting over TransparentVoting is diminishing in Igs, the index of industrial struture symmetry aross regions ofthe Monetary Union.Proof. We aim to show that the expeted loss funtion for the Center under Seret Votingis lower than under Transparent Voting, therefore we aim to prove that:E �L(�tv;�; z)� L(�sv;�; z)� > 0; (2.2.40)Reall that ��;tv and �sv;� denote the optimal hoie for ination that obtains underSeret and Transparent Voting respetively.We now arry out a seond order Taylor expansion of the loss funtion L(z; �) forthe Center. We arry out the Taylor expansion around ��, with whih we denote theoptimal hoie for ination that would have ourred if the Center did not belong to aMonetary Union, but rather was free to set monetary poliy independently:
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L(�tv;�; z) � L(��) + (�tv;� � ��)�L(��)�� + (�tv;� � ��)22 �2L(��)(��)2 ; (2.2.41)By an analogous proedure, we also approximate the loss funtion for the Centerunder Seret Voting:L(�sv;�; z) � L(��) + (�sv;� � ��)�L(��)�� + (�sv;� � ��)22 �2L(��)(��)2 ; (2.2.42)To simplify both equations (2.2.41) and (2.2.42), notie that sine �� minimizesL(z; �), it then obtains that: �L(��)�� = 0; (2.2.43)Exploiting this knowledge, then the seond term on the right hand side of both(2.2.42) and (2.2.41) anels out. We an then subtrat (2.2.42) from (2.2.41) and takeexpetations to write down the expression we wish to study in this proof:E �L(�tv;�; z)� L(�sv;�; z)� = E(�2L(��)�� h ��tv;� � ���2 � [�sv;� � ��℄2 i);(2.2.44)The rest of the proof aims to alulate and sign the right hand side of this lastexpression. First of all, by substituting (2.2.2) and (2.2.10) into (2.2.1) and di�erentiatingwe an show that: �2L(��)(��)2 = 2(� + ); (2.2.45)We not turn attention to the alulation of the other expressions in the right handside of (2.2.44). The equilibrium value for ination under independent monetary poliyomputed in (2.2.11) and the equilibrium value of ination under Transparent Voting inthe Monetary Union derived in (2.2.25) imply that:E��� � �tv;��2 = E"zmv � z�� +  #2; (2.2.46)It must be realled that zmv denotes the shok to output experiened by the medianvoter under the Transpareny Voting Regime.



44By inspetion of Table 2.1 and by working through all the eight possible ases, weompute: E��� � �tv;��2 = E"0:5�+ 6M�4(� + ) #2; (2.2.47)Similarly, exploiting (2.2.11) and (2.2.19) we obtain the result that the di�erene inthe rate of ination between the senario in whih the Center onduts monetary poliyindependently and one in whih Seret Voting prevails in a Monetary Union is equal to:E(�� � �sv;�)2 = E"zsv;� � z�� +  #2; (2.2.48)By using Table 2.1 we an ompute the expression above as:E(�� � �sv;�)2 = E"(16� + 2M�)22(� + ) + (13� + 4M�)24(� + ) #; (2.2.49)We now substitute (2.2.49) and (2.2.46)into equation (2.2.44) to obtain the expressionwe set out to derive:EhL(�tv;�)� L(�sv)i = (�)2[2(� + )℄(�1)h 148 + 3M2 + 0:5Mi; (2.2.50)Suh expression is positive for all values of M . The welfare loss for the Center fromthe hoie of Transpareny Voting over Seret Voting is positive and inreasing in themagnitude of M . This onludes the proof.The result might seem, upon �rst inspetion, ounter-intuitive. In fat, the Centeris the most likely median voter under Voting Transpareny, a regime under whih it anget its �rst best hoie for monetary poliy in six ases out of eight, as Table 2.1 shows.Why would the Center opt for the Seret Voting Regime and in so doing surrender itsstatus as the most likely median voter?The intuition for the result rests on the fat that the Center prefers to buy insuraneagainst being out-voted. In fat, the loss funtion is onave, whih makes the Centerrisk averse. Note also that Transparent Voting involves a greater volatility in the valueof the ex-post loss funtion that Seret Voting does.



45This is so beause Table 2.1 shows that, on one hand, in six ases out of eight theCenter, ating as the median voter, implements its �rst best hoie of monetary poliyif the Voting Regime is one of Transpareny.However, onsider sub-ases 6. and 8. in the table, in whih the set of outputsupply shoks in eah industry (�e; �; �w) takes values (�; �; �) and (�; �; �) respetively.The Center would get out-voted in both these ontingenies under Transparent Voting.Furthermore, monetary poliy would in these ases turn out to be expansionary (ontra-tionary) just when the main industry loating in the Center is hit by a positive (negative)output supply shok.Instead, opting for Seret Voting ats as an insurane poliy also for the Center. Infat, on the one hand under Seret Voting the Center is less likely to ditate the ondutof monetary poliy. However, when the Center is hit, say, by a positive supply shokwhile the other regions in the Union are hit by a negative shok, Seret Voting impliesthat poliy-makers have to at as benevolent soial planners and attempt to stabilizemaroeonomi fundamentals also in the Center (so that in this ase monetary poliy isless restritive than it would have been under Voting Transpareny for the Central Bankalso weights the overheating risks faed by the Center). Instead, under TransparentVoting no attempt is made to inorporate the preferenes of the out-voted ountries intothe poliy ditated by the median voter.How general is the result we have just disussed? It is lear that were the Center toat as the median voter in all irumstanes, then the Center would always be better o�under the Transpareny Voting Regime. However, the Center is bound under TransparentVoting not to be able to at as the median voter in some ontingenies in a frameworkin whih there are three regions and the shoks to output in eah industry take on abinomial value. For this reason Seret Voting ats as an insurane poliy and might bewelfare superior even for the Center.We onlude this setion by highlighting a tangential impliation of our model, whihontrasts with some results in the literature. This question may not be very entral toour results, but it is worth emphasizing that neither the hoie of Voting TransparenyRegime nor the hoie between joining a Monetary Union or onduting poliy indepen-dently a�et the inationary bias of Monetary Poliy in our model.



46Remark 2.2.4. (No Ination Bias Introdued by Voting Rules): Unlike inprevious researh (see, for instane, Montielli (Montielli 2000)) we �nd that neither thehoie of Voting rules nor the deision of entering in a Monetary Union a�et the inationbias of monetary poliy. In other words, the expeted rate of ination is the same underIndependent Monetary Poliy, Monetary Poliy in a Monetary Union with TransparentVoting and Monetary Poliy in a Monetary Union under the Seret Individual VotingRegime. This also on�rms that our results do not depend upon the existene of a timeonsisteny problem in monetary poliy and hold even if k=1.Proof. We aim to show that regardless of the hoie of Monetary Poliy Regime:E��� = ŷ(k � 1)� ; (2.2.51)Notie that sine E[zi℄ = 0 8i:E[z℄ = E �ze + z + zw3 � = 0; (2.2.52)And by the same mehanism it is also true that:E�zmv� = 0; (2.2.53)Hene taking expetations of (2.2.19) and of (2.2.25) we verify that:E��sv;�� = E��tv;�� = ŷ(k � 1)� ; (2.2.54)By taking expetations of (2.2.11) we an see that also under Independent MonetaryPoliy: E���i � = ŷ(k�1)� .
2.2.3 The Choie of Voting Transpareny Regime in a Mone-tary Union with Two Centers and One Periphery:We have previously established that, when COV (ze; zw) = COV (zw; z), Voting Trans-pareny is welfare superior to Voting Serey both for the Union as a whole and for eahindividual region, inluding the Center.



47How general is suh onlusion? The question is partiularly interesting if we imaginethat members of the Monetary Union engage in some pre-play negotiation to design therules of the Central Bank. Would the welfare superior Seret Voting Rule be atuallyimplemented?If COV (ze; z) = COV (zw; z), Proposition 2.2.2 shows, all members of the MonetaryUnion, inluding the Center, will opt for Seret Voting Rules.However, does the majority of Member Countries opt for Transparent Voting alsowhen COV (ze; z) > COV (zw; z)? This is the question we address in this setion.2.2.3.1 Assumptions about the Struture of Supply Shoks:We have so far assumed that both peripheral ountries experiene output supply shoksthat have the same ovariane to the output supply shoks experiened by the Center.We now relax this assumption and posit, instead, that:COV (ze; zw) � COV (zw; z); (2.2.55)Assumption 2.2.55 implies that the industrial struture of the East is more similar tothe one of the Center than the one of the West is.We now paramaterize the share of industry j in region i represented by di;j, so thatthe set of idiosynrati output supply shoks of (2.2.3) takes the form:
zi(di;j; �e; �; �w) = 8>><>>: ze = �34 �D� �e + �14 +D� �; D � 14z = �14 +D� �e + 12� + �14 �D� �w; D � 14 ;zw = �34 +D� �w + �14 �D� �; D � 14 ; (2.2.56)Note that (2.2.56) satis�es restritions (2.2.5), (2.2.6),(2.2.8). In fat, eq. (2.2.56)implies that industry j loates predominantly in the region i=j where it enjoys a ompar-ative advantage; all regions enjoy the same variane of output supply shoks; the shareof industry j in eah region adds up to one aggregating over the three regions in theMonetary Union.We employ (2.2.56) to alulate the ovariane of output supply shoks aross regions:



488>><>>: COV (z; ze) = �2� � 516 +D �D2� ;D � 14 ;COV (z; zw) = �2� � 516 �D +D2� ;D � 14 ;COV (ze; zw) = �2� � 116 �D2� ;D � 14 ; (2.2.57)Note that (given that D � 14) the ovariane of output supply shoks between theCenter and the East is rising in D, while the ovariane of output supply shoks betweenthe Center and the West is diminishing in D, whih lari�es what is the role of theparameter D:Remark 2.2.5. (Role of D): Inreasing D ats to make the East and the Centerexperiene more symmetri supply shoks, while the Center and the West beame moreasymmetri so that as D inreases we approah a model haraterized by two very similarregions (two Centers) and one Peripheral Country hit by asymmetri supply shoks.We are now ready to study how the magnitude of D an a�et the hoie of votingrules.2.2.3.2 On the Inentive Compatibility of Seret Seret Voting in a a Two-Centers One Periphery Monetary Union:We aim to show in this setion that, under some stated onditions, a majority of ountriesin the Monetary Union is better o� with Transparent Voting if D is suÆiently high, aswe speify in the next proposition.Proposition 2.2.3. (Transparent Voting preferred by a Majority of Countrieswith Asymmetri Peripheral Countries): When one of the two Peripheral Coun-tries experienes supply shoks more symmetri to the shoks ourring to the Center thanthe other does, then a majority of ountries in the Monetary Union favors TransparentVoting. This ours if D is greater than a threshold value Dth1 so that the industrialstruture of the Eastern and of the Central Region are suÆiently similar.Proof. The proof is in two parts. We �rst alulate under whih onditions TransparentVoting is welfare superior for the East. We then go through the same exerise as to �ndwhat values for D make Transparent Voting welfare superior for the Center as well.
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Case (�e; �; �w) z ze z zw Median1. (�; �; �) � � � � All2. (�; �; �) �3 � 0:5� + 2D� �0:5�� 2D� C.3. (�; �; �) �3 0:5�� 2D� 0 +0:5�+ 2D� E.,W.4. (�; �; �) � �3 0:5�� 2D� �0:5�+ 2D� �� C.5. (�; �; �) �3 �0:5�+ 2D� 0:5�� 2D� � C.6. (�; �; �) � �3 �0:5�+ 2D� 0 �0:5�� 2D� E.,W.7. (�; �; �) ��3 �� �0:5�� 2D� 0:5�+ 2D� C.8. (�; �; �) �� -� - � - � AllTable 2.2: The Impat of Asymmetry between Peripheral Countries on Monetary PoliyWe need now to determine whether the expeted loss funtion for the East is higherunder Majority Voting or Seret Voting. To this end, we an exploit an analogouslyexpression to (2.2.44):E �Le(�tv;�; ze; D)� Le(�sv;�; z; z; D)� = En�2Le(��;e)�� h ���;e � �tv;��2�(��;e � �sv;�)2 io;(2.2.58)To derive equation (2.2.58), we go through a similar proedure employed to derive(2.2.44). We write a seond order Taylor expansion for Le(�tv;�; ze) and Le(�sv;�; z) aroundthe point ��;e, where ��;e denotes the optimal hoie of the ination rate the East wouldhave arried out if it onduted an independent monetary poliy. We then exploit the�rst order ondition that L0(� = ��;e) = 0, take expetations for both expressions andsubtrat the expression for Le(�sv;�; z) from the Taylor expansion for Le(�tv;�; ze).We now use the results of table (2.2) to alulate the value of the terms on the righthand side of (2.2.58). The format in this table is analogous to the one in Table 2.1.Table 2.2 desribes the outome of monetary poliy when output supply shoks takethe form stated in (2.2.56). The seond olumn details the nature of the supply shokourring to eah industry, whih are averaged in the third olumn; olumns four to sixdesribe preisely the output supply shok ourring in eah region, whih is derivedusing (2.2.56). The last olumn spei�es whih ountry ats as the median voter in eahase.



50Using (2.2) we �nd that (realling that zmv desribes the output supply shok our-ring to the median voter):E [ze � zmv℄2 = 14�2�"20D2 + 6D � 54#; (2.2.59)We an similarly ompute:E [ze � z℄2 = 14�2�"(+8D2 � 4D + 76#; (2.2.60)Bearing in mind that equations (2.2.11), (2.2.25) and (2.2.19) imply that:Eh��;e � �sv;� = i2 = (� + )�2Ehz � z�ei2; (2.2.61)Eh��;e � �tv;� = i2 = (� + )�2Ehzmv � zei2; (2.2.62)Substituting this bak into equation (2.2.58) and notiing again that (2.2.1), (2.2.2)and (2.2.10) imply that L00(�) = 2(�+), we an determine what voting regime is welfareoptimal for the East:
EhLe(�tv;�; ze; z; D)�Le(�sv;�; ze; z; D)i = 14�2� �+1912 � 10D � 12D2�[2(� + )℄ 8>><>>: > 0 if D < 0:136;= 0 if D = 0:136;< 0 if D > 0:136;(2.2.63)Hene if D is suÆiently high (that is if the East is suÆiently similar to the Centerwhih in most ases ats as the median voter) then EhLe(�sv;�; ze; z; D)�Le(�tv;�; ze; z; D)i >0 so that Transpareny Voting is welfare superior for the East.We now need to go through a similar proess to determine whih Transpareny VotingRegime is optimal for the Center. We therefore use Table 2.2 to ompute:E(z�; � zmv)2 = 14�2� �(�12 + 2D)2� ; (2.2.64)E(z� � z)2 = 14�2� �16 + 8D21� ;



51Finally, substituting (2.2.64) into (2.2.48) and into (2.2.46) and then using equation(2.2.44) we obtain:
EhL(�tv;�; z; z; D)�L(�sv;�; z; z; D)i = �2� �+ 148 � 0:5D � 4D2�2(� + ) 8>><>>: > 0 if D < 0:038;= 0 if D = 0:038;< 0 if D > 0:038;(2.2.65)The Center is therefore better o� with Transparent Voting if and only if D > 0:038.Therefore, we notie that whenever Transparent Voting Rules are optimal for the East,they are also optimal for the Center. The only inentive ompatibility ondition that isbinding is the one for the East. Thus, by heking (2.2.63) we onlude that wheneverD > 0:136, a majority of ountries in the Monetary Union are better o� with TransparentVoting Rules, even though voting serey is welfare optimal for the Monetary Union asa whole.The intuition for the result is best understood onsidering the polar ase in whihD = 14 . Then the East and the Center have perfetly aligned voting inentives sinethey experiene idential output supply shoks. In this polar ase, if monetary poliy isonduted by Voting Transpareny the East and the Center both at as the median voterin all ontingenies and are therefore able to obtain their �rst best hoie of monetarypoliy in all ases. This explains why if D is suÆiently high, the East and the Centerfavor Transpareny Voting.On the other hand, if D is suÆiently low, the Center and the East annot be ertainthat they shall at as the median voter in all ases, sine their output supply shoksare not idential, though they might be similar. In some ontingenies, for instane, theCenter will be out-voted by the East and the West, and therefore it might prefer thatmonetary poliy be onduted via Voting Serey, whih ats, as previously disussed,as an insurane poliy against the risk of being sharply out-voted. In fat, under VotingSerey all ountries know that their preferenes shall be at least partially taken intoaount in every ontingeny.Conlusively, note also that the result of the �rst part of Proposition 2.2.1, statingthat Seret Voting is welfare optimal for the Monetary Union as a whole, does not rest



52upon the hoie of a partiular funtional form for output supply shoks. This is sofor the result just follows from the assumption that monetary poliy is onduted by aCommittee of benevolent soial planners if Voting Serey removes the inentive to voteaording to partisan interests. Therefore, the East is made worse o� by TransparentVoting even if the East and the Center may be better o� under this rule. As a result,regardless of the magnitude of D, Seret Voting is welfare optimal for the Monetary Unionas a whole as long as we an take the ECB's assumption at fae value.This observation onludes this setion. We now introdue a di�erent analytialframework to study the e�ets of letting the geographi pattern of industrial struturebe endogenous to the monetary poliy.2.3 Endogeneity in Industrial Loation and VotingSereyThe results developed in the previous setion rest on the assumption that industrialloation is exogenous to the deision of whih Monetary Poliy voting rule to adopt in aMonetary Union.We now aim to investigate the link between the �rm's deision about industrial lo-ation and the hoie of Monetary Poliy Voting Rule. Would the result that VotingSerey, as opposed to Transparent Voting, is welfare optimal still persist when indus-trial loation is endogenous to monetary poliy?We study the deision of industrial loation inside a Monetary Union through a generalequilibrium framework in whih the representative agent/�rm has the hoie of eitherloating its produtive ativities in all the three regions of the Monetary Union (thushedging against maroeonomi utuations ourring at the region-wide level) or aninstead fous on produing in a single region (thus loating prodution in a region thatenjoys a omparative advantage for the prodution of a given good ).The overall aim in this setion lies in showing that Transparent Voting an indue eahindustry to loate more widely aross all the regions of the Monetary Union as opposedto produing from a single loation. Therefore, though we here study a model in whihall the stohasti shoks are demand ones, our results indiate that Transparent Voting



53an lessen the asymmetry of supply shoks by induing �rms not to geographially spe-ialize their produtive ativities. In fat, the industrial struture aross member ountrybeomes more similar as �rms in a given industry hoose to loate their ativities widelyat the Monetary-Union wide level. This would render supply shoks more symmetri.It might be useful to preview the intuition of the model delivering the above re-sult: why are �rms indued not to geographially speialize? As transportation osts,dishomogeneity in the preferene for some good harateristi and similar fators implythat an important share of demand tends to be onentrated in the region where outputis produed, �rms beome heavily exposed to loal maroeonomi utuations whenthey �rms speialize prodution (or souring) in a given region.To diversify prodution implies that �rms are to some degree able to hedge againstidiosynrati demand shoks hitting a ertain region. We an therefore analyze thedeision or whether to loate in all regions or just in one as being similar to a portfolioalloation deision, in whih the inentive to inrease portfolio diversity is rising in thevolatility that the investor would fae if she did not hedge her portfolio.How does the hoie of of whih monetary poliy voting rule to adopt a�et �rmsdeisions as to whether to loate in only one or in all the three regions of the MonetaryUnion? To shed light on this question, it is worth arrying a little further the analogybetween the hoie of industrial loation and portfolio diversi�ation.Transparent Voting implies that, as we shall show, aggregate demand in eah region ismore volatile than under Seret Voting (for if a ountry gets out-voted, no e�ort is madeunder Transpareny Voting rules to take its preferenes into aount when monetarypoliy is set). Therefore loating in the single region where a given industry enjoysa omparative advantage (that is, holding a unhedged portfolio that puts a full weighton the asset endowed with the highest return) exposes the �rm to greater risk underTransparent Voting that under Seret Voting. For this reason, �rms are more likely tospread themselves aross all the three regions under Transparent Voting.However, if �rms spread aross all the three regions, then all regions fae the sameindustrial struture, so that supply shoks would have the tendeny to beome symmetriaross the Monetary Union.



54We now seek to develop a simple general equilibrium model to formalise these quali-tative insights.2.3.1 A General Equilibrium FrameworkWe now arry out the analysis via a simple general equilibrium framework whih is essen-tially an extension of a model �a la Blanhard and Kiyotaki (Blanhard and N.Kiyotaki1987). Three islands ompose our modeled Monetary Union. We denote islands e,,wwith subsript m, with m=1,2,3.2.3.1.1 The Struture of the Game:The monetary poliy game an be divided into the following stages:1. The Central Bank of the Monetary Union announes whether it shall ondutmonetary poliy by Transparent Voting Rules or by Seret Voting; we assume againthat under Transparent Voting all members of the monetary poliy setting body votestritly by partisan interests; on the other hand, under Seret Voting all members of themonetary setting authority are freed from partisan pressure and an therefore vote as ifthey were benevolent soial planners taking into aount the preferenes of all the regionsomposing the Monetary Union.2. Agents, eah of whih ats as the monopolist produer for three goods in thesame given industry, fae the hoie of either loating in one island, from whih theyprodue all the three goods they are a monopolist for, or spreading their prodution, theirlabor ativities and their onsumption widely aross the three islands of the MonetaryUnion. Eah agents deides on whether to loalize in one or three loations, but werestrit the analysis to symmetri equilibria only, in whih all agents (who are ex-anteidential) hoose the same strategy. We show in Proposition 2.3.1 that there always existsa symmetri equilibrium in whih either all agents hoose to loate only in one island orall agents hoose to spread their ativities widely aross the all Monetary Union.3. Idiosynrati shoks to money supply in eah island are realized. The Monetaryauthority then deides to stabilize the money supply via monetary poliy, though it faesa restrition: it an ontrat or restrit the money supply as it wishes, subjet to theonstraint that hanges in the money supply must be the same aross all islands . This



55assumption reets the fat that all member ountries of a Monetary Union are subjetto a ommon monetary poliy.4. After learning the value of the money supply with full and omplete information,the eonomy determines its equilibrium values of labor and onsumption in eah island.Flutuations in Money Supply feed upon maroeonomi fundamentals as we assumethat wages are stiky.2.3.1.2 Agents Utility Funtion and Budget Constraint in a Three IslandsModel:The representative agent i draws utility from the sum of eah onsumption basket shearries out in eah island (Ci;m) and from the sum of her real money holdings in eahisland (Mi;mPi ) at a diminishing rate over sale, while disutility is derived from labour Niat an inreasing rate over sale, so that the utility funtion, subjet to a dummy variableDi whose interpretations we disuss below, takes the form:
ui =  P3m=1 Ci;md !d0�P3m=1 �Mi;mPm �1� d 1A1�d � P3m=1Ni;mb !b � Di� ;1 > d > 0; b > 1; (2.3.1)We now proeed to illustrate the meaning of the dummy variable Di by formulatingthe following assumption:Assumption 2.3.1. (Cost of Diversifying Geographi Loalization): The eon-omy is divided into three groups of agents of equal size (three industries), eah of whihhas a omparative advantage in loating its produtive and onsumption ativities in oneof the three regions of the Monetary Union. Goods 1 to r belong to industry e, endowedwith a omparative advantage in the eastern region. Goods r+1 to 2r belong to the indus-try enjoying a omparative advantage in the Central Region, and goods 2r+1 to 3r belongto the industry enjoying a omparative advantage in the Western Region.There are r agents, eah ating as the monopolist produer for three goods in the sameindustry.



56The variable � an be interpreted as the ost of loating prodution away from theregion where a given agent enjoys her omparative advantage.Therefore, Di takes the value of zero if the agent deides to speialize in onsumingand produing only in the single island in whih the produtive ativities of the industryin whih she operates enjoy a omparative advantage.Alternatively, the agent an hoose to produe and onsume in all the three islands,implying that Di = 1 and therefore she will have to pay the ost � of loating herativities in all islands of the Monetary Union.We denote with rm the number of goods produed in eah island. As we show inProposition 2.3.1, there exists a symmetri equilibrium in whih r goods are produed ineah island.The onsumption index in eah island is determined by:Ci;m = r 11��m � rmXj=1 C ��1�j;m � ���1 ; � > 1; (2.3.2)Consumers display no love for onsumption variety, as we an show by notiing thatthe following assoiated prie index is not falling in rm if all individual pries are thesame: Pm =  1rm rmXj=1 p(1��)j !( 11�� ) ; (2.3.3)Islands do not trade and onsumers are allowed to spend their inome only in theregion in whih they have earned it. Therefore, inome must equal expenditure in eahisland. Denoting pro�ts aruing in island m to agent i with �i;m, the initial moneyendowment as M0m and the wage rate as wm, we an write onsumers' budget onstraintas:  rmXj=1 pm;jm;j;i +Mi;m! = �WmNi;m + �i;m +M0i;m� = (
i;m) 8i;m; (2.3.4)Though restriting trade among islands is not realisti (presumably ountries join aMonetary Union preisely beause they trade heavily with eah other and we have here



57assumed that all goods are non-tradeable), not modeling expliitly trading links greatlysimpli�es the analysis.2.3.1.3 Optimal Choie of Consumption and Real Money Holdings:We employ the well known two-stages budgeting tehnique to ompute the optimal de-mand hoies of agents in eah island. In the �rst stage, the onsumer deides howmuh onsumption to arry out in eah island and how muh money holding to hold. Inthe seond stage, it atually deides how to alloate its onsumption aross the variousprodut varieties. We then �rst set up the Lagrangean multiplier to maximize the utilityfuntion of (2.3.1) subjet to (2.3.4):
L1;i =  P3m=1 Ci;md !d0�P3m=1 �Mi;mPm �1� d 1A1�d � P3m=1Ni;mb !b � Di�++ 3Xm �i;m �PmCi;m +Mi;m � wmni;m � �i;m �M0i;m� ; (2.3.5)
This yields �rst order onditions:Ci;m : d P3m=1 Ci;md !d�1 3Xm=1 Mi;mPi;m1� d!1�d = ��mPm; (2.3.6)Mi;m : (1� d) 3Xm=1 Ci;md !d 3Xm=1 Mi;mPi;m1� d!�d = ��mPm; (2.3.7)�i;m : �PmCi;m +Mi;m � wmni;m � �i;m �M0i;m� = 0; (2.3.8)We explain in Setion 2.3.1.4 why we do not derive a �rst order ondition for laborsupply.Dividing equation (2.3.6) by (2.3.7) �rst order onditions turn out to imply:d1� d m=3Xm=1�Mi;mPm � = m=3Xm=1 (Ci;m) ; (2.3.9)The solution to (2.3.5) turns out to be the standard Cobb-Douglas result:
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M�i;mP �m = (1� d)
i;mPm ; (2.3.10)C�i;m = d
i;mPm ;To verify that (2.3.10) is indeed a solution to (2.3.5), we substitute appropriately(2.3.10) into (2.3.9), whih on�rms that both sides of the �rst ondition of (2.3.9) wouldthen be equal to P3m=1 
mPm . This then veri�es the fat that (2.3.10) solves (2.3.5).2.3.1.4 The Labor MarketWere the wage to be exible and was the labor market to lear, then we would need toderive a �rst order ondition that links labor supply to the real wage rate. However, weassume that the stiky wage wm is always above the wage that would lear the labormarket, so that there is exess supply of labor. And the quantity of labor demanded isaommodated by labor supply at the prevailing wage wm.The assumption of a stiky wage drives the later result that money is non-neutral andthat therefore demand shoks bring about utuations in maroeonomi variables. Infat, without the assumption of wage stikiness and absent prie adjustment osts, theusual result of money neutrality would hold.2.3.1.5 General Equilibrium in Eah Island:We now turn attention to the determination of General Equilibrium in eah island.The Demand Side:Using equation (2.3.10) we an establish the following relationships between onsump-tion and real money holdings in eah island:C�i;m = d1� dM�i;mPm ; (2.3.11)C�m = d1� dM�mPm ; (2.3.12)



59The seond equation is derived by aggregate aross all agents in eah island. We anuse two stages budgeting to derive the demand for eah good j in eah island so thatthe onsumer in eah island deides how to alloate her expenditure Pi;mCi;m aross thej goods as to maximize:L2;i = r 11��  rmXj=1 ��1�i;j ! ���1 � �2 rmXj=1 Pj;mCi;j;m � PmCi;m! ; (2.3.13)The solution of the problem, aggregating over all onsumers in a island, yields:C�j;m = �Pj;mPm ��� � d1� d� M�mrmPm 8j = 1; ::; rm; (2.3.14)Having determined the demand side, we not turn attention to aggregate supply.The Supply Side:Eah �rm in eah island must hoose the prie (Pj;m) and the quantity of labor itwishes to employ with the view of maximizing pro�ts:max �j;m = Pj;mYj;m � wNj;m; (2.3.15)Pro�t maximization is subjet to two onstraints. The �rst onstraint ditates that,after that eah �rm sets its prie, the quantity is driven by the demand funtion derivedin (2.3.14), so that eah �rm faes the following demand urve:Yj;m = �Pj;mPm ��� � d1� d� M�mrmPm 8j = 1; ::; rm; (2.3.16)The seond onstraint ditates that labor is subjet to diminishing marginal returns:Yj;m = (Nj;m) 1� ; � > 1; (2.3.17)Equilibrium demand in the typial �rm is therefore, after maximizing the pro�t fun-tion of (2.3.15) subjet to (2.3.16) and (2.3.17):Y �j;m = �� wY ��1m(1� �)Pm��� � d1� d� M�mrmPm ; (2.3.18)where:
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� = Pj � �w(Yj;m)��1Pj ; (2.3.19)General Equilibrium Solution:We now study the haraterization of a symmetri equilibrium in the produt market,one in whih all �rms belonging to the same island hoose the same prie, output andlevel of employment. Hene, symmetry implies that Pj;m = P�j;m.Using the prie index in (2.3.3), it follows that:P �m = � 1rm rm(P �j;m)1��� 11�� ; (2.3.20)Solving (2.3.18) for Ym, after aggregating over rm and exploiting the impliation of(2.3.20) that Pm = Pj;m, yields the following expression for aggregate output in eahisland: Y �m = d1� dM�mP �m ; (2.3.21)Furthermore, we employ the onstraint of equation (2.3.17) to determine employment:N�m = rmXj Nj;m = (Y �m)�; (2.3.22)Also notie that real aggregate demand is proportional to real money holdings. Tosee that, notie that �rst of all money market equilibrium implies that M�m = M0m.Substituting the money market equilibrium into (2.3.11) one gets:C�m = d1� dM0mP �m ; (2.3.23)Our �nal task lies in determining the prie level in eah island as to lose the model.For markets to lear, the quantity supplied for eah good j Y sj;m and the quantity de-manded Cj;m must be equal in eah island. Therefore, equating (2.3.14) with (2.3.18),we verify that goods market lear only if the following ondition is veri�ed:log� wP �m� = �(�� 1)log�M0mPm �+ log(1� �) + log(�)� (�� 1)log� 1� �; (2.3.24)



61This �nally implies that the prie level in eah island for the goods market to learmust be: log(P �m) = � log(w + (�� 1)log(M0m)� k1)� � ; (2.3.25)where: k1 = log(1� �) + log(�)� (�� 1)log� 1� �; (2.3.26)We now turn attention to the determination of monetary poliy.2.3.2 Monetary Poliy Voting Rules and the Loation of Indus-tryThis setion aims to ompare the ondut of monetary poliy under Transparent Votingand under Seret Voting. But before proeeding to this task, it might be useful to briey�x ideas on why monetary poliy plays any role at all in determining output, labor andonsumption.2.3.2.1 Flutuations in Aggregate Demand and the Role of Monetary Poliy:Absent menu osts a general equilibrium model of the kind we have here developed wouldprodue money neutrality: monetary poliy would not e�et real variables. In fat, in ageneral equilibrium model without wage stikiness the prie level is homogenous of degreeone in money supply, so that the quantity of money annot a�et the ratio of money overpries and the real wage.However, the assumption we have formulated about wage rigidity implies that aninrease in aggregate demand lowers the real wage. In fat, a rise in aggregate demandats to inrease pries while the nominal wage stays onstant. From this mehanism stemsthe link between utuations in aggregate demand and utuations in real maroeonomivariables.We posit that aggregate demand utuations arise from the very utuation of thesupply of monetary aggregates M0m, whih we break down into two omponents, to bede�ned and interpreted below:
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M0m =M0m +�M0m; (2.3.27)The �rst omponent M0m of money supply in eah island is a stohasti term thataptures the value that the money supply would take in eah island if monetary poliywere neutral.M0m utuates around its expetation M beause of binomial idiosynrati shoks tomoney supply. In half of the ases, suh random omponent takes on a high value, andin half of the ases it takes on a low value, so that:M0m = ( M + � =MH with Pr 12 ;M � � =ML with Pr 12 ; (2.3.28)The seond omponent �M0m of M0m in (2.3.27) aptures, instead, the e�et of mone-tary poliy on the money supply. If �M0m > 0, monetary poliy is expansive. Otherwise,monetary poliy is restritive.What are the impliations of assuming that the onstraints of a Monetary Union applyfor the determination of the Money Supply? We detail this in the next assumption.Assumption 2.3.2. (Monetary Union Restritions): A ommon monetary poliyimplies that monetary poliy must inrease or redue the money supply by the same mag-nitude aross all the three islands m=1,2,3. This translates into the following restrition:�M01 = �M02 = �M03 ; (2.3.29)Against the bakground of equation (2.3.27) and of the restrition outlined in As-sumption 2.3.2 operates monetary poliy.2.3.2.2 The Condut of Monetary Poliy:Monetary Poliy is deided by the Board of the Monetary Union Central Bank. Eahisland holds one seat in suh ommittee. To understand how monetary poliy is ondutedin the Monetary Union it might be useful to ask how would eah island operate if it wereto ondut monetary poliy in an independent fashion.We assume that under independene monetary poliy in eah island would aim tominimize the following loss funtion:
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Lm = �M0m �M�2 ; (2.3.30)Why would eah island under independene aim to stabilize utuations in the moneysupply? It might be observed that the general equilibrium model presented in the pre-vious setion enompasses no welfare loss attahed to instability in the prie level. Fur-thermore, the assumption of imperfet ompetition implies that in equilibrium output isbelow the welfare optimal level.Admittingly, the assumption of 2.3.30 annot be supported by the miro-foundationsof the model. However, it might be onjetured that if the Central Bank did not tryto peg the money supply to a ertain value there might be no fator holding the moneysupply from growing at an inde�nite rate (for absent a pegging mehanism for the moneysupply the Central Bank ould always be tempted to inrease mp as to take output aboveits Walrasian sub-optimal equilibrum, regardless of the prie level. Then, faed with aninrease in the money supply, agents would have no hoie but to rise pries). This mighto�er a rational to having a monetary target even if the general equilibrium framework inwhih we operate.Would there be any utuation in aggregate demand were the three islands to beable to ondut monetary poliy independently? If the restrition of (2.3.29) does nothold, eah island would be able to ahieve any level of money supply it wishes by setting�M0m = ��M �M0m�.However, the existene of a Monetary Union imply that money supply might atuallyutuate around its target as monetary poliy in eah island faes an external onstraint.But the extent upon whih the money supply utuates around its target varies aordingto the hoie of voting rule, as we now set to show.Monetary Poliy Under Transparent Voting Rules:We assume that under Transparent Voting all members of the Voting Panel are foredto vote aording to their own partisan interests.Hene under Transparent Voting rules, the representative of eah island votes as tominimizes the loss funtion of (2.3.30), so that the preferred monetary stane for therepresentative of eah island is equal to:
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�M tv;0m =M �M0m (2.3.31)Under Transpareny Voting Rules, the preferene of the median voter gets imple-mented, so that eah island if ating as the median voter manages to ensure that thevalue for the money supply realized after monetary poliy is implemented is equal to thetarget level M . Therefore, by denoting with �M tv;mv the preferene for monetary poliyof the ountry that ats as the median voter determined by (2.3.31) (that is, of the islandthat gets hit by the median value of the shok to M0m) the money supply in eah islandis equal to: M tv;0m =M 0m +�M tv;mv ; (2.3.32)The outome of monetary poliy in eah ontingeny is summarized in Table 2.3.The �rst olumn of the table depits the value for the money supply M0m in eahisland that would hold if monetary poliy stayed neutral. This is denoted with MH if apositive shok to the money supply has initially ourred. Instead, the �rst entry in theolumn reads ML if a negative supply to the money shok has ourred, so that, absentative monetary poliy, the quantity of money in irulation would be urtailed.The seond olumn of the table desribes values taken by the money supply in eahisland after the monetary poliy move is implemented. To alulate this, one must addthe value taken by �M tv;mv (the hange in the money supply indued by ative monetarypoliy) to the entry for eah island reorded in �rst olumn of the table (depiting thevalue for the money supply that would obtain absent ative monetary poliy). So, forexample, if the reading for the �rst olumn is MH for a given ountry, so that a positivemoney supply shok of magnitude � has taken plae, the reading for the resulting quantityof money M�;0 in eah island in the seond olumn would be M if �M tv;mv = �� so thatthe median voter has deided to, loosely speaking, withdraw from irulation the samequantity of money reated by the exogenous monetary and aggregate demand shok thathas ourred in the median's voter island. The net result would be, therefore, that inthis ase the quantity of money in irulation after monetary poliy is implemented isM .
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�M01 ;M02 ;M03� �M�;01 ;M�;02 ;M�;03 � �M�;01. �MH ;MH ;MH� �M;M;M� ��2. �MH ;MH ;ML� �M;M;M � 2�� - �3. �MH ;ML;MH� �M;M � 2�;M� - �4. �MH ;ML;ML� �M + 2�;M;M� +�5. �ML;MH ;MH� �M � 2�;M;M� ��6. �ML;MH ;ML� �M;M + 2�;M� +�7. �ML;ML;MH� �M;M;M + 2�� +�8. �ML;ML;ML� �M;M;M� +�Table 2.3: The Impat of Transpareny Voting on Monetary PoliyThe third olumn depits the stane of monetary poliy �M�;0 whih is eventuallyimplemented. This is set equal to �M tv;mv , the preferene of the median voter.We employ the table to alulate the variane of the money supply in eah island,whih we reord for future referene:V AR�M tv;0m � = ���2; (2.3.33)Monetary Poliy Under Seret Voting:As previously assumed, under Seret Voting the Monetary Poliy Committee aims,subjet to the restrition that �M0m must be the same aross ountries as assumed in(2.3.2), to minimize the following Pan-Union loss funtion:Lsv = m=3Xm=1�M0m �M�2 ; (2.3.34)It must be stressed again that Seret Voting follows a benevolent soial planner rulesine all members of the interest rate voting panel are free from partisan interests beausetheir individual voting reords are kept seret. Hene, all members of the interest votingpanel, being free from partisan pressure, just try to ahieve the Union-wide money supplystabilization target. This results into the voting rule:�M sv;o = �Pm=3m=1(M �M0m)�3 ; (2.3.35)
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�M01 ;M02 ;M03� �M�;01 ;M�;02 ;M�;03 � �M�;01. �MH ;MH ;MH� �M;M;M� ��2. �MH ;MH ;ML� �M + 23�;M + 23�;M � 43�� �13�3. �MH ;ML;MH� �M + 23 ;M � 43�;M + 23�� �13�4. �MH ;ML;ML� �M + 43�;M � 23�;M � 23�� + �35. �ML;MH ;MH� �M � 43�;M + 23�;M + 23�� +13�6. �ML;MH ;ML� �M � 23�;M + 43�;M � 23�� + 13�7. �ML;ML;MH� �M � 23�;M � 23�;M + 43�� �13�8. �ML;ML;ML� �M;M;M� +�Table 2.4: The Impat of Seret Voting on Monetary PoliyAs a result of this voting rule, the money supply in eah island takes the followingform: M sv;0m =M0m + Pm=3m=1 �M �M 0m�3 ; (2.3.36)The behavior of monetary poliy under this voting rule is summarized by Table 2.4.Every olumn has the same interpretation as in the previous table, exept for the thirdolumn, whih now desribes the unanimous hoie of monetary poliy taken by theCommittee, rather than the deision imposed by the median voter as in the previoussenario.We make use of the results of the table to ompute the variane of the money supplyin eah island under Voting Serey:V AR�M sv;0m � = 23���2; (2.3.37)A omparison of the Impat of Voting Rules aross Regimes:It is useful at this stage to ompare the outome of monetary poliy aross the tworegimes by referring to Table 2.3 and Table 2.4. First of all, notie that in ontingenies1. and 8. the outome of the two rules does not di�er. In these ases, all the threeislands are hit by an output supply shok of the same magnitude and therefore evenunder Transpareny Voting no disagreement arises among the poliy-makers about theoptimal monetary stane.



67The two rules have a di�erent impat in the remaining six ases, in whih one islandhas experiened a shok to money supply of a di�erent sign to the shoks hitting theother two islands. As a result, the island that gets out-voted must bear the burden ofmonetary poliy being onduted in suh a way as to amplify the shok the out-votedregion has been hit by, rather than ountering it.However, the two voting regimes here analyzed di�er in another important regard.First of all, notie that when a party gets out-voted in the Transparent Voting regime,its money supply deviates from target by an amount equal to 2� in either diretion. Onthe other hand, under Seret Voting the maximum deviation of money supply from itstarget in eah island is equal to 43� in either diretion sine monetary poliy must alsopartially reet the preferenes of the out-voted ountry in this ase.Though the expeted deviation on eah island of money supply from the target in eahisland is the same aross the two regimes, Transparent Voting implies that the moneysupply in eah island has a greater variane around its expetation M than under SeretVoting, as it an be veri�ed omparing equations (2.3.33) and (2.3.37).What is the impliation of Tables 2.3 and 2.4 for the volatility of aggregate demandin eah regime? By ploughing (2.3.25) into (2.3.23) we derive the following expressionfor aggregate demand (de�ning exp[f(x)℄ to stand for ef(x)):C�m = d1� d M0mexp � log(w)+(��1)logM0m+(��1)log( 1�)+log(�)+log( ���1)� � ; (2.3.38)We have previously observed that the assumption of wage stikiness implies thatmoney is non-neutral. In fat, as a result of wage stikiness an inrease in the moneysupply does not feed into a one to one manner into a rise in the prie level. Therefore,aggregate demand in eah island is rising in the money supply at the island-wide level.As Transpareny Voting is assoiated with a greater variane of money supply at theisland-wide level, the following remark follows:Remark 2.3.1. (The Volatility of Aggregate Demand and the Voting Rule:)The volatility of aggregate demand at the island-wide level is higher under TransparenyVoting Rule than under Seret Voting.



68The reason for the whih aggregate demand is more volatile under TransparenyVoting is worth re-iterating. The stikiness of wages implies that a rise (fall) in themoney supply ats to inrease (derease) aggregate demand. However, monetary poliyis not very e�etive in ountering suh utuations in aggregate demand whenever aountry gets out-voted.Seret Voting partially insures eah island against the risk of being out-voted: when anisland experienes an idiosynrati supply shok of di�erent sign to the one experienedby the other islands, its preferenes still arry some weight under Seret Voting. Notso under Transparent Voting in whih the median voter prevails without paying anyattention to the preferenes of the out-voted parties.Therefore, the higher variane of money supply in eah island under TransparenyVoting implies that labor supply and onsumption are also more volatile under Trans-parent Voting than under Voting Serey.This higher amount of volatility in maroeonomi fundamentals under TransparentVoting, we show next, gives agents a greater inentive not to geographially speializeprodution when individual voting reords are published under the Transparent VotingRegime, but rather to loate widely aross all islands of the Monetary Union.2.3.3 The Loation of Industry and the Choie of MonetaryPoliy RegimeWe aim in this setion to study the link between the hoie of the Voting Rule forMonetary Poliy and the inentive for eah household to pay a ost of magnitude � andloate its produtive and onsumption ativities in all the three regions of the MonetaryUnion, rather than geographially speializing prodution and onsumption in a singleregion.We have observed in Remark 2.3.1 that Transparent Voting involves a higher vari-ane of aggregate demand in eah island. Does the fat that the volatility of aggregatedemand is higher under Transparent Voting imply that there is a greater inentive underTransparent Voting than under Seret Voting for agents to loate their eonomi ativi-ties widely in all the three regions of the Monetary Union? We answer this question inthe aÆrmative after studying the issue in the following proposition.



69Proposition 2.3.1. (Transparent Voting Indues Geographi Hedging): Therealways exists a symmetri equilibrium in whih all agents either loate onsumption andprodution widely aross all regions of the Monetary Union or in whih all agents arryall of their eonomi ativities in the island where their produtive ativities have a om-parative advantage and therefore eah industry loates narrowly in a single region.The threshold value for � that indues households to loate prodution widely is higherunder Seret Voting than under Transparent Voting, so that Transparent Voting makeswidespread industrial loation aross all regions in the Monetary Union more likely.Proof. First of all, we want to determine what is the atual value of the maximized utilityfuntion for an agent loating only in island m, whih we denoted as U1;m, after that theshoks to aggregate demand have taken plae and monetary poliy has been determined.We do so by substituting the general equilibrium level for output of (2.3.21), foremployment of (2.3.22) and for onsumption of (2.3.23) into the utility funtion for eahagent of (2.3.1) to obtain:U1;m = 3r 11� dM0mPm � 01r �3M0mPm �ab ; (2.3.39)with: 0 = � dr(1� d)b�ab ; (2.3.40)Note that by loating all of her produtive ativities, onsisting of the three goodsshe produes, and her onsumption in only one island, the agent aounts for a share of3r of the eonomy of the island where she loates.In an analogous fashion, we ompute the resulting utility U3 for an agent loating inall the three islands:U3 = 1r  11� d m=3Xm=1 M0mPm !� 0  Pm=3m=1M0mPm !�!b � � ; (2.3.41)We notie that if agent i pays ost � and loates in all the three islands, she will enjoya share 1r of aggregate pro�ts, employment and money supply in eah island.Taking expetations and subtrating equation (2.3.41) from (2.3.39) we obtain:E(U3)� E(U1;m) = �� + 0 24E �3M0mPm ��� � E m=3Xm=1�M0mPm ��!�35 ; (2.3.42)



70Consider the existene of a Nash equilibrium in whih all agents loate all of theirprodutive and onsumption ativities evenly aross the three regions of the MonetaryUnion. Therefore they pay ost � and rm = r in eah island. Firms have an inentivenot to deviate from suh equilibrium if and only if E(U3) � E(U1;m) > 0, that is, using(2.3.42), if and only if:� tr < 0 24E �3M0mPm ��� � E m=3Xm=1�M0mPm ��!�35 (2.3.43)In fat, the left hand side of (2.3.43) aptures the bene�t of deviating from suhNash equilibrium, whih onsists of saving the ost � neessary for being able to loateeonomi ativities in all the three islands.The osts of deviating from suh Nash equilibrium, instead, is aptured by the righthand side of (2.3.43). This aptures (treating now � as a sunk ost) as the expeteddi�erene between the utility of narrow loation and that of widespread loation, asderived in equation (2.3.42).Conversely, by a similar reasoning we observe that no agent has an inentive to deviatefrom an equilibrium involving a single loation for all agents whenever E(U3)�E(U1;m) <0, whih implies that loating in a single region is a Nash equilibrium whenever:� tr > 0 24E �3M0mPm ��� � E m=3Xm=1�M0mPm ��!�35 ; (2.3.44)Denote with Etv [x℄ and Esv [x℄ the expetations operator for variable x underTransparent Voting and Seret Voting respetively.We aim to show that the right hand side of (2.3.43) and of (2.3.44) (that is, the ostof not diversifying geographi loation) is higher under Transpareny Voting than underSeret Voting, so that:24Etv �3M0mPm ��� � Etv  m=3Xm=1�M0mPm ��!�35 > 24Esv �3M0mPm ��� � Esv m=3Xm=1�M0mPm ��!�35(2.3.45)



71where it an be realled that:log(Pm) = exp" log(w) + (�� 1)logM0m + (�� 1)log � 1��+ log(�) + log � ���1�� # ;(2.3.46)Veri�ation of (2.3.45) is arried out through the omputations appended in appendix(A.1) on�rming that indeed the above relationship holds, so that Transparent Votingrequires a higher threshold value of � than Seret Voting for agents to loate all of theironsumption and produtive ativities in a single region. In other words, the hoie of aTransparent Voting Regime over that of a Serey Voting one makes it more likely thatagents hoose to pay the ost � and loate onsumption and prodution aross all regionsof the Monetary Union.An intuitive aount for the results of this setion an now be given. Sine the utilityof onsumption and money balanes taken together are homogenous of degree one, the�rst terms of (2.3.39) and (2.3.41) are both linear. Therefore the welfare omparisonof equation (2.3.43), whereby the agent ompares the welfare gain from loating widelyto the ost of doing so, rests solely upon omparison between the expeted dis-utilityof labor with widespread geographi loation with the labor dis-utility agents have tobear by loating widely in a single area. Suh omparison, in turn, rests solely upon theomparison between the volatility of aggregate demand in both senarios.But why is the welfare of the representative agent diminishing in the volatility ofthe level of aggregate demand in the island where she loates her produtive ativities?Sine labor is subjet to diminishing returns to sale, agents would prefer to be able toarry out labor smoothing. However, the greater the degree of utuations in aggregatedemand, the more the quantity of labor supplied by eah agent utuates aross thedi�erent stohasti ontingenies. Therefore, the welfare of the representative agent isdiminishing in the volatility of aggregate demand.Why do agents experiene a higher expeted welfare, one � beomes a sunk ost,by loating widely? For wide loation allows them to smooth out labor, sine when oneregion experienes very high (or low) aggregate demand, there is a hane than anotherregion may experiene less maroeonomi overheating (or reessionary fores).Conlusively, why are the bene�ts from loating widely higher under Transparent



72Voting? This is so for under Transparent Voting utuations in aggregate demand in asingle island are higher than under Seret Voting, implying that agents have a greaterinentive to try to loate widely as to be better able to arry out labor smoothing arossdi�erent stohasti regimes for the level of aggregate demand.2.3.4 Impliations for The Degree of Asymmetry of SupplyShoksWe are now ready to explore the impliations of the results of Proposition 2.3.1. Weaim to show that the link between monetary poliy and the hoie of industrial loationwe have just studied entails that supply shoks may grow more asymmetri inside aMonetary Union if Seret Voting is adopted, as we note in the following remark:Remark 2.3.2. (The hoie of Voting Regime and the Symmetry of SupplyShoks:) Let us assume that all household whose goods an be produed in island mwithout having to pay the penalty ost � operate in the same industry. In other words,we assume that the prodution of all goods in the same industry enjoys a omparativeadvantage in the same island. Then Proposition 2.3.1 implies that Transparent Votinghas the e�et of making industrial struture more uniform aross di�erent regions of theMonetary Union (as Transparent Voting may indue �rms in the same industry to produewidely aross all regions of the Monetary Union rather than loating all ativities in theisland in whih a given industry enjoys some omparative advantage). This may implythat Transparent Voting ould have a welfare rising e�et by reduing the asymmetry ofsupply shoks aross regions of the Monetary Union.In fat, we have argued in Setion 2.2 Seret Voting is welfare superior to TransparentVoting as long the degree of asymmetry of supply shoks an be held exogenous to thehoie of monetary poliy regime . However, we have now derived a a framework in whihTransparent Voting has the e�et of making it more likely that �rms loate in all regionsof the Monetary Union rather than speialize prodution in one loation. Therefore thesymmetry of supply shoks would be lower under Transparent Voting than it is underSeret Voting.Then we annot onlude that Seret Voting is unambiguously welfare superior in the



73ontext of the problem studied in Setion 2.2 one the hoie of industrial loation ismade endogenous to the hoie of Monetary Poliy Regime.In fat, we an still maintain in the ontext of the model developed in Setion 2.2that Seret Voting is welfare superior to Transparent Voting if the degree of asymmetryin supply shoks is the same aross the two regimes. However, the results of Proposition2.3.1 indiate that Transparent Voting an indue a lower degree of supply shoks asym-metry than Seret Voting by inreasing the inentive for �rms to loate widely aross theMonetary Union. Therefore, one we study the link between the hoie of voting regimeand the loation of industry the welfare omparison among the two regimes for votingtranspareny beomes, at least in theory, ambiguous.2.4 Conlusions and DisussionIs the assumption maintained by the ECB that Transparent Voting indues partisanmonetary poliy voting behavior suÆient to onlude that Seret Voting is welfare risingin a Monetary Union ?We �nd in Setion 2.2 that suh question an be answered in the aÆrmative if wehold the deision of industrial loation not to be a�eted by the rules aording towhih monetary poliy is onduted. In fat, at this �rst level of the analysis, the ECB'sstatement almost seems to be tautologially true sine it implies that under Seret Voting,unlike under Voting Transpareny, monetary poliy is onduted by a benevolent soialplanner.However, the welfare optimality of Seret Voting beomes ambiguous, we show inSetion 2.3, if we let �rms' deision on where to loate be a�eted by monetary poliy.In fat, Transparent Voting makes aggregate demand more volatile in eah region, whihmay indue agents to loate prodution widely as to hedge the maroeonomi volatilityindued by Transparent Voting.The eonomi geography onlusion that �rms in the same industry are more likelyto loate prodution widely under Voting Transpareny, rather than produing all fromthe same loation, has the maroeonomi onsequene that the asymmetry of outputsupply shoks in a Monetary Union may be lower under Voting Transpareny than it is



74under Voting Serey.Hene, we argue, we annot be ertain of what Voting Transpareny Regime is optimalfor the ahievement of the Central Bank's goal even if we take the ECB's statement atfae value.Note that our �ndings annot be diretly ompared to the arguments put forwardby Krugman (Krugman 1991) suggesting that a Monetary Union may indue outputsupply shoks to beome more asymmetri rather than symmetri aross ountries. Theresearh question proposed by Krugman ompares the symmetry of output supply shoksin a Monetary Union to the outome obtaining under independent monetary poliy.We, instead, ompare the symmetry of output supply shoks obtaining under VotingTranspareny in a Monetary Union as opposed to the asymmetry of output supply shoksunder Voting Serey.It must also be notied that our �ndings would not be robust to the possibilitythat �rms might hedge ompletely maroeonomi risk by purhasing a set of �nanialinstruments. In fat, if this is the ase, then �rms would have no inentive to hedgeagainst output utuations in a given ountry by loating widely. However, even if�nanial markets were omplete, suh hedging (espeially if all �rms were to try toimplement it at the same time) might be ostly and �rms might �nd that to loateindustrial prodution widely is a heaper way of hedging maroeonomi risk than buying�nanial instruments.Note also that there is a very ompelling reason to explain why in pratie the hedgingof aggregate demand volatility is not feasible and represents a missing market. In fat,it is very diÆult for �rms to apply standard option priing tehniques to the hedging ofaggregate demand volatility sine there does not exist a traded asset with whih to hedgeone's position in aggregate demand. As a result, the issuer of an aggregate demandvolatility derivative (the insurer) would not be able to re-insure against its positionsloking in the option's premium.Furthermore, we have omitted to onsider the stabilizing e�et of spillovers. Asountries trade with eah other, a proportion of the asymmetry in maroeonomi yleswould be self-orreting as demand in the ountries growing above trend should alsostimulate export demand for ountries growing below trend. However, this assumption



75is without loss of generality as long as spillover e�ets are not strong enough to removethe asymmetry of utuations among member ountries.Our �ndings have also abstrated from a number of fators that are deemed in theliterature to play an important role in the hoie of Voting Transpareny Regime. Infat, we have abstrated from the fat that some members of the Poliy Committee maybe more prone to su�er from the time-onsisteny problem, as assumed by Sibert (Sibert1999), who shows that under suh assumption Voting Serey may be welfare optimal.We also abstrated from the assumption formulated by Gersbah and Hanh (Gersbahand Hahn 2000) that members of the Poliy Committee may have di�erent ability. Inthis ontext, Voting Transpareny ould be a devie to ensure that the most eÆientmembers are re-appointed (though one might observe that ineÆient members an justemulate eÆient ones under Voting Serey, a mehanism that may lead to the samee�etiveness under Voting Serey as under Voting Transpareny in ensuring that onlyeÆient members set monetary poliy).We have also not analyzed an important remark by Buiter (Buiter 1999) aordingto whih Voting Serey may substantially inrease the power held by President of theCommittee. Under this light, Voting Serey might turn the poliy proess from a Col-legiate framework (the style that seems to haraterize the Bank's of England MonetaryPoliy Committee) to a Presidential one (the style that seems to apply at the FED).These fators seem important, and we have abstrated from them only beause ourobjetive lies in analyzing the ECB's statement in a framework that would be spei� toa Monetary Union populated by agents not immune to partisans pressures. If partisanpressures lead to a ondut of monetary poliy produing exessive volatility in maroe-onomi fundamentals, this hapter argues, there exists, at least in our narrow and purelyqualitative framework, an e�et by whih suh volatility might be self-orreting.



Chapter 3
Interest Rates as a Vehile ofInformation: The InformationSignaling Problem of MonetaryPoliy when Central Banks MustPrevent Pani or Exuberane



77AbstratWe investigate in this hapter the e�ets of information serey in a setting in whih theCentral Bank is endowed with asymmetri and superior information as to the path ofmaroeonomi fundamentals. Agents assess their disposable inome and form onsump-tion plans by using monetary poliy as a signal of the Central Bank's private information.We show that in this setting ounter-ylial monetary poliy risks triggering o� somepro-ylial wealth e�ets.We show that gradualism or inertia in the setting of interest rates an be optimal forthey allow the Central Bank to stabilize the onsumption and investment behavior ofagents when a pooling equilibrium applies to the signaling game. We also �nd that limitpriing an be optimal so that interest rate movements under asymmetri information anbe smaller than under information transpareny even when the Central Bank reveals itsprivate information to agents through a separating equilibrium. We interpret this resultby analogy with Milgrom's and Robert's limit priing onept (Milgrom and Roberts1982).We show that the hoie of information transpareny over information serey and themandate that the Central Bank should publish detailed minutes of its meetings renderinterest rates more volatile and imply that interest rates are in eah period less likelyto stay on hold. We show that information serey an be welfare optimal in our modelwhen apital inome expetations reeive a relatively large weight in the determinationof onsumption plans. We also derive onditions under whih information serey iswelfare diminishing. We formulate a onjeture that our model is onsistent with a highontinuations to total hanges ratio whih we illustrate with an example.KEYWORDS: SIGNALING EFFECT OF MONETARY POLICY, INFORMA-TION TRANSPARENCY, ASYMMETRIC INFORMATION IN MONETARY POL-ICY.



783.1 IntrodutionConsider the following senario: The Central Bank, whih holds asymmetri informationon the future path of maroeonomi fundamentals, foreasts a negative output shokin the near horizon. Agents form their onsumption and investment plans onditioningupon their expeted disposable inome. The Central Bank is tempted to lower interestrates with the view of boosting investment. And yet, rates remain on hold.Were interest rates to move, agents would understand that a negative shok has hittheir �nanial portfolio; onsumption would then respond to an interest rate ut in away that only ampli�es the shok that the Central Bank was trying to ounter-at bylowering rates. In order not to signal to agents the shok it has deteted, the CentralBank deides not to lower rates immediately in spite of the forthoming reession.This senario provides the starting intuition for the analysis of this hapter whih in-vestigates the problem of information transpareny in the setting of a signaling model formonetary poliy. Information transpareny is interpreted as apturing the degree uponwhih a Central Bank shares with agents its assessment of the outlook for maroeonomifundamentals. This onsists of both a wealth of information and an interpretation of theavailable evidene whih translates data into a qualitative or quantitative assessment forthe maroeonomi outlook.It an be realled at this stage that the FED divulges its maroeonomi foreastswith a lag of �ve years. Suh foreasts, presented at eah FOMC meeting usually in theform of a median value, summarize preditions for output and ination by members of theFED's sta�, the FED's strutural model and the members of the FOMC. An unsuessfullawsuit was plaed against the FED in the 80's to fore it to divulge immediately itsmaroeonomi foreasts (an aount of whih is given by Goodfriend (Goodfriend 1986)).The FED suessful opposed the lawsuit by arguing that information transpareny wouldhave aused harmful volatility in �nanial markets.Information transpareny has giving rise to a reently burgeoning literature. How-ever, the investigation of information transpareny would be a surreal exerise if CentralBanks were not endowed with any superior information on the path of maroeonomifundamentals. Therefore, before proeeding to any further onsideration, we present andassess the available evidene on the fat that Central Banks are endowed with asymmetri



79and superior information as to the path of maroeonomi fundamentals.Reent researh by Christina and David Romer (Romer and Romer 1996) and (Romerand Romer 2000) investigates empirially both the existene of private information for theFED and its soure. It is onluded that: i) the FED is endowed with private informationon the future outlook for ination and output; ii) and that suh informational advantagefor the Central Bank does not stem from the fat the Central Bank enjoys superiorinformation as to the likely path of monetary poliy.The �rst onlusion is reahed by regressing private setor's foreast errors on bothination and GDP on their disrepany with respet to FED's foreast errors (whih arekept seret for �ve years). It is found that the whole �tted foreast error by the privatesetor equals, on average, the amount by whih private foreasters departed from theFED's preditions.Was the soure of the informational advantage stemming for the fat that the FEDis only endowed with a sheer asymmetri knowledge about its own poliy, rather thanon the path of maroeonomi fundamentals, than we would observe that: (a) privatesetor's over-predits output and ination whenever the FED tightens by surprise; (b)on the onverse, the private setors preditions as to output and ination would be lowerthan the FED's foreasts whenever an unantiipated monetary ease takes plae.The data, Romer and Romer argue, display exatly the reverse pattern: when theFED tightens by surprise, its foreast of ination lies above private agents' ones; when itinstead lowers by surprise base rates, onversely, its foreasts of ination are lower thanthe projetions of the private setor. The authors deem their �ndings onlusive of thefat that FED's ations should signal important maroeonomi information to agents,preisely beause FED's behavior does not reet superior information solely on its ownpoliy ations, but rather on the path of maroeonomi fundamentals.Though this study is very enouraging in ensuring that the literature on informationtranspareny is motivated, we would like to put forward some quali�ations. First of all,only one empirial study has been so far arried out and hene the empirial testing ofthe existene of asymmetri information between agents and Central Banks still laksa wide and diverse base of investigation. Seondly, the mentioned study only fouseson the US eonomy and that its impliations extend to other OECD ountries an be



80onjetured but not substantiated. However, suh initial �nding seems to be onsistentwith the asual observation that no other agent devotes the same amount of resoures tomaroeonomi foreasting as Central Banks and as a result Central Banks' informationon the evolution of maroeonomi variables is likely to be superior.Having justi�ed the assumption that Central Banks are endowed with asymmetriinformation, we now proeed to disuss the main results of the information transparenyliterature whose researh agenda rests on the ruial assumption that Central Banks areendowed with asymmetri information as to the path of maroeonomi fundamentals.The main fous of the analysis lies in the welfare omparison between information sereyand traspareny, however the welfare results vary aording to the spei� frameworkstudied in eah spei� researh exerise. We would like to organize the literature intothree sub-families: i) models based on a Luas surprise funtion and a time-onsistenyination bias ((Faust and Svensson 2000),(Geerats 2000)); ii) models assuming a Luasstyle supply funtion but haraterized by a time-onsisteny ination bias (�rst modelof Cukierman (Cukierman 1999),(Gersbah 1998)); iii) Keynesian frameworks in whihoutput is demand determined (suh as the seond model in Cukierman (Cukierman 1999)and the work of Jensen (Jensen 1999)).Note that a number of the papers above also assume the agents are imperfetlyinformed about the loss funtion of the Central Bank ((Faust and Svensson 2000),(Geerats2000),(Jensen 1999)).A brief aount of the literature ould summarize the pattern of the results of eahsub-family of models as follows: i) information serey is welfare diminishing when thetime-onsisteny bias is onsidered. In fat, in this ase information serey makes agents'inationary expetations less sensitive to the Central Bank's ations that under infor-mation transpareny, whih worsens the inationary bias of monetary poliy (note thatin Geraats' model (Geerats 2000) the Central Bank, while boosting output above itsnatural level, does not attempt to stabilize it) ; ii) in a Luas supply funtion frameworknot haraterized by a time onsisteny bias information serey is welfare superior forit diminishes the volatility of agents' inationary expetations and it then allows theCentral Bank to stabilize output; iii) in Jensen's model (Jensen 1999) information trans-pareny has the e�et of foring the Central Bank during her �rst periods in oÆe to



81plae a higher weighting on ination stabilization than it would otherwise do. This is sofor the Central Banker needs to signal to agents that it is highly ommitted to ontrol-ling ination. The welfare omparison between information serey and transpareny inJensen's model is ambiguous. Instead, in the seond model of Cukierman (Cukierman1999) welfare serey is always welfare rising for transpareny makes agents inationaryexpetations more volatile, whih rises the volatility of real interest rates, even thoughinformation transpareny does not alter the volatility of output and ination.Our analysis di�erentiates itself from the existing literature in two important regards.First of all, we do not assume that the only area of interation between the monetarypoliy strategy hosen by the Central Bank and the private setor lies in the privatesetor's inationary expetations. As observed by the FED's vie-hairman and distin-guished eonomist Alan Blinder ((Blinder 1997),p.8), this setting seems overly restritive.Instead, we study a notion somewhat reminisent of the animal spirits of the investorsonept �rst desribed by Keynes. We posit that in our framework of asymmetri in-formation but full rationality agents' assessment of their disposable inome depends onthe signals learnt from the ondut of monetary poliy. Hene, rational agents let theironsumers' on�dene depend upon the observed monetary poliy stane, whih thena�ets the inentives of the Central Banker.Seondly, we aim to relate to our framework a broad set of questions, inludinggradualism, inertia, the reversals to total hanges ratio and limit priing behavior.The rest of the hapter is organized as follows. We develop the signaling monetarypoliy game framework in Setion 3.2. We de�ne the adopted solution onept andprovide a simple equilibrium example in Setion 3.3. We then draw the maroeonomiimpliations for our model and report some very simple simulations results (whih have aqualitative but not quantitative interpretation) in Setion 3.4. We onlude and disussour results in Setion 3.5.3.2 The Framework of the ModelThe monetary poliy game we model has the following sequential struture: a) Naturedetermines an output shok denoted as �t; b) the Central Bank, endowed with perfet



82knowledge as to the magnitude of the output shok �t, sets the real rate rt; ) Unlike theCentral Bank, agents are inompletely informed and hene ignore the magnitude of theoutput shok �t; however, agents employ the monetary poliy signal sent by the CentralBank to form expetations as to the atual magnitude of �t. Agents, hene, onditiontheir onsumption deisions on the expeted magnitude of the output shok sine this isexpeted to feed upon their wealth. A re�nement riterion will be introdued to imposesome struture upon agents' beliefs.The high-level struture of the game is depited in Figure 3.1. We have turnedthe game of inomplete information (where the reeiver ignores her type) into one ofimperfet information (where the reeiver ignores her exat position in the game tree).This transformation, due to Harsanyi (Harsanyi 1968), is an often employed expedientwhih does not bring about any loss of generality (see, for instane, Fudenberg and Tirole(Fudenberg and Tirole 1991), p 209).This setion analyzes eah step of this sequene in order to write out a payo� to thegame for the Central Bank whih is a funtion of the following three variables: the typefor the output shok (�t); agent's expetation of the output shok one monetary poliyis observed denoted as Eh�t����rti; and �nally the message �j the Central Bank sends toagents when it sets rates. Writing out the payo� for the game in suh way paves the wayfor the numerial solution to the model we arry out.In the spirit of a bakwards indution solution, we start from the last move in thegame. We �rst derive agents' reation funtion to monetary poliy in Setion 3.2.1. Thisallows the Central Bank to antiipate what is the level of onsumption and investmentagents set given a ertain level of interest rates and a ertain level for onsumers' on-�dene. In turn, the Central Bank uses suh information to determine by bakwardsindution what is the level of aggregate demand stemming from any given monetarypoliy deision.We then shift the fous of the analysis in an upward diretion in the tree of theextensive game representation of Figure 3.1. We, in fat, then speify in Setion 3.2.2the objetives and the onstraints faed by monetary poliy. We then let the Central Bankperform bakwards indution employing the results of Setion 3.2.1 on agents' reation



83�t denotes the randomshok to agents's ash ows

Figure 3.1: The High Level Struture of the Signaling Gamefuntion so that we an �nally derive the payo� of the game in setion 3.2.3 whih linksthe type of the output shok, agents's beliefs on the output shok and the monetaryation by the Central Bank (its message) to the Central Bank's �nal loss funtion.3.2.1 Monetary Poliy and Consumers' Con�dene: Agents'Reation Funtion to the Interest Rate AnnounementWe aim in this setion to study the link between innovations to monetary poliy, on-sumers' on�dene as aptured by their expetations on life-time disposable inome andonsumption. Our �nal objetive lies in deriving a reation funtion to desribe howthe level of onsumption responds to the monetary poliy signal agents reeive from theCentral Bank.



84We takle this task in two steps. We �rst model in Setion 3.2.1.1 how agents de-termine their disposable inome given a spei� belief on the magnitude of all shoksto �rms' ash ows. We then investigate in Setion 3.2.1.2 the proess by whih agentsemploy their expetations as to the level of disposable inome to determine aggregateonsumption.It might be useful at this stage to illustrate at an informal level the intuition drivingthe results of this setion. Consider the following mehanism that translates a hangein interest rates to a revision in agents inter-temporal optimal onsumption plans viawealth e�ets.The Central Bank announes a hange in rates (�rt). Agents optimize their on-sumption plans by extrapolating information as to their future wealth from Central Bank'sbehavior. Central to the mehanism lies the assumption that the Central Bank has perfetknowledge of all the output shoks hitting the eonomy. Agents exploit suh informationas to try to smooth their onsumption path appropriately.Agents, in fat, revise their onsumption in the upwards diretion if they think thatthe Central Bank has, through its deision, signaled that a positive temporary innovationto their disposable inome (denoted by �t) is likely to take plae. Conversely, onsumptionplans are urtailed following an announement about monetary poliy that makes agentsrevise downwards their expeted wealth.The �nal aim of this setion is to derive an aggregate onsumption funtion of theform:t = 12(�(�)�t + �"�(�)E��t����r; t �#a2 + ̂); 0 < � � 1; 0 < �2 � 1; (3.2.1)The notation must be interpreted as follows. The output shok whih feeds on agents'sash ows is denoted with �t, while hanges in the real interest rate are aptured by �rt;the term �(�) is inreasing in the persistene of the temporary shoks to output; allother terms are subsumed in the onstant term ̂ while the interpretation of the otherparameters is illustrated as we proeed with the derivation of (3.2.1).



853.2.1.1 How Agents Determine Expeted Disposable InomeWe initially detail the mehanism that allows for interest rates announements to havewealth e�ets and to feed upon onsumption plans, and then inorporate expeted dis-posable inome in a simple dynami programming problem to derive Euler equations �a l�aHall (Hall 1978) and determine a solved out onsumption funtion.The eonomy is omposed by n idential �rms and n agents. Eah agent i is employedby one �rm in setor j. Let ash ow Rj;t for the �rm j in period t be equal to a time-invariant term R plus an autoregressive innovation innovation �j;t whih depends on aoutput shok whose aggregate magnitude before period t is only known by the CentralBank. Rj;t = R + �j;t 8j; (3.2.2)�j;t = � �j;t�1 + vj;t; � < 1;vj;t � IN(0; V ARv); (3.2.3)�j;t�1 = 0 8j;The assumptions jointly imply that shoks impating Rj;t die out slowly. In the limitase in whih � = 1, ash ows follow a unit root martingale proess so that:E[Rj;t+s℄ = Rj;t 8s � 0;Capital holders and workers engage into symmetri Nash bargaining game over pro�ts.Therefore, one-half of eah �rm's pro�ts go to the single worker eah �rm employs and onehalf to the share-holders. All share-holders split their portion of the pro�ts symmetriallyamong themselves.Agents possess inomplete information over the real shoks that hit output and ashows in a way that we now formalize:Assumption 3.2.1. (Asymmetry of Information between Central Bank's andAgents) Agents have imperfet information over the magnitude of �t. Spei�ally, weassume that eah worker j has omplete knowledge about �s;t for s = j, the shok thathas hit the ash ow of the �rm by whih she is employed. However eah agent j does



86not know �s;t for any s 6= j and therefore has no information about the shoks that haveourred to the �rms in other setors. As a result, agents enjoy perfet knowledge abouttheir labor inome, while they must ondition their apital inome expetations upon thesignals that the Central Bank sends through monetary poliy.On the other hand, we assume the Central Bank to know the magnitude of the outputshok �t.Eah agent owns a stake 1n of eah �rm. The representative onsumer retains a share� of the shares in the domesti eonomy, and trades the rest for foreign assets. Thisentitles her to a share � 12n of the ash ow of eah �rm under a symmetri bargaininggame with the only employed worker in eah setor.Pro�ts are taxed in a progressive fashion. Hene expeted disposable apital inomewill be equal to E[(stohasti ap inome)a2℄ with a2 < 1; a2 is falling in the degreeof �sal progressiveness. We assume, for simpliity, that the time-invariant portion ofash ows R is not taxed. Note also that a2 is a ratio with an odd number both at thenumerator and at the denominator so that disposable inome is always de�ned.The senario depited implies that the worker i �rst assesses her own disposableinome at period t by looking at the shok that she has observed in her own setor j,and then forms expetations as to the magnitude of the aggregate shok after that themonetary stane �rt is known. Equation (3.2.4) desribes the aounting formula bywhih inome expetations are omputed given any belief on the shoks to output.We denote with yi;t the disposable inome for agent i at time t, whih onsists of threeomponents, desribed in the order by whih they appear in (3.2.4); the �rst omponentaptures the stohasti omponent of labor inome; the seond reets the stohastiomponent of apital gains net of taxation; the third term mirrors inome from foreignassets, whih we trivialize to being non-stohasti and time-invariant, together with thetime-invariant and tax-free omponent of �rms' ash ows R. We an therefore desribedisposable inome in the following manner for the i worker employed by �rm j :
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Ehyi;t����rti = 12Rj=i;t + �2nEh� nXj=1 Rj;t����rt�a2i+ ̂0; 8i;= 12�j;t + �2nEh� nXj=1 �j;t����rt�a2i+ ̂0 ; � � 1; (3.2.4)We an also assume that apital inome is partially insurable. Agents pay an insuranefee of magnitude F whih allows them to: i) reeive the expeted level of their apitalinome with the expetation being updated upon the latest monetary poliy observation;ii) to hedge their portfolio returns from the hange in the yield of liquid savings stemmingfrom a hange in real interest rates. However, agents annot insure their labor inomebefore the monetary poliy stane allows insurers to re�ne their expetations on apitalinome. Hene under this assumptions (3.2.4) beomes equivalent to:Ehyi;t����rti = 12�j;t + �2nhE� nXj=1 �j;t����rt�ia2 + ̂0 � F ; � � 1; (3.2.5)While labor inome is known with ertainty to the worker employed by the �rm jto be equal to the idiosynrati shok in the setor j, the link between Central Bank'sations and inome expetations hinges ruially on wealth e�ets whih are unknown toagents, who an only form expetations on wealth e�ets via onditioning upon monetarypoliy.When simulating the model, we employ a2 = 0:8 as a benhmark in most of thesenarios investigated by the thesis, so that we hold the taxation regime to be nearlylinear. In fat, the results hold without loss of generality even for a linear apital inomeregime.Having determined the link between the information extrated through monetarypoliy and agents' expetations on their apital inome, we turn attention to derive asolved out onsumption funtion.3.2.1.2 Consumption and Monetary PoliyWe now inorporate the permanent inome expetations derived in equation (3.2.5) inan inter-temporal utility maximization model of onsumption, whih follows Hall (Hall



881978), so that we an derive a solved out onsumption reation funtion. This reationfuntion informs allows the Central Bank to antiipate what level of aggregate demandshall result from eah possible monetary poliy deision.The onsumer i is endowed with a quadrati utility funtion, whih she optimizes fora planning horizon of T periods subjet to a disount rate Æ of time invariant magnitudeso that the onsumer seeks to maximize:max Eh T�1Xt=0 Æt (ai;t � bi;t)2 ��ti; (3.2.6)The assumption of quadrati utility is ruial to obtain a tratable losed form solutionto the problem. In fat, this funtional form allows us to treat the marginal utility of theexpeted level of onsumption as being equivalent to the marginal utility of the ertaintyequivalent. This is due to the fat that the marginal utility of onsumption is linearunder this spei�ation.The stok of wealth at time t for agent i (denoted with Ai;t) evolves aording to thefollowing inter-temporal budget onstraint:Ai;t+1 = (1 + rp) (Ai;t + Yi;t � Ci;t) ; (3.2.7)Other items of notation are de�ned as follows: Yi;t represents the total inome aruingto the representative agent i at time t and rp represents the rate of return to the stokof liquid savings held by the agent. This return rp would normally be a funtion ofthe short-run interest rate. But, following a previously stated assumption, we assumefor simpliity and without loss of generality that agents fully hedge the volatility in rpimparted by the short-term rate r as part of the insurane poliy they purhase at a ostof F . Therefore, rp an be assumed not to be a funtion of r. Alternatively, rp representsthe yield of a long-term bond whih we assume to be pretty insensitive to hanges in theshort-run rate.Usual resolution tehniques of dynami programming turn this multi-period probleminto a two-stages one by introduing a value funtion V (At), whih yields the maximumexpeted utility to be gained by starting the problem at time t with an initial endowmentof wealth level Ai;t:
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V (At) = max nU(t) + ÆE�Vt+1(At+1)���t�o; (3.2.8)As equation (3.2.7) implies, one additional unit of onsumption in period t reduesfuture wealth by (1 + rp). Therefore, di�erentiating the right hand side of equation(3.2.8) with respet to i;t we an derive the optimal value for the marginal utility ofonsumption in the initial period t :U 0 (i;t) = ÆEhV 0i;t+1(Ai;t+1)(1 + rp)���ti; (3.2.9)Di�erentiating now both sides of equation (3.2.8) with respet to Ai;t and exploiting(3.2.9) the traditional envelope relationship is derived:V 0(Ai;t) = ÆEh(1 + rp)V 0(Ai;t+1)���ti;= U 0(i;t) (3.2.10)This result implies that to measure the marginal value of an additional unit of initialwealth it is suÆient to ompute the marginal utility of urrent onsumption.At this stage the assumptions that the disount rate equals to the inverse of the rateof return is usually imposed so that:(Æ)�1 = (1 + rp) (3.2.11)Exploiting this assumption and substituting reursively equation (3.2.10) into (3.2.9)the following result obtains: U 0(i;t) = EhU 0(i;t+s)i 8s; (3.2.12)Equation (3.2.12) implies that onsumers equalize the expeted marginal rate of utilityfrom onsumption in all future periods as a result of diminishing returns to onsumption.The assumption of quadrati utility allows us to replae in equation (3.2.12) themarginal utility of the expeted level of onsumption with the marginal utility of theertainty equivalene in virtue of the fat that a quadrati utility funtion implies thatmarginal utility is linear. It is implied under suh framework that, along the optimal on-sumption path, the onsumer plans ex-ante to arry out perfet onsumption smoothing:
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i;t = Ehi;t+si 8s; (3.2.13)This results states that the onsumer plans to equalize onsumption aross all statesof the world beause onsumption yields diminishing marginal returns.We are now ready to derive the optimal reation funtion for individual agents'onsumption that determines how onsumption responds to the aggregate output shok�t and agents' expetations of suh shok Eh�t����rti onditional upon the behavior ofmonetary poliy.Remark 3.2.1. (The Impat of the Information onveyed by Monetary Pol-iy on Agent's Consumption Reation Funtion): Agents' optimal aggregateonsumption depends both upon the magnitude of the shok hitting aggregate �rms' ashows �t and on the expetation of suh output shok Eh�t����rti omputed after that agentsobserve the behavior of monetary poliy. The aggregate onsumption reation funtion �ttakes the form:�t��t; Eh�t����rti� = ŷ2 + 12h�(�)�t + �h�(�)E��t����rt�i�2i; (3.2.14)where: �(�) = rp1+rp�� ; ŷ2 = ̂0 � F ;The aggregate onsumption funtion of (3.2.14) ats as the reation funtion of thereeiver to the signal of the sender in the signaling game we model whose high-levelstrutured is skethed by Figure 3.1.Proof. All wealth must be exhausted by period T, when no more onsumption takes plaefor at that stage wealth has no use. We rule out bequests. Therefore the ex-post budgetonstraint (whih must always hold) yields the aounting identity:Ai;T = Ai;0(1 + rp)T + T�1Xs=0 �Yi;s � i;s��1 + rp�t�s = 0; (3.2.15)We now nullify the e�et of initial wealth by letting Ai;0 = 0, whih follows fromhaving ruled out bequests. Furthermore, to obtain a tratable lose form solution, we letT grow in�nitely large.Taking expetations from both sides of equation (3.2.15) and letting for analytialsimpliity T grow in�nitely large yields:
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E" 1Xs=t �Yi;s(1 + rp)t�s�# = E" 1Xs=t �i;s(1 + rp)s�t�#; (3.2.16)We an now fator out onsumption in the left-hand side exploiting the perfet on-sumption smoothing result of (3.2.13) whih, after using the properties of geometriseries, yields: i;t = rp1 + rp" 1Xs=t (1 + rp)t�sEi;sYi;s#; (3.2.17)We are now able to link the inter-temporal optimization result of (3.2.17) with theexpetation of disposable inome onditional on monetary poliy derived in (3.2.5).Substituting for (3.2.5) into (3.2.17) we obtain the level for onsumption hosen by eahagent: �i;t��i;t; E��t���rt�� = 12"�(�)�i;t + �nh�(�)E��t���rt�i�2# + ŷ2n ; (3.2.18)And �nally aggregating upon the n agents aggregate onsumption turns out, as weset out to prove, to be equal to:�i;t = ��i;t; E��t���rt�� = ŷ2 + 12n�(�)�t+�hE��t���rt�i�2o;�(�) = rp1 + rp � � ; (3.2.19)If � � 1 the following useful approximation to (3.2.19) holds:�i;t��i;t; E��t���rt�� = ŷ2 + 12n�t + �hE��t���rt�ia2o; (3.2.20)Equation 3.2.19 proves the remark and will be used as an essential building blok insolving the model.The innovation to agents' ash ows ontributes to the onsumption funtion, whihmay a priori seem striking as no single individual agent knows the magnitude (and thesign) of the entire aggregate shok to ash ows. It is, in fat, assumed that privateeonomi ators know only the magnitude of the idiosynrati output shok that oursto the setor in whih they are employed.



92As we aggregate, however, the sum of the n idiosynrati shoks �i;t to eah setorof the eonomy adds preisely up to the total shok �t2 to labor inome. Hene aggregatelabor inome expetations are, through aggregation, the same that would obtain if allindividual agents pooled their knowledge on labor inome (and on labor inome only) andolletively knew the eonomy-wide shok to labor inome with the same auray as theCentral Bank does in virtue of its asymmetri and superior information.However, agents ignore the magnitude of the shok hitting �rms' ash ows andhene they do not know the eonomy-wide level of the shok ourring to their apitalinome. As a result of this degree of inomplete information, the term E��t���rt� entersagents optimal onsumption reation funtion of (3.2.19). In fat, even if agents ignorethe nature of the innovations to their apital inome, they still try to make infereneas to the dividends they are likely to reeive as to determine their permanent inomeexpetations and hene their optimal onsumption level.After having investigated a mehanism by whih interest rates arry information toagents as to their future wealth and hene a�et onsumer's on�dene, we an state arationale for whih the Central Bank may opt not to divulge information on maroeo-nomi fundamentals as not to trigger o� pro-ylial wealth e�ets. In fat, equation(3.2.19) states that onsumption spending shall be immediately redued if agents ex-pet monetary poliy to have been eased for the Central Bank foresees a negative outputshok. Hene, the Central Bank an use (3.2.19) to antiipate how its behavior ould feedupon an important omponent of aggregate demand one the signaling game is solved.Having established how onsumption responds to monetary poliy, we now turn at-tention to a full analysis of the framework in whih monetary poliy operates.3.2.2 Objetives and Constraints for Monetary PoliyWe study in this setion the objetives and the onstraints faed by monetary poliy. Theframework for the model of the eonomy we assume is simple and is not derived frommiro-foundations. However, it aims to deliver a pragmati framework for the analysisof poliy in the spirit of an IS-LM model with whih a ompliated signaling model anbe later simulated in Setion 3.3 before impliations of the analysis are drawn in Setion3.4.



93We �rst analyze in Setion 3.2.2.1 how aggregate demand is determined using theinsights of Setion 3.2.1.2; we then speify in Setion 3.2.2.2 the simple and stylized linkwe assume to exist between monetary poliy and ination; and �nally we state in Setion3.2.2.3 what are the objetives of monetary poliy.3.2.2.1 The Determination of Aggregate DemandWe inorporate in this setion the spei�ation for aggregate onsumption derived in(3.2.19) into the determination of aggregate demand in the model.We show that monetary poliy impats aggregate demand through two hannels. Theinvestment hannel of monetary poliy is the traditional e�et whereby the investmentomponent of the IS urve is diminishing in the ost of money. The monetary poliy signalexpetation hannel, instead, aptures the e�et that monetary poliy has on onsumeron�dene and hene on onsumption.Aggregate demand in our model onsists of three omponents: government spend-ing, investment demand and aggregate onsumption. However, we trivialize governmentspending to take a onstant value g.We let the rate of investment be diretly proportional to the quantity of money thebanking setor reates It = i + ��m, where �m represents hanges in the monetarybase. We follow the results by Stiglitz and Weiss (Stiglitz and Weiss 1981) in orderto assume that hanges in the quantity of money a�et the level of investment. Itis possible to derive suh results in a framework where �rms intending to borrow arequantity onstrained. Interest rates set by ommerial banks to �rms applying for loansare below money-learing levels beause of an adverse seletion problem (high interestrates tend to inrease the proportion of borrowers with high bankrupty risk in the totalrisk-pool managed by eah bank). Hene, an inrease in the quantity of money allows theBanking setor to inrease its lending as observed by Blanhard and Fisher ((Blanhardand Fisher 1987), p.487) sine it inreases the quantity of deposits held by ommerialBanks at any given level of the interest rate.The onsumption omponent of aggregate demand is derived in equation (3.2.19)from an inter-temporal optimization problem arried out by agents faing inompleteinformation as to their apital inome but knowing that the Central Bank arries out



94monetary poliy being endowed with omplete information.An expression for aggregate demand obtains by summing over the three omponentsof aggregate demand, that is the onsumption omponent of (3.2.19), the investmentomponent It = i + ��m and �nally the government omponent G = g and lumpingonstant terms into the term 12 ŷ aggregate demand turns out to be equal to:yt = 12"ŷ + �(�)�t + ��mt + � ��(�)E��t����rt��a2 #; (3.2.21)An observation on what is the average value for aggregate demand in the model is inorder antiipating some results to be later derived. It is useful to bear in mind for futurereferene that in equilibrium E(yt) = 12 ŷ sine we also demonstrate that in equilibrium:E(�t) = E(�rt) = E(�mt) = 0.Equation (3.2.21) is to be interpreted in a fashion analogous to equation (3.2.19).First of all, notie that aggregate demand is inreasing in the magnitude of the shok �thitting �rms' ash ows as labor inome is also inreasing in �t. Even if eah individualagent, rather than having full knowledge on the magnitude of �t, is perfetly informedonly about the shok that has ourred to her setor �j;t, half of the total shok �t impatsonsumers' spending before the total magnitude of the shok is revealed to agents as theaggregate onsumption funtion aggregates over the spending plan of eah agent, whihinorporates the idiosynrati shok �j;t ourring in the setor by whih eah agent isemployed.The term 12E��(�)�t����rt� ontributes to the determination of aggregate demand of(3.2.21) via wealth e�ets, as derived in equation (3.2.19). In fat, eah agent has toform expetations as to the magnitude of the shok impating her apital inome onlyby observing the behavior of the Central Bank, the only ator in the model enjoying fullinformation and hene the only sender of a reliable signal as to the evolution of apitalinome. The only ation of the Central Bank agents an observe is the setting of monetarypoliy, hene agents need to ondition their expetation of �t upon the monetary poliyinnovation �rt.The aggregate demand expression of (3.2.21) illustrates the two aspets of the trans-mission mehanism at work in the model. On the one hand, money reation a�etsinvestment. Hene, to the extent by whih interest rates a�et money reation, to be



95spei�ed below, monetary poliy feeds upon aggregate demand via the usual investmenthannel.Seondly, the proess of monetary poliy ats as a signal for agents as to the infor-mation held by the Central Bank. Hene, the setting of interest rates a�ets agents'expetation as to the magnitude of their apital inome, whih, in turn, feeds upon on-sumption. If interest rates hange abruptly, agents might experiene pani or euphoria,whih might lead to a sharp utuation in a omponent of aggregate demand.3.2.2.2 Ination and Money CreationWe now speify how monetary poliy a�ets money reation and ination.The quantity of money held by Commerial Banks depends on the disount rate atwhih they an borrow from the Central Bank. We assume that the quantity of money theBanking system reates depends upon the appropriate measure of the repo rate aordingto the following relationship: �mt = �(�rt)a1; a1 > 0; (3.2.22)Note that a1 = z1z2 where both z1 and z2 are restrited to be odd numbers so that theexpression of (3.2.22) is always de�ned.We �nally let hanges in the prie level depend upon the quantity of money reatedby the Banking system via a spei�ation that nests the quantity theory of money. Theparameter Æ represents the speed at whih hanges in money feed, symmetrially in bothdiretions, into the prie level: �t = Æ�m; (3.2.23)Note that the spei�ation of (3.2.23) nests the quantity theory of money. In fat, ifÆ = 1 and the veloity of irulation and of output is held onstant, the quantity theoryof money applies.We are now ready to analyze the objetives and the onstraints faed by monetarypoliy.



963.2.2.3 The Objetives of Monetary PoliyWe not turn attention to de�ning the poliy objetive of monetary poliy and the toolsavailable to poliy-makers. The Central Bank minimizes a loss funtion whih is quadratiin the deviation of aggregate demand from a given target level and in the level of urrentination. The following loss funtion applies, whih, for larity, we state together withthe level of aggregate demand derived by substituting (3.2.22) into (3.2.21):Lt�yt; �t� = �2yt � kŷ�2 + ���t�2 k = 1; (3.2.24)yt = 12"ŷ + �(�)�t � �(�rt)�1 + ��E��(�)�t����rt��a2#;Equation (3.2.24) together with (3.2.22) and the mehanism by whih agents deter-mine E��(�)�t����rt� (whih an be analyzed in the ontext of a signaling game) speifythe problem faed by the Central Bank. The instrument of poliy is �rt.We set k = 1 throughout the analysis of this hapter to reet the interpretationthat the Central Bank tries to stabilize aggregate demand around its average level whiletrying to keep the prie level stable.In fat, notie that, aepting at fae value at this stage our statement that in equilib-rium aggregate demand is on average and in expetation equal to 12 ŷ as E(�t) = E(�rt) =E(�mt) = 0, then setting k = 1 in (3.2.24) implies that the bliss point for the CentralBank's loss funtion is one in whih aggregate demand is equal to its target value whilepries are stable.The sequene of the ators' moves is as follows: 1) Nature hooses a type �t for theeonomy, whih our model interprets in maroeonomi terms as the determination of a(temporary) shok to agents' ash ows of a given magnitude �t; 2) The Central Bankobserves the shok to ash ows �t and hene hooses, after a ompliated bakwardsindution proess, how to set monetary poliy by determining �rt; 3) Agents observemonetary poliy and set their onsumption and investment deisions. They use rationalexpetations to try to infer from monetary poliy how to set aggregate demand aordingto (3.2.21). The determination of E��t����rt� using rational expetations an only takeplae in the ontext of a signaling model we analyze in setion (3.3) in whih the payo�



97of the Central Bank is desribed by (3.2.24) and (3.2.23).The eonomy an experiene two regimes: the overheating regime (ourring whenabsent ative monetary poliy aggregate demand would fall above its target level) andthe reession regime (ourring when absent ative monetary poliy aggregate demandwould fall below its target level). Setting k = 1 in equation (3.2.24) and onsidering,for illustration, the full information benhmark in whih E��t����rt� = �t, the eonomyis overheating from the standpoint of the Central Bank whenever �t > 0, while a rees-sionary regime is observed when �t < 0. Aggregate demand is on target without anyinnovation to monetary poliy whenever �t = 0.The results derived in this setion allow us to determine what value the loss funtiontakes for the Central Bank for any ombination of monetary poliy ation �rt and agents'expetations on apital inome E��t����rt�. However, we want to transform this settingin whih the Central Bank implements an ation �rt, to one in whih the Central Bankdelares to an autioneer to be of type �j, so that the autioneer an implement themonetary poliy innovation �rt on behalf of the Central Bank one �j is announed. Wedo so in the next setion employing the revelation priniple.3.2.3 The Problem Faed by the Central BankerThe objetive of this setion lies in deriving an indiret loss funtion L��t; �j; E��t���j��whih maps into a given value of the Central Bank's loss funtion any ombination of: 1)a shok to ash ows of magnitude �t whih is of private information to the Central Bank;2) a message (possibly an untruthful one unless a pure separating equilibrium holds) senton behalf of the Central Bank that a shok of magnitude �j has ourred and hene theCentral Bank, for any given value of beliefs E��t���j� sets interest rates as it were type�j; 3) any value of E��t����j� agents set for their expetation of �t one they have observedthe signal �j.Note that to derive suh indiret loss funtion is not equivalent to solving the signalinggame. In fat, solving the signaling game implies �nding an optimal signal for the CentralBank that ats on the knowledge that agents' expetations must be onsistent with suhsignal in a manner spei�ed by the hosen re�nement equilibrium. Instead, we here �xto a given level the belief E��t����j� and ask, given suh belief, what is the value ahieved



98by the Central Bank's loss funtion of (3.2.24) for any ombination of �t (the type of theCentral Bank) and �j (the message sent by the Central Bank).This proedure is an often employed strategy to turn a game of inomplete informationfrom ation spae (a setting in whih the Central Bank announes its hoie of �rt) intotypes spae (a setting in whih the Central Bank reveals to an arbitrator its true type,and hene the arbitrator delares on behalf of the Central Bank -possibly untruthfully-that the Central Bank is of type �j and lets �rt depend upon �j). See, for instane,Fudenberg and Tirole ((Fudenberg and Tirole 1991), p. 255-256) for a disussion of therevelation priniple and how this is used to turn a game from ations spae to types (ormessages) spae.The �rst step in the proedure lies in answering the following question: what is theoptimal hoie of �rt given that the Central Bank delares to be type �j and beliefs takea given value E��t����j� to be held for the moment �xed? Note the very important pointthat to answer this question does not mean to identify the solution of the signaling game,sine when the signaling game is solved we must also determine what is the optimalmessage �j for the Central Bank to send and what is a onsistent level for expetationsE��t����j� to lie at.To determine what is the optimal level of �rt given �j � E��t����j�, we �nd the hoieof �rt that minimizes the loss funtion of equation (3.2.24) for any given value of �j �E��t����j� and subjet to equations (3.2.21), (3.2.22),(3.2.23), whih yields:��r�t �a1(�j � E(�t����j)) = �(�2 +  ) 12 �ŷ(1� k) + �(�)�j + � �E ��(�)�t���j��a2� ; k = 1;(3.2.25)with  = �Æ2;We also state formally the entral point of the disussion above that the value of�r�t does not represent a solution of the signaling game, but rather the optimal hoieof interest rates for any given message sent by the Central Bank and any level of beliefsby agents E��t����j�:Remark 3.2.2. (Equation (3.2.25) Does not Desribe The Optimal Choieof Interest Rates):. It must be emphasized that (3.2.25) does not represent the solution



99to the signal game. Instead, it desribes the interest rate ation that minimizes the lossof (3.2.24) for any given ombination �j � E��t����j�� E��t����j�.We need now to determine what is the level of aggregate demand that obtains for anypossible value of �j � E��t����j� and of the shok �t. We do so substituting (3.2.25) into(3.2.21), obtaining:
2y��t; �j; Eh�t���ji� = ŷ + �t � �2�2 +  (ŷ(1� k) + �(�)�j) +  �2 +  ���(�)Eh�t���ji�a2;(3.2.26)We now substitute (3.2.25) and (3.2.26) in the loss funtion of (3.2.24) to derive theindiret loss funtion for the Central Bank as a funtion of �t, Eh�t���ji and �t.L��t; �j; E��t���j�� == "ŷ(1� k) + �(�)�t � �2�2 +  (ŷ(1� k) + �(�)�j) +  �2 +  ���(�)E��t���j��a2#2+  "� ��2 +  �ŷ(1� k) + �(�)�j + ���(�)E��t����j��a2�#2; (3.2.27)Note that the magnitude of the parameter a1, governing the responsiveness of moneyreation to a hange in interest rates, does not enter into the loss funtion. Instead, a1merely governs how responsive interest rates are to �t, �j and E��t����j�.The indiret loss funtion of (3.2.27) is an essential building blok for the solutionof the signaling game to be studied in the next setions of the hapter. In fat, looselyspeaking at this stage, the Central Bank an employ (3.2.27) to evaluate the payo�of various strategies for a given level of beliefs E��t����j� held by agents. However, thesolution of the signaling game needs to take into aount that suh belief E��t����j� isitself a funtion of monetary poliy. But interest rates are a funtion of �j. Therefore,(3.2.27) just maps any possible set of monetary poliy ations, agent's beliefs E��t����j�and shoks to output to the appropriate value for the loss funtion. The onsisteny of
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Figure 3.2: Linking the Building Bloks Together



101agent's beliefs with the behavior of the Central Bank is to be analyzed when solving thesignaling game.It is useful, at this stage, to summarize how the various building bloks of the model�t together. For onreteness, a graphial representation is given in Figure 3.2.Table 3.2 shows that nature makes the �rst move by hoosing a realization for �t. TheCentral Bank, after observing �t, hooses its ations in types spae by sending a messagethat it is type �j to the autioneer. Equation (3.2.25) derives the monetary poliy ationundertaken by the Central Bank for any given possible ombination of a message �j, aertain value for agents' beliefs E��t����j� and �t.Aggregate onsumption is hosen optimally after agents use the Central Bank's signalto extrat information on what information set tree they stand in. The optimal hoie ofonsumption as a funtion of any given (�t � E��t����j�) is given by equation (3.2.19) and(3.2.20). Aggregate demand is then derived in equation (3.2.26) and aggregating over itsvarious omponents and using (3.2.19) to determine onsumption.Hene, equation (3.2.27) delivers an indiret loss funtion for the Central Bank foreah possible ombination of Et ��t���j�, message �j and type �t. In this way (3.2.27) anbe used by the Central Bank to determine its optimal monetary for any given level ofagents' beliefs E��t����j� (whih are in turn onditional upon monetary poliy).A formal de�nition of the proedure adopted to solve the signaling game is givenin Setion 3.3.2.1. However, we might at this stage attempt to preview the intuitionbehind the solution onept. Note agents use (3.2.27) to determine what beliefs E��t����j�to hold onditional upon some appropriate re�nement riterion to be later desribed toensure that their beliefs are onsistent with monetary poliy. Hene, the Central Bankwhen solving the signaling game alulates by bakwards indution what belief E��t����j�is assoiated to any partiular ation �j. This proess, as will beome learer when wesolve the signaling game, then allows the Central Bank to ompute via (3.2.27) anyloss funtion value for eah type and for any ombination of �j and E��t����j� that areompatible with agents' rational beliefs formation behavior and optimization proess.Loosely speaking at this stage, the Central Bank in this way an ompare the welfareimpat of all its possible available strategies given that agents form beliefs rationally andthen hooses its optimal one.



1023.2.3.1 A Sanity Chek: The Solution to the Model Under Perfet Infor-mationWe an perform an interesting sanity hek for our analysis by studying the very speialase of perfet information. Under perfet information, agents enjoy full knowledge ofthe magnitude of the shok to ash ows independently of the signal they reeive frommonetary poliy. This implies that under perfet information E��t����j� = �t.In this framework, the Central Bank does not embark on a signaling game with agentsand has no inentive not to reveal �t. We show that it is optimal for the Central Bankto set �t = �j 8t by employing (3.2.27). so that the Central Bank always optimizes byrevealing her true type under perfet information. This is a trivial result but it serves tohek that our model is orretly spei�ed.To illustrate this result, we substitute for E��t����j� = �t into (3.2.27) and then showthat the optimal hoie for the Central Bank is to set �t = �j sine:ÆL��t; �j; E��t����j� = �t�Æ�j �������t=�j = (�ŷ(1� k) + �(�)�t���� �3�2 +  � � �2 +  �);(3.2.28)= 0 8�t;Therefore, equation (3.2.28) on�rms the intuitive insight that, under perfet infor-mation, the Central Bank shall always reveal her type and play a perfetly separatingequilibrium. This sanity hek helps on�rming that (3.2.27) is orretly derived.Note, however, that this simple solution tehnique an be employed only to study theperfet information ase sine whenever the analysis is extended to imperfet informationagents' beliefs E��t����j� annot be taken to be �xed in equilibrium and are a funtion ofthe message �j.Having setup the framework for the analysis, we start studying the solution of thesignaling model before drawing some possible maroeonomi interpretations for ourmodel.



1033.3 Solving the Signaling GameWe investigate in this setion a proedure to solve the signaling game. We proeed intwo steps. First, we present in Setion 3.3.1 a simple example of the solution of thesignaling game when the shok �t follows a tri-nomial distribution so that there are onlythree possible types for the Central Bank.However, this setting is not rih enough for our purposes. We therefore disuss inSetion 3.3.2 a general method to analyze the signaling game when there are elevenpossible types for the Central Bank.The results of this setion pave the way for the simulations we arry out in Setion3.4 in whih we study various properties of the model.3.3.1 A Simple ExampleWhat is the maroeonomi onsequene of the miroeonomi fat that monetary poliyan onvey information to agents as to their expeted apital inome so that loosening(tightening) monetary poliy an diminish (rise) onsumer on�dene aording to themehanism derived in (3.2.19)? We aim in this setion to start exploring this questionwith a simple example. Rather than aiming to solve the model in the general ase,we limit ourselves to start developing an intuition as to under what irumstanes themiroeonomi fat that monetary poliy might signal to agents that they ought to revisetheir expeted disposable inome leads to the maroeonomi impliation that the CentralBank is relutant to use monetary poliy aggressively to lean against the wind of shoksto agents' disposable inome.In the example we now develop we haraterize two e�ets at work in the model. Onthe one hand, the pooling e�et gives an inentive to the Central Bank not to imple-ment an aggressive ounter-ylial monetary poliy. In fat, equation (3.2.19) shows,onsumers' on�dene and hene aggregate onsumers' spending might reat negatively(positively) to a loosening (tightening) of monetary poliy sine agents employ the ationsof the Central Bank as a signal to the information held by the Central Banker.On the other hand, the separating e�et might indue the Central Banker to reveal hertype and implement ounter-ylial monetary poliy as to stimulate (depress) investment



104in the fae of a negative (positive) pattern of aggregate demand utuation via ounter-ylial monetary poliy.Note that the dihotomy that the separating e�et ats only through investmentand the pooling e�et operates only via onsumption is an over-simplisti artifat. Inpratie, the ost of borrowing a�ets onsumers' spending, and not only investment,while investment also depends upon agents' expetations as to the magnitude of anyshok. However, we adopt this simpli�ation to make the signaling model tratable.In this example, we let the shok to agents' ash ows �t take one of three a prioriequi-probable values: i) one-third of times �t = 0 and no shok ours; ii) with an ex anteprobability of one-third the eonomy is in reession sine �t = �1; iii) with a probabilityof one-third the eonomy is over-heating as �t = 1.Similarly, in this example we restrit the Central Bank to hoose one of three possiblestrategies: a) it an keep rates on hold setting �j = 0; b) it an hike rates, setting �j = 1,whih translates into a hange in interest rates whih magnitude is omputed employing(3.2.25); ) �nally, the Central Bank an loosen monetary poliy by setting �j = �1 in(3.2.25).In this example as throughout the analysis, we set k = 1 in (3.2.24) so that theCentral Bank is assumed to attempt to stabilize aggregate demand around its ex-anteexpeted level. We also set � � 1 so that �(�) = 1. We also set in (3.2.27)  = 1 anda2 = 0:8.We study under whih onditions the Central Bank plays a separating equilibrium.To �x ideas, we introdue the following important remark:Remark 3.3.1. (Pure Separating Equilibrium under Imperfet InformationEquivalent to the Perfet Information Outome): The separating equilibriumunder the game of imperfet information has an important intuitive haraterization.In fat, the Central Bank sets monetary poliy as it would under perfet and symmetriinformation by agents under a separating equilibrium in the game of imperfet informationin whih agents are unsure as to the magnitude of the shok hitting ash ows .Proof. To understand the rationale behind the remark, onsider the two properties har-aterizing a separating equilibrium: i) in a separating equilibrium �j = �t 8t as the



105Central Bank has no inentive to oneal its type from agents; ii) E��t����j� = �t as agentsuse Bayes's rule in a separating equilibrium to dedue the type of the Central Bank.Note, however, that equation (3.2.28) proves that under perfet information the Cen-tral Bank sets �j = �t 8t as agents enjoy omplete information so that E��t����j� = �t byde�nition. Hene, the ondut of monetary poliy in a game of imperfet informationharaterized by a perfetly separating equilibrium and the manner in whih the CentralBank sets rates under symmetri and omplete information by agents are equivalent.We now study under whih onditions the setting assumed in this example deliversa pure separating equilibrium in whih the separation e�et dominates. We thereforeneed to investigate under what ondition eah possible type �t for the Central Bank�nds it inentive ompatible to set �t = �j given that in a purely separating equilibriumE��t����j� = �t.We �rst show that a separating equilibrium is always inentive ompatible for �t = 0given the oeÆients for the parameters assumed in this example. In fat, (3.2.27)evaluated in a separating equilibrium implies that:L��t = 0; �j = 0;E��t����j� = 0; �;�; ; k = 1; a2 = 0:8� = 0; (3.3.1)Hene, type �t never wishes to deviate from the separating equilibrium. This is sofor the assumption of k = 1 implies that the separating equilibrium outome delivers thesmallest possible value for the loss funtion of (3.2.24) attainable for type �t.We now need to hek under what onditions the separating equilibrium is inentiveompatible for type �t = 1. The �rst inentive ompatibility onstraint requires that type�t = 1 does not wish to deviate from the separating equilibrium by setting �j = 0 andpretending to be type �t = 0 so that:Lh�t = 1; �j = 1;E��t����j� = 1; �;�; ; k = 1; a2 = 0:8i �� Lh�t = 1; �j = 0;E��t����j� = 0; �;�; ; k = 1; a2 = 0:8i; (3.3.2)This ondition, given our hoie of parametrization, is satis�ed if and only if:(1 + �)2�2 + 1 � 1; (3.3.3)



106This equation on�rms the intuition that the Central Bank is likely to play a sepa-rating strategy when: i) � is relatively high and hene the transmission mehanism hasa relatively powerful ounter-ylial e�et via the borrowing-ost hannel (embodied bywhat we termed the separating e�et); ii) while � is low enough for a low weight to beattahed to wealth e�ets and onsumers' on�dene in the determination of aggregateonsumption in (3.2.14) (so that the separation e�et is relatively weak).We now study under what onditions type �t = 1 deviates from the separating equi-librium by setting �j = �1 so that E��t����j� = �j = �1. For this type not to deviate fromthe separating equilibrium the following inentive ompatibility onstraint must hold:Lh�t = 1; �j = 1;E��t����j� = 1; �;�; ; k = 1; a2 = 0:8i �� Lh�t = 1; �j = �1;E��t����j� = �1; �;�; ; k = 1; a2 = 0:8i; (3.3.4)Employing (3.2.27) given our hoie of parametrization, this inentive ompatibilityondition implies that: � � +2 +p4 + 8�2; (3.3.5)Note that whenever (3.3.3) holds, then numerial analysis shows that also (3.3.5)holds.We now need to investigate the inentive ompatibility onditions for the ase that�t = �1. Note, however, an important property of symmetry of (3.2.27):Lh�t = 1; �j = 2;E��t����j� = 3; �;�; ; k = 1; a2 = 0:8i == Lh� �t = 1;��j = 2;�E��t����j� = 3; �;�; ; k = 1; a2 = 0:8i; 8�; �;  ; a2; 8(0; 2; 3)�<;(3.3.6)This property implies that the indiret loss funtion of (3.2.27) is symmetri aroundzero whenever k = 1. This is so for k = 1 renders (3.2.24) also symmetri around zero.Hene, for illustration, for the Central Bank to witness that aggregate demand is aboveits trend level by 1 % and ination stands at 2 % has the same welfare impliation as



107observing aggregate demand below trend by 1 % and deation at a rate of 2%. The prop-erty of symmetry of equation (3.3.6) implies that the inentive ompatibility onditionfor type �t = 1 are the same as for type �t = �1.This observations imply the following onlusive remark:Remark 3.3.2. (Insight of the Simple Example:) When the distribution of �tfollows the tri-nomial distribution assumed in the example of this setion together withthe parametrization k = � =  = 1 and a2 = 0:8 for (3.2.27), the pure separatingequilibrium under imperfet information (analogous to the outome of the model underomplete information as shown by the remark of (3.3.1)) does not unravel as long as thissingle binding onstraint holds: (1 + �)2�2 + 1 � 1; � � 1The insight provided by the example is worth re-iterating. The Central Bank behavesunder the game of asymmetri information as it would under omplete and symmetriinformation if, and only if, � is large relative to �. To interpret this ondition, it must beborne in mind that two e�ets link monetary poliy to aggregate demand. On the onehand, a traditional omponent of the transmission mehanism is at work by whih aggre-gate demand is diminishing in the ost of borrowing. The larger is � (the responsivenessof investment to monetary poliy), the greater weight is arried by suh e�et.On the other hand, the realization that ounter-ylial monetary poliy might triggero� pro-ylial wealth e�ets indues the Central Bank to onsider an unusual e�et ofthe transmission mehanism, whih we termed the pooling e�et. This e�et biases theCentral Bank towards inertia in this example by giving to the Central Bank an inentivenot to reveal its type to the publi. This pooling e�et is the more powerful the larger is�, the weight attahed to wealth e�ets in the determination of aggregate onsumptionin (3.2.14).When � is large relative to �, the traditional view of the transmission mehanismdominates over the pooling e�et and hene the Central Bank �nds it optimal to embarkinto aggressive ounter-ylial monetary poliy rather than trying to prevent pani andpro-ylial wealth e�ets by undertaking an inative monetary poliy stane.



108This insight lari�es future results. However, we now proeed to generalize the settingof this example to a riher senario.3.3.2 A General Solution ConeptThis setion plays a double duty. Its �rst purpose onsists of speifying what assumptionsare applied to the general senario we analyze and what game-theoreti haraterististhe solution must satisfy. This task is undertaken in Setion 3.3.2.1. Seondly, we aimto list a number of useful properties of the model that greatly simplify the simulationanalysis. We illustrate suh list of expedients in Setion 3.3.2.2.3.3.2.1 The Solution Conept: A Bayesian Equilibrium subjet to Cho-Kreps Re�nementWe �rst of all need to speify the distribution for the shok to agents' ash ows �t:Assumption 3.3.1. (Distribution of �t): The shok �t is assumed to be an integernumber and takes one of eleven equi-probable values drawn from an independent uniformdistribution: �t � UIN [�5; 5℄ �t = �5; 4; 3::0::3; 4; 5; (3.3.7)We say that the eonomy is in reession regime if �t < 0 so that a negative shok toagents' disposable inome has ourred; onversely, we de�ne the overheating regime asone in whih �t > 0 so that a disposable-inome enhaning shok has ourred.We do not impose any restrition on the signal �j sent by the Central Bank and onthe interest rate �rt.This setting is rih enough to deliver a number of di�erent properties. However, �rstwe need to de�ne the properties of the Perfet Bayesian Equilibrium solution oneptadopted to solve the game of imperfet information. We re�ne suh solution by imposingthe Cho-Kreps intuitive riterion (Cho and Kreps 1987). We provide a formal de�nitionof the solution riterion adopted by following the disussion in Fudenberg and Tirole((Fudenberg and Tirole 1991), h.6 and h.8).De�nition 3.3.1. (Perfet Bayesian Equilibrium with Cho-Kreps re�nement):A Perfet Bayesian Equilibrium re�ned through the Cho-Kreps intuitive riterion of the



109signaling game, whose payo� for the sender is summarized in (3.2.27), is a strategy pro�leonsisting of: a set of optimal signals by the Central Bank denoted as ��j , eah triggeringo� interest rate hanges aording to (3.2.25); a set of onsumption pro�les by the rep-resentative agent �t endowed with a quadrati utility funtion in onsumption denoted asU(.) whih is optimized by the onsumption plans of (3.2.19) given ex-ante beliefs p(.)on the distribution of �t and posterior beliefs E��t����j� suh that properties (P1) to (P4)hold:� (P1): 8�t; �j� 2 arg min�j L��j; t(E��t����j�)����t� ;� (P2): 8t; t� 2 arg maxt U��t; t(E��t����j�)� ;� (P3): E��t����j� =Pn1 p��t����j� �t st: �j 2 arg min�j L��j; t(E��t����j�)����t�8�j s:t �j = �j � for some �t 2 (�5; 5)� (P4): Beliefs o� the Equilibrium Path must be subjet to the Cho-Kreps IntuitiveCriterion. If �̂j lies o� the equilibrium path, the reeiver must believe that type �̂tnever plays �̂j so that p(�̂tj�̂j) = 0 whenever L(�t; �j) < L(�t; �̂j) for any strategy �jother than �̂j given the reeiver's beliefs pro�le.We now proeed to explain and interpret eah of the four onditions in turn.First of all, (P1) states that, taking a given pro�le for onsumers' expetations E��t����j�for eah �j, the Central Bank's strategy �j must be optimal so that it minimizes (3.2.27)for any possible ombination(�j � E��t����j� � �t). It is worth re-iterating that (3.2.25)translates any hoie of �j into a given hoie for �rt.The seond ondition of (P2) simply states that, given any set of ex-post beliefsE��t����j� for eah �j, reeivers must optimize their payo� funtion by setting onsumptionaording to the optimal rule of (3.2.19).The other two onditions aim to impose some restritions on how agents form beliefs,so that the proess of beliefs formation is, in some sense, rational. (P3) de�nes how agentsform beliefs along the equilibrium path. In fat, the ondition imposes the restritionthat beliefs must be alulated along the equilibrium path by using Bayes rule. If signal �̂jis sent by the Central Bank, the reeivers �rst use equilibrium onditions to understandwhat types �t play �̂j in equilibrium aording to (P1). Then, E��t����̂j� is omputed



110by taking the average value (sine the ex-ante distribution is uniform no weighting isneessary) of �t for all the types playing �̂j aording to (P1).Finally, a restrition is imposed upon beliefs in the o� equilibrium path by (P4)aording to the intuitive riterion �rst developed by Cho and Kreps (Cho and Kreps1987). The requirement we have formally stated in (P4) is best illustrated by a simpleexample.Imagine, for pure illustration, the existene of an equilibrium in whih type �t = 0plays �j = 1. Type �t = 0 might onsider playing �j = 0, but the representative agentbelieves that only type �t = 5 would play �j = 0. Therefore if no interest rate hange isannouned and �j = 0 is indeed played, then Eh�t����j = 0i = 5 and type �t = 0 may beindeed better o� playing �j = 1 avoiding to pool with �t = 5 at an information set o�the equilibrium path. Intuitively, this is so for the Central Bank risks sending (in a non-optimal manner) a very misleading signal to agents leading them to inorretly believethat a large positive shok to their disposable inome has ourred if type �t does not moveinterest rates and plays �j = 0. This is not optimal and the re�nement riterion impliesthat agents annot believe that the Central Bank would play a non-optimal strategy o�the equilibrium path.In fat, the re�nement riterion fores agents to ask themselves a further question:given equilibrium beliefs on the o�-path information sets, would type �t = 5 really play�j = 0?However, assume that type �t = 5 in equilibrium is better o� playing �t = �j = 5rather than �t = 0 for whatever belief agents may have on the eonomy given that �j = 0is played.Therefore the equilibrium we have hypothesized, the re�nement riterion states inthis example, rests on the reeiver believing that at some o� equilibrium path the sendermust be playing a strategy whih makes the sender itself (the Central Bank when type�t = 5) worse o� given the urrent equilibrium of the game.The belief �t = 5 at �j = annot be aepted and must be re�ned by the Cho-Krepsriterion. One a new belief is reated at the information set �j = 0, it may be that type�t = 0 may wish to reonsider her strategy given that it would fae more favorable wealthe�ets when rates are on hold. This ompletes our intuitive aount of the onditions



111haraterizing a Perfet Bayesian Equilibrium re�ned with the Cho-Kreps riterion.3.3.2.2 Some Useful Properties of the ModelThis short setion only aims to summarize some observations that greatly simplify thesimulation analysis of Setion 3.4.We �rst remark that when k = 1 in (3.2.24), so that the Central Bank is assumedto aim to stabilize aggregate demand around its trend level, a remarkable symmetryproperty applies to (3:2:27):Remark 3.3.3. (Symmetry Property for (3.2.27)): The payo� funtion for theCentral Bank of 3:2:27 is endowed with the following property of symmetry:L��t; �̂j;E��t���̂j�; �;�; ; k; a2� = = L�� �t;��̂j;�E��t���̂j�; �;�; ; k; a2�; (3.3.8)Proof. The result of Remark 3.3.3 is veri�ed by evaluating the quadrati loss funtion of(3.2.27).Remark 3.3.3 greatly simpli�es the analysis as we set in all simulationS k = 1. Theremark implies that the inentive ompatibility onditions in the Over-Heating Regionare the mirror image of the ones in the Reession Area- hene we only need to onsiderthe inentive ompatibility onstrains of six types rather than eleven.Furthermore, this property of symmetry makes the analysis of pooling ations to�j = 0 partiularly simple. If type �t = 1 wants to pool to �j = 0 given beliefs E[�tj�j =0℄ = 0, then also type �t = �1 will �nd the strategy inentive ompatible. And heneE��t����j� = 0 when no interest rate hange is implemented sine the Central Bank playsin this ase �j = 0. In fat, type �t = 0 always plays �j = 0 given that Eh�t����j = 0i = 0.By the same token, if �t = �2 prefers to play �t = 0, then also type �t = �2 opts to doso. And again beliefs will be Eh�t����j = 0i = 0. The argument an be generalized in thefollowing remark:Remark 3.3.4. (Beliefs when Rates on Hold): The symmetry property of (3.3.3)implies that Eh�t����j = 0i = 0 so that, if interest rates are kept on hold, agents rationallybelieve that the expeted value for the shok to ash ows �t is zero.



112Proof. Assume, in fat, the onlusion were false and Eh�t����j = 0i 6= 0. It would thenfollow that some type in the reession regime for whih �t = �̂t < 0 has a di�erent optimalstrategy than the one played by type �t = ��̂t > 0. However, this would ontradit remark(3.3.3) whih shows that type �t = �̂t faes the same inentive ompatibility onditionsas faed by type �t = ��̂t.Hene, denoting with ��j an optimal strategy, if ��j = �̂j for type �̂t, then it must bethat ��j = �̂j for type ��̂t. This proves the remark.This is also a very useful remark beause implies that agents do not expet to beneither in the reession nor in the over-heating area when interest rates are kept on hold.Instead, when rates are kept on hold, Remark 3.3.4 states, agents �nd themselves unableto update their ex-ante beliefs by forming a view as to in what diretion is their disposableinome likely to depart from its average level. This remark makes the omputation ofthe payo� for the strategy �j = 0 partiularly simple, as shown in the next remark:Remark 3.3.5. (Welfare when rates on hold):The equilibrium payo� to the Central Bank not moving rates takes a partiularlysimple form whenever k =1:L��t; �j = 0;E��t����j� = 0; �;�; ; k = 1; a2� = �2t 8�t; �; �;  ; a2; (3.3.9)Proof. Reall that Remark 3.3.4 implies that Eh�t����j = 0i = 0. Substitute this togetherwith �j = 0 in (3.2.27) when k=1 to verify the remark.In fat, when no interest rate move is deided no wealth e�et is engendered beauseagents annot then use monetary poliy to update their ex-ante belief on the magnitudeof shoks to their wealth. Absent wealth e�ets, all parameters tied to the expetationterm E��t����j� in (3.2.27) beome irrelevant. Given that rates are on hold, (3.2.23) impliesthat the prie level is stable, whih annihilates the e�et of  . Hene, when interest ratesdo not move, the loss funtion depends solely on the square level of the shoks hittingoutput.Bearing in mind these remarks, we an now proeed to simulate the model as to drawits maroeonomi impliations.



1133.4 Qualitative Impliations for Monetary PoliyUnder what onditions does the model imply that the Central Bank reats timidly to ashok in maroeonomi fundamentals as not to trigger o� pro-ylial wealth e�ets?And what is the e�et of publishing the minutes of the Interest Rate setting Panel andwhy should a Central Bank follow the FED's pratie of not sharing its maroeonomiforeasts with the publi? Moreover, an information serey be welfare rising? We aimto explore suh questions in this setion.We study in Setion 3.4.1 the impliations of asymmetri information for monetarypoliy. We proeed in Setion 3.4.2 by arrying out some simulations of the model.We then study in Setion 3.4.3 whether information serey is on our model welfareoptimal. We proeed in Setion 3.4.4 to investigate the e�et of mandating that theCentral Bank should publish the minutes of the Interest Rate Setting Panel, and showthat, under appropriate assumptions, suh innovation tends to make interest rates hangemore frequently and by a greater magnitude relative to the serey senario.We also illustrate the e�ets of altering some of the parameters in the model in Setion3.4.4. We �nally formulate a onjeture in Setion 3.4.6 that the model an bias the ratioof ontinuations to reversals in monetary poliy in favor of ontinuations.3.4.1 Optimal Inertia and Gradualism: The Impat of the In-formational Content of Interest Rates on Monetary PoliyThe results of this setion are based upon the simulation results presented in Setion 3.4.2.However, for ease of exposition we prefer presenting the impliations of the simulationsbefore reporting some of the simulations results in Setion 3.4.2.Why does the miroeonomi assumption that agents under asymmetri informationextrat their wealth expetations from the behavior of interest rates has the maroeo-nomi onsequene of biasing monetary poliy towards inativity or gradual adjustmentunder asymmetri information relative to the symmetri information benhmark? Howdoes the ondut of monetary poliy vary as a funtion of �, the parameter apturingthe weight attahed to wealth e�ets in equation (3.2.14)?We explore these questions in this setion. We illustrate the results in two steps.



114First, we summarize the maroeonomi impliations of the simulation work in Setion3.4.1.1. Then, we present in Setion 3.4.2 the results of some simulations relevant to thissetion.3.4.1.1 The Impliations of the AnalysisWe try to show that the model analyzed in this hapter an ontribute to one explanationas to why Central Banks at, in the de�nition of Goodhart (Goodhart 1997), too littleand too late. Suh laim often refers to the fat that Central Banks do not immediatelyreat to the information aquired about the magnitude of shoks on maroeonomifundamentals, and, in spite of a large shok to, for instane, aggregate demand, mightdeide to leave rates initially on hold or to embark in a poliy of only gradual adjustmentof monetary poliy.We show that the model suggests one possible reason as to why Central Banks �ndthis poliy of inertia and gradualism optimal rather than stemming from a poliy mistake.We �rst �x ideas by de�ning two important terms to whih we refer in the disussion:De�nition 3.4.1. (Inertia and Gradualism): We de�ne inertia as arising wheninterest rates are on hold in spite that the maroeonomi shok to agents' disposableinome is of non-zero magnitude so that �t 6= 0 but �rt = �j = 0.We de�ne gradualism as arising when interest rates move in the asymmetri infor-mation regime by a smaller magnitude that the model would imply under symmetriinformation.An important impliation of the model lies in the �nding that the miroeonomifat that interest rates at to onvey to agents information as to the magnitude of theirwealth e�ets tends to bias monetary poliy towards inertia and gradualism relative tothe full information benhmark.In fat, when observing that a negative (positive) shok to output has ourred, theCentral Bank might be tempted to adopt a very aggressive approah and let interestrates be lower (higher) to stimulate (depress) investment demand. However, in so doing,the insight of the model holds, it an lead agents to rational pani (euphoria) as agentslearn the information the Central Bank holds as to the likely evolution of their disposableinome.



115To avoid triggering o� suh pro-ylial wealth e�ets, the Central Bank might deidedto keep rates on hold (adopting inertia) or to move rates by a minimal amount (adoptinggradualism) as opposed to the large jump in the level of interest rates the Central Bankmight have e�eted under symmetri information.Note that, in fat, if agents know the magnitude of the shok ourring to their ashows without having to try to infer it by observing monetary poliy, the Central Bankhas no inentive for gradualism or inertia as in this ase monetary poliy does not risktriggering o� any pro-ylial wealth e�et. We formalize suh insights in the followingproposition:Proposition 3.4.1. (Asymmetri Information Leads to Inertia and Gradual-ism):Asymmetri Information on the magnitude of �t between agents and the Central Bankimplies the properties of inertia and gradualism as: i) interest rates are left unhangedmore often under asymmetri information than under symmetri information betweenagents and the Central Bank on the magnitude of �t; ii) Instead when interest rates arenot kept on hold, the rate of hange of interest rates for any type �t under asymmetriinformation is never higher than it is in the symmetri information regime.Proof. We �rst prove the seond part of the proposition. Reall that equation (3.2.28)proves that under symmetri information �t = ��j 8t sine a pure separating equilibriumis inentive ompatible for the Central Bank when agents have omplete information onthe magnitude of the shok to ash ows �t. Denote the strategy played by type �̂t underperfet information �syj (�̂t).Denote with �asyj (�̂t) the strategy played by type (�̂t) under asymmetri information.The simulation results of Setion 3.4.2 show that:�asyj (�̂t) = 8>><>>: � �syj (�̂t) iff �̂t > 0;� �syj (�̂t) iff �̂t < 0;= �syj (�̂t) iff �̂t = 0; ; (3.4.1)Employing the results of equation (3.4.1) into equation (3.2.25) and denoting with�rsyt and �rasyt monetary poliy under symmetri and asymmetri information respe-tively, yields:
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�rasyt (�̂t) = 8>><>>: � �rsyj (�̂t) iff �̂t > 0;� �rsyj (�̂t) iff �̂t < 0;= �rsyj (�̂t) iff �̂t = 0; ; (3.4.2)This proves the seond part of the proposition. To prove the �rst part of the propo-sition, note that while �syj (�̂t) = �̂t 8t, simulations in Setion 3.4.2 show that for sometypes under asymmetri information 0 = �syj (�̂t) 6= �̂t 8t, so that interest rates are morelikely to be on hold under symmetri information.Proposition 3.4.1 then shows why under asymmetri information the ondut of mon-etary poliy by the Central Bank is biased towards inertia and gradualism. However, themagnitude of this bias tends to be inreasing in the weight � given to E��t����j� in (3.2.27).To see why this is so onsider the benhmark ase in whih � = 0 and domestiagents do not own domesti equities. In suh ase, monetary poliy is not informativeas to the optimal onsumption plan to be adopted. In fat, agents are assumed to knowtheir labor inome with ertainty. Therefore, they need to revise through inferene basedon monetary poliy only their expeted apital inome. However, when � is zero agents'onsumption plans are insensitive to equity returns and hene, in the restritive settingof the model, monetary poliy does not risk triggering o� any pro-ylial wealth e�et.Instead, as � rises, the Central Bank gets inreasingly more autious about employingounter-ylial monetary poliy aggressively as this risks triggering o� some large pro-ylial wealth e�ets. We formalize suh insight in the following Proposition:Proposition 3.4.2. (Gradualism and Inertia Rising in the Informativenessof Interest Rate Changes): Intertia and Gradualism are rising in the weight � agentsplae on their apital inome when determining optimal onsumption plans via (3.2.14).Proof. The simulations result show that the di�erene between �asyj (�̂t) and �syj (�̂t) is risingin �. Note also that when � = 0, �asyj (�̂t) = �syj (�̂t) and hene the Central Bank behavesas under perfet information without faing any inentive for inertia or gradualism.The analysis of the signaling game also yields some very interesting limit priingresults, as an be observed by Table 3.3. We prove and de�ne this limit priing resultsin Proposition 3.4.3.



117However, a simple intuitive aount for suh limit priing strategy an be providedbefore we proeed to formalize the result. Imagine the Central Bank has observed amildly reessionary shok (so that �t = �4) and might want to derease interest ratesby �fty basis points. However, the Central Bank fears that if it does so, agents mightbelieve that it has in fat observed a very large reessionary shok. This is so for a �ftybasis points move would also be implemented by the Central Bank when it observes thata very severe reession might be happening (�t = �5) so that the Central Bank mightopt in this ase to the type �t = �4. In other words, playing a strategy of �j = �4 doesnot bring about agents beliefs to be E��j����t = �4� = �4 sine agents would believe thattype �t = �5 would also play �j = �4.Hene, the Central Bank, might deide to lower rates only by less than �fty basispoints as to avoid induing agents to believe that it might have observed a very largenegative shok to their disposable inome of magnitude �t = �5. Having stated the resultof limit priing informally, we now proeed to formalize it:Proposition 3.4.3. (Limit Priing E�et:) Even if type �̂t plays a separating strat-egy, it might still set under asymmetri information �asyj (�̂t) 6= �̂t as to prevent other typesfrom pooling to its strategy.Hene, interest rate hanges under asymmetri information an di�er from the perfetinformation setting even for those types playing a separating strategy.Proof. Follows from results of Setion 3.4.2. See in partiular the results of the simulationarried out in Setion 3.4.2.4.We now present some simulation results that bak some of the statement made whenproving the �ndings of this setion.3.4.2 The Simulation ResultsThe aim of this setion lies in desribing the results of some of the simulations of themodel we have arried out to illustrate our qualitative results. The impliations of theresults of this setion have been previously drawn in Setion 3.4. Therefore, we limitourselves in this setion to desribing onisely the results of some of the simulationsarried out, whih are fully derived in Appendix B.1.



118We start by reporting in this setion the results obtained by altering aross di�erentsenarios the magnitude of the parameter � in the model, whih governs the importaneof the term E��t����j� in determining aggregate demand in (3.2.21). We derive a Per-fet Bayesian Equilibrium re�ned with the Cho-Kreps intuitive riterion following theequilibrium requirements desribed in Setion 3.3.2.1.We �x the other parameters throughout the simulations of this setion to take thisonstellation of values: � = � =  = 1; a2 = 0:8. We experiment simulating the modelmodifying suh parameters in Setion 3.4.5.3.4.2.1 Simulation Results when � = 0:8We start the exerise by �xing parameters at the following level: � = 0:8; � =  = k =1; a2 = 0:8. This onstellation of parameters implies that interest rates are always onhold, as shown by Table 3.1 summarizing results whih we formally derive in SetionB.1.0.1 in the appendix. The intuition for the results lies in the fat that in this ase �is high whih implies widespread stok-ownership. Hene the Central Bank �nds it veryostly to implement ounter-ylial monetary poliy and trigger o� pro-ylial wealthe�ets. This a pretty degenerate and extreme ase, but it represents one of the polarases to whih the simulation results an give rise.3.4.2.2 Simulation Results when � = 0:53As we now let � = 0:53, the informational ontent of interest rates dereases relative tothe previous simulation ase; wealth e�ets beome less signi�ant and hene the CentralBank triggers o� smaller pro-ylial wealth e�ets by using monetary poliy aggressively.It is quite interesting to notie that the simulation results illustrated by Table 3.2deliver �ve possible outomes for monetary poliy: rates an stay on hold, move in eitherdiretion by a small amount or be modi�ed in either diretions by a large amount. Thismirrors, if only at a qualitative level, the pratie followed by most OECD Central Banks.The outome for this simulation exerise depited in Table 3.2 shows that if the shoksobserved by the Central Bank fall below a ertain threshold value, interest rates stay onhold. Hene seven types out of eleven pool to type �t = 0 by playing strategy �j = 0,implementing hene hene a semi-pooling strategy.
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Outome of the signalingGame:Perfet PoolingType �t Strategy �j (�r)a1 Beliefs E[�tj�j℄0 0 0 0-1,1 0 0 0-2,2 0 0 0-3,3 0 0 0-4,4 0 0 0-5,5 0 0 0O� Path 0 � �t � 1 11 � �t � 2 22 � �t � 3 33 � �t � 4 44 � �t � 5 5Table 3.1: Monetary Poliy when � = 0:8;� =  = k = 1; a2 = 0:8
Outome of the SignalingGame: Symmetry with FiveRegimesType �t Strategy �j (�r)a1 Beliefs E[�tj�j℄0 0 0-1,1 0 0-2,2 0 0-3,3 0 0-4,4 -3.54,3.54 -2.49,+2.49-5,5 -5,5 -3.46,+3.46O� Path 0 � �t � 1 11 � �t � 2 22 � �t � 3 33 � �t � 3:54 43.54 � �t � 4 4.54 � �t � 5 5Table 3.2: Monetary Poliy when � = 0:53;� =  = k = 1; a2 = 0:8



120Instead, if large output shoks our, ounter-ylial monetary poliy is implementedas the Central Bank plays in this ase a separating strategy letting agents learn themagnitude of the shok that has ourred to the eonomy. In this ase the Central Bankopts to trigger o� a ounter-ylial hange in investment even if this implies that it hasto reveal its type to agents that learn the asymmetri information the Central Bank isendowed with.A step by step formal derivation of the results of this simulation exerise is given inSetion B.1.0.2 in the appendix.3.4.2.3 Simulation Result when � = 0:4We now let the informational ontent of interest rate hanges drop even further as � = 0:4.The outome of the game is depited in Table 3.3, whih shows that now the signalinggame delivers a pure separating outome: the Central Bank reveals its type to agentssine wealth e�ets are not strong enough for the Central Bank to have an inentive toplay a pooling strategy.Note, however, that the very interesting property of limit priing holds. In fat, notethat type �t = 4, for instane, in spite of playing a pure separating strategy opts toplay �j = 3:84 < 4, as shown by Table 3.3. This is so for type �t = 4 knows that ifshe plays �j = 4, it then provides also to type �t = 5 an inentive to also play �j = 4.Hene under the Cho-Kreps re�nement riterion agents annot rationally believe thatE��t����j = 4� = 4 sine to set �j = 4 is not optimal for type �t = 4 given that also type�t = 5 would do the same. Then type �t = 4 to ensure that it di�erentiates itself fromtype �t = 5 plays a limit priing strategy. The results of this simulation are formallyderived in Setion B.1.0.3 in the appendix.3.4.2.4 Simulation Results when � = 0:2We not study the polar ase of perfet separation without limit priing. If � = 0:2, wealthe�ets are so low that the Central Bank does not �nd it bene�ial to try to oneal itstype from agents. It does not even engage into limit priing, as shown by the results inTable 3.4. Therefore, the outome of this setion is analogous to the one that applies tothe symmetri information regime. The results of this simulation exerise are formally



121Outome of the signalingGame:Separation with LimitPriingType �t Strategy �j (�r)a1 Beliefs E[�tj�j℄0 0 0 0-1,1 -1, 1 0.77 -1,1-2,2 -1.97, 1.97 -1.34,+1.34 -2,2-3,3 -2.82, 2.82 -1.98,1.98 -3,3-4,4 -3.78,3.78 -2.6,+2.6 -4,4-5,5 -5,5 -3.22,3.22 -5,5O� Path 0 � �t � 1 11 � �t � 1:97 21.97 � �t � 2 2.52 � �t � 2:82 32.82 � �t � 3 3.53 � �t � 3:78 43.78 � �t � 4 4.54 � �t � 5 5Table 3.3: Monetary Poliy when � = 0:4;� =  = k = 1; a2 = 0:8derived in Setion B.1.0.4 in the appendix.3.4.3 Welfare Comparison between Information Transparenyand Information SereyIs information serey optimal for the Central Bank in the maroeonomi setting westudy? Or, rather, the only justi�ation for the reason a Central Bank might opt forinformation serey lies in the fat that the Central Bank might fae some ageny prob-lems under information transpareny? To the study of this question we turn attentionin this setion.We start by �xing ideas and de�ning the e�ets of information transpareny in ourmodel:De�nition 3.4.2. (Information Serey and Transpareny): The Central Bank isompelled to share with agents its information as to the magnitude of �t under information
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Outome of the signalingGame:Perfet SeparationType �t Strategy �j (�r)a1 Beliefs E[�tj�j℄0 0 0 0-1,1 -1,1 -0.6,+0.6 -1,1-2,2 -2,2 -1.17,1.17 -2,2-3,3 -3,3 -1.74,1.74 -3,3-4,4 -4,4 -2.30,2.30 -4,4-5,5 -5,5 -2.86,2.86 -5,5O� Path 0 � �t � 1 21 � �t � 2 32 � �t � 3 43 � �t � 4 54 � �t � 5 5Table 3.4: Monetary Poliy when � = 0:2;� =  = k = 1; a2 = 0:8



123transpareny. This implies that under information transpareny agents do not need toondition their expetation on �t upon the implemented monetary poliy ation.Instead, the Central Bank enjoys superior and asymmetri information as to the mag-nitude of �t under information serey. Therefore, agents need to employ monetary poliyto ompute E��t����j� under information serey.It must be remarked that the regime of information serey and information trans-pareny assumed in this setting are mere polar ases. In fat, in pratie agents mightfae unertainty as to how to interpret a given piee of information even under a regime ofperfet information transpareny. Therefore, even if the Central Bank is fully transpar-ent agents might be reliant on the Central Banker's statements and omments in orderto form expetations as to what is the most likely maroeonomi senario.We now show that the welfare omparison between information serey and informa-tion transpareny is ambiguous in our setting. However, we an identify some onditionsunder whih information transpareny is unambiguously welfare rising and a set of on-ditions under whih, instead, information serey is welfare diminishing.We �rst identify a senario in whih information serey is welfare rising withoutambiguity.Proposition 3.4.4. (Serey Welfare Rising if a Pooling Equilibrium Ob-tains):It is a suÆient ondition for information serey to be welfare rising relative toinformation transpareny for a total pooling equilibrium outome to obtain in the signalinggame. This arises when � is suÆiently high so that the weight attahed to expeted apitalinome in (3.2.27) is suÆiently large.Proof. In a total pooling equilibrium under information serey eah type �̂t plays inequilibrium �t = �j = E��t����j� = 0. Assume that the proposition were false. Hene atleast one type �̂t is better o� under information transpareny. Hene, for the propositionto be false, at least one type should reeive a better payo� by playing �̂j = �̂t whih isassoiated to beliefs E��t����j� = �̂t.However, if this were true for any type other than �t = 0, then the pooling equilibriumwould unravel as at least one type would have an optimal deviation away from the total



124pooling strategy. Hene all types for whih �t 6= 0 are better o� with the total poolingequilibrium under information serey rather than with the perfet separating equilibriumentailed by information transpareny.Note also that type �t = 0 is learly indi�erent between the two outomes as theyinvolve the same strategy and the same beliefs.This proves the proposition.However, welfare serey is not welfare rising in all ases. We identify a onditionunder whih information transpareny is welfare superior to information serey:Proposition 3.4.5. (Information Transpareny Welfare Rising when TotalSeparation with Limit Priing Ours): A suÆient ondition for informationtranspareny to be welfare superior to information serey lies in the signaling gameunder information serey to yield in equilibrium a totally separating outome where atleast one type plays a limit priing strategy.Proof. In a total separating outome under information serey where at least one typeplays a limit priing equilibrium, Proposition (3.4.3) shows the following holds for eahpossible type �̂t: either i) �̂t = �j = E��t����j�; or ii) E��t����j� = �̂t 6= �j.If ase i) applies to type �̂t, then this type is indi�erent between information sereyand transpareny.Instead, if ase ii) applies, (3.2.28) shows that welfare for type �̂t given beliefsE��t����j� =�̂t is minimized by setting �j = �̂t. Hene type �̂t is in this ase better o� with informationtranspareny.However, under information serey with a total separating outome with limit priingunder ase ii) type �̂t annot optimally deviate from the Cho-Kreps equilibrium strategyand set �j = �̂t. In fat, the limit priing outome implies that if �̂j = �̂t agents do nothold the belief that in equilibrium E��t����̂j� = �̂t. This is for some other type would alsopool to strategy �̂j. To avoid being pooled to with some other type, type �̂t under aseii) must set �̂j 6= �̂t under serey. This proves the proposition.An outome in whih total separation with limit priing applies is illustrated bythe simulation outome of Setion 3.4.2.3. We illustrate the intuition for this result by



125referene to the results of Setion 3.4.2.3. Type �t = 4 is fored to set �j < �t. Hene, thistype is fored not to rise rates as muh as it would do under information transparenysine, if it sets �t = �j = 4, it will get pooled with type �t = 5 that would rather play�j = 4 and fae beliefs E��t����̂j = 4� = 4:5 rather than play �j = �t = 5 faing beliefsE��t����̂j = 5� = 5.Type �t = 4 is afraid of leading agents to believe that a shok larger than whathas ourred to their disposable inome has taken plae leading agents to onfuse type�t = 4 with type �t = 5 if type �t = 4 hikes rates as aggressively as it would do as underinformation transpareny; then type �t = 4 has to play a limit priing strategy and hikerates by a smaller extent than what would be optimal under information transpareny.Note that, however, suh limit priing strategy does not eliit more favorable beliefsunder information serey that it does under information transpareny. Sine, underinformation serey, the equilibrium is still one of perfet separation and hene E��t����j� =�t 8 t. For this reason, information transpareny is welfare rising in this very speial ase.Some quali�ations to the results of the analysis are in order. First of all, note thatthe setting we onsider in the model is designed in a very speialized manner to studya partiular e�et, rather than to provide a omplete haraterizations of the problemfaing the poliy-maker. Hene, our setting does not take into aount the issue ofunertainty. Information serey inreases unertainty whih might be welfare reduingin that inomplete information does not allow agents to fully inorporate all the availableinformation into their investment and onsumption plans.Seondly, information serey might prevent agents from understanding the behaviorof the Central Bank. This might, for instane, impair the Central Bank's ability to e�eta large movement in the long portion of the yield urve with a small initial movementin its poliy instrument as agents annot understand what is the signaling ontent ofinterest rates.We provide a simple example of how information serey an lead agents to alloateresoures in an ineÆient manner. Assume that a large negative shok to agent's dispos-able inome is foreasted by the Central Bank. However, the Central Bank deides toplay a totally pooling strategy so that no information about suh shok is onveyed bythe Central Bank. Therefore, agents end up not urtailing their spending plans in the



126present period, whih prevents them from arrying out perfet onsumption smoothingin the fae of a negative inome shok. In fat, in future periods agents regret havingover-estimated their disposable inome before having learnt about the magnitude of theshoks. As a result, agents �nd themselves to have over-onsumed in the initial pe-riod and hene they have not, ex post, alloated resoures eÆiently aross periods byahieving perfet onsumption smoothing.However, the objetive of maroeonomi eÆieny is not inorporated in the lossfuntion of (3.2.24). Were the Central Bank to fae a penalty from induing agents tomis-alloate resoures aross periods by not fully sharing the available information withthem, then the result that information serey is welfare rising might not apply even inthe ontext of Proposition 3.4.5.Note that the FED laimed that sharing its information with agents ould have desta-bilized the markets and indued exessive volatility (Goodfriend 1986) when it faed alawsuit in the eighties over its pratie of not sharing its maroeonomi foreast withthe general publi. The results of this setion give a formalization to the FED's argu-ment even if agents are not deemed to be irrational: full information indues pro-ylialwealth e�ets whih, under information serey, the FED an prevent if it plays a poolingor a semi-pooling equilibrium so that in some senarios information serey an have awelfare rising e�et.3.4.4 The E�ets of Divulging the Foreasts of the CentralBank Through Full Information Transpareny or DetailedMinutes of the MeetingsWhat is the e�et of publishing details minutes of the Interest Rate Setting Panel Meet-ings? Note that the degree upon whih the publi is informed about the proeedings ofthe Interest Rate Panel Setting Meeting varies sharply aross various Central Banks.Reall that, as stated in the introdutory hapter, proedures adopted by the FOMCprovide for the publi release of transripts for an entire year with a �ve-year lag. Instead,some onise minutes of eah meeting are issued a few days after the next regularlysheduled meeting (a lag averaging about six weeks), and a statement pertaining to



127the Committee's poliy deisions is issued shortly after the onlusion of eah meeting(Federal Reserve Board 2001).By ontrast, the Bank of England publishes some non-attributed minutes whih,though the information annot be veri�ed, are often laimed to represent a andid a-ount of the atual proeedings. Suh minutes are more detailed that the initial minutespublished by the FED in that they aount for the diverging views arising inside theCommittee.In sharp ontrast with the proedure adopted by the Bank of Engalnd, the ECB plansto publish its minutes with a lag of seventeen years (Buiter 1999). It might thereforebe interesting to wonder whether the model of this hapter yields any insight as towhat is the impliation of di�erent institutional arrangements for the publiation of theInterest Rate Setting Panel's meetings minutes. To study suh impliations, we need tomake some speial assumptions in the next de�nition as to what is the impliations ofpublishing the notes:Assumption 3.4.1. (E�et of Publishing the Notes): The Central Bank is nolonger endowed with asymmetri and superior information as to the path of maroeo-nomi fundamentals whenever it has to publish detailed notes of the Interest Rate SettingPanel promptly after eah meeting. Hene, when detailed minutes are published with avery short lag agents know the magnitude of the shoks to their ash ows �t withouthaving to ondition their beliefs upon monetary poliy.Note that, in pratie, the publiation of the minutes is unlikely to totally remove theasymmetry of information between the Central Bank and the publi. This is so for thenotes might be inomplete (as it is to some extent the ase for the Bank of England's ones)or, even if omplete, they might display ontraditory views whih agents do not knowhow to appropriately weight. Note that the on�dene interval for the maroeonomiforeasts divulged by the Bank of England in the Monthly Inationary Bulletin is oftenvery wide; therefore, it is not infrequent that, while some members might view the data asindiating an inationary risk, some other members might deide to put a greater weighton the other tail of the on�dene interval. As a result, while some members mightargue that the foreasts indiate no indiation of exessive weakness in the eonomy,



128others might suggest that the some foreast exerise displays an indiation that inationis likely to be well below target in the foreast horizon.Abstrating from these diÆulties and taking Assumption 3.4.1 at fae value, weshow in the next proposition what is the likely e�et on monetary poliy of publishingthe minutes of the Interest Rate Setting Committee.Proposition 3.4.6. (E�et of Publishing the Minutes): When the minutes of theInterest Rate setting body are published and Assumption 3.4.1 holds, interest rates: i)beome less likely to stay on hold; ii) move by a bigger magnitude when they are hangedand hene beome more volatile.Proof. The publiation of the minutes entails, given the stated assumptions, that thegame beomes one of symmetri information sine agents fully know the magnitude of �tindependently of the ondut of monetary poliy. Hene the results of Proposition 3.4.1apply: i) �j = 0 beomes a more likely outome relative to information serey regimewhen minutes are published; ii) if �̂t > 0, �pubj (�̂t) > �npubj (�̂t), where the supersript pubapplies to the optimal strategy when the notes are published, while the supersript npubrefers to the optimal strategy when the minutes are not published. This, together with(3.2.25), implies that ���rpubt (�̂t)�� > ���rnpubt (�̂t)�� when �̂t > 0; iii) if �̂t < 0, then Propo-sition (3.4.1) implies again that �pubj (�̂t) < �npubj (�̂t) and hene ���rpubt (�̂t)�� > ���rnpubt (�̂t)��when �̂t < 0.The intuition behind this result an be illustrated with a simple example. Assumethat the Central Bank foreasts that a negative shok to agents' ash ow is likely toour in the near horizon. As we repeatedly emphasized, it might be tempted to usemonetary poliy only autiously under information serey in order to prevent large pro-ylial swings in onsumption. This is so for agents, under information serey, needto ondition their expetations as to magnitude of the shok to their disposable inomeupon monetary poliy.However, the Central Bank's ations do not risk engendering any deterioration inonsumers' on�dene when by institutional arrangement the minutes of the InterestRate Setting Panel's meetings are published. In fat, if the minutes of the Interest Rate



129Setting panel are promptly published, the asymmetry in information dissipates; agentsknow the full magnitude of �t regardless of the ondut of monetary poliy. Therefore,in this ase the Central Bank has no inentive to oneal the full magnitude of the shokvia a poliy of gradualism by playing a pooling or semi-pooling strategy.Along the lines of this intuitive mehanism, ounter-ylial monetary poliy tends tobe implemented more often and more aggressively in the ontext of the model wheneverthe minutes are published and the information asymmetry dissipates regardless of theondut of monetary poliy.However, the results of this setion need to be very strongly quali�ed. We would liketo develop some quali�ations on the fat that the publiation of the minutes in itselfmeans that monetary poliy has no inentive to a�et agents' expetations about theunderlying dynami of maroeonomi fundamentals. It must be borne in mind that theminutes, riddled with often ontraditory arguments and unertain preditions, need tobe interpreted. Hene, the monetary poliy deision might be the learest signal of theCentral Bank's interpretation of the information disussed in the minutes.3.4.5 The E�ets of Altering the Parameters of the ModelWhat is the impliation for the results of the model of altering the responsiveness ofinvestment to monetary poliy whih is governed by parameter � in (3.2.21)? And whatis the impliation of inreasing the loss assoiated to deviations of ination from its zerotarget whih is aptured by the parameter  in (3.2.27)? We address these questions inthis setion in whih we summarize some further results from the simulation exerise.We start the analysis of this setion by arrying out a simulation exerise whose resultsis reported in Table 3.5. Reall the weight on the E��t����j� term in equation (3.2.21) isinreasing in �; hene, the impat of agents's expetations as to the magnitude of thedisposable ash ows shok �t upon aggregate demand is also inreasing in �. Therefore,as on�rmed by the results of Setion 3.4.2, there is always a threshold value for �below (above) whih the signaling game yields a total pooling (separating) equilibrium.In fat, if � is suÆiently large (small), the pooling e�et wins over (is dominated by)the separating e�et and the a pure pooling (separating) equilibrium obtains. Thisobservation must be borne in mind to understand the results of Table 3.5.
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Other Parameters Fixed at =k=1, a2=0.8� � < Threshold for Separation no Limit Priing � > Threshold for Total Pooling0.5 0.08 0.160.6 0.11 0.220.7 0.15 0.300.8 0.19 0.380.9 0.23 0.471.0 0.28 0.571.1 0.33 0.671.2 0.38 0.771.3 0.44 0.881.4 0.49 0.991.5 0.55 1.101.6 0.61 1.221.7 0.67 1.341.8 0.73 1.461.9 0.79 1.582.0 0.85 1.70Table 3.5: Simulation Results from varying �
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Other Parameters Fixed at�=k=1, a2=0.8 � < Threshold for Separation no Limit Priing � > Threshold for Total Pooling0.5 0.50 1.010.6 0.43 0.870.7 0.38 0.770.8 0.34 0.680.9 0.31 0.621.0 0.28 0.571.1 0.26 0.521.2 0.24 0.481.3 0.22 0.451.4 0.21 0.421.5 0.19 0.401.6 0.18 0.371.7 0.17 0.351.8 0.16 0.341.9 0.16 0.322.0 0.15 0.31Table 3.6: Simulation Results from varying  



132The �rst set of simulations of this setion are arried out aording to the followingproedure. We �x other parameters in the model to take the following values:  = k =1; a2 = 0:8. We then let the parameters � aross various simulations vary. We aim toalulate the threshold value for � below whih the equilibrium of the game is one of totalseparation without limit priing for eah examined value of �. We report suh thresholdvalue for � in the �rst olumn of Table 3.5.We then alulate for eah value of � in Table 3.5 what is the threshold value for� above whih a total pooling equilibrium applies for the signal game. We report thisseond threshold value in the seond olumn of the table. We summarize the �ndings ofthe simulation exerise in the following proposition.Proposition 3.4.7. (E�et of Inreasing Responsiveness of Investment toMonetary Poliy):When � inreases in (3.2.21) and the responsiveness of investment to monetary poliyrises, the following obtains under information serey: i) the threshold value for � overwhih a total pooling equilibrium holds beomes higher and hene a total pooling equilib-rium beomes more unlikely; ii) onversely, the threshold value for � below whih a totalseparating equilibrium holds gets lower so that a totally separating equilibrium withoutlimit priing beomes more likely.Proof. The seond olumn of Table 3.5 shows that the threshold level for � above whiha total pooling equilibrium holds is inreasing in �. This proves the �rst part of thestatement.The �rst olumn of Table 3.5 shows that the threshold level for � below whih a totalseparating equilibrium holds is stritly inreasing in �. Hene, as � gets higher, a totalseparating equilibrium is more likely. This proves the seond part of the statement.The intuition for this result is analogous to the insight driving Remark 3.3.2. Theparameter � governs to what extent a given hange in interest rates impats investment.The higher is �, the greater the inentive for the Central Bank to implement ounter-ylial monetary poliy as the separating inentive for the monetary poliy game (work-ing through the investment hannel of the transmission mehanism) is strong relative



133to the pooling inentive (whih works through the e�et of monetary poliy on agents'expetations E��t����j� as to the magnitude of the shok to their disposable inome).We proeed now to study the e�et of varying the parameter  whih is governedby the Central Banks' aversion to ination. We report in the �rst olumn of Table 3.6how the threshold value for � below whih a separating equilibrium holds is a�eted bythe magnitude of  . The seond olumn of Table 3.6, instead, reports how the thresholdlevel for � above whih a pooling equilibrium always obtains varies as we inrease  . Wesummarize the results of suh simulation exerise in the following preposition:Proposition 3.4.8. (E�et of Varying The Aversion to Ination): When  inreases in (3.2.24) so that the Central Banker beomes more averse to ination, holdingother fators onstant, the following obtains under information serey: i) a total poolingequilibrium beomes more likely sine the threshold level for � above whih the perfetpooling equilibrium holds dereases; ii) a total separating equilibrium without limit priingbeomes more unlikely sine the threshold value for � below whih a perfet separatingequilibrium holds gets lower.Proof. As  gets larger, the threshold value for � below whih a separating equilibriumholds is shown to diminish in the �rst olumn of table (3.5). Conversely, the lower is  ,the higher must � be for a totally pooling equilibrium to hold, as shown by the seondolumn of Table 3.5.The intuition for this result is as follows. Using, for illustration, expansionary mon-etary poliy not only risks deteriorating onsumer's on�dene, but also, as shown by(3.2.23), entails inationary money reation. The more averse is the Central Bankerto movements in the prie level, the higher is the ost of using ative monetary poliy.For this reason, the greater is the aversion to ination, the more is the Central Bankerinentivized to play a pooling equilibrium.Note that the ination dynamis we have assumed is quite simplisti. In fat, itignores the e�et that the output gap might have upon ination and it only draws uponmonetary elements. However, it might also be realisti to onsider that the Central Bankmight fae unertainty as to the inationary impat of its monetary poliy ation. Hene,upon loosening monetary poliy the Central Bank is aware that it might trigger o� an



134aeleration in the rate if ination. The more averse is the Central Bank to inationdeviating from its target, the more autious it must be about using monetary poliyaggressively.The results of this setion onlude the analysis of the qualitative impliations of themodel. Before drawing �nal onlusions, we would like to briey develop a onjeture asto whether the model an generate a suggestive pattern of interest rate smoothing.3.4.6 A Conjeture: An Extension To The Model Could Gen-erate a High Continuations to Total Changes RatioCan the model generate a pattern of low reversals to total hanges ratio? We takle thisquestion by extending the model slightly. In fat, the model is not designed to studythis problem, but we illustrate with a simple example that we an onjeture that anextension of the model ould yield an outome in whih there is a slight bias in equilib-rium towards ontinuations relative to reversals under information serey; instead, weshow that reversals and ontinuations are equi-probable in the model under informationtranspareny.It is plausible to assume that, even under asymmetri information and informationalserey, the informational advantage of the Central Bank ought to be short-lived: agentsmight ignore the magnitude of the shok to their ash ows �t before the shok ours,but at time t + 1 suh shok is of full knowledge to them. We therefore assume thefollowing setting:Assumption 3.4.2. (Setting for the Extension):The struture of the game we study in the extension is the following. In period t, aset of shoks of magnitude �j;t our to agents ash ows in eah industry, the magnitudeof whih is only known by the Central Bank just like in the original game we modeled.In the following period t+1, no shok (�t+1) ours but we let � � 1 in (3.2.2) so that�t+1 � �t.Moreover, we speify both ination and the money reation equation in terms of levelsrather than hanges so that (3.2.22) and (3.2.23) are transformed in the extension of the
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The Extended Model UnderInformation SereyType �t �j;t rt �j;t+1 rt+10 0 0 0 0-1,1 0 0 -1,+1 -0.765,+0.765-2,2 0 0 -2,+2 -1.46,+1.46-3,3 0 0 -3,+3 -2.13,+2.13-4,4 -3.54,3.54 -2.49,+2.49 -4,+4 -2.8,+2.8-5,5 -5,5 -3.46,3.46 -5,+5 -3.46,+3.46Table 3.7: Equilibrium Outome for the Extended Model under Information Sereywhen � = 0:53; r = 0; a1 = � =  = k = 1; a2 = 0:8

The Extended Model UnderInformation TransparenyType �t �j;t rt �j;t+1 rt+10 0 0 0 0-1,1 -1,+1 -0.765,+0.765 -1,+1 -0.765,+0.765-2,2 -2,+2 -1.46,+1.46 -2,+2 -1.46,+1.46-3,3 -3,+3 -2.13,+2.13 -3,+3 -2.13,+2.13-4,4 -4,+4 -2.8,+2.8 -4,+4 -2.8,+2.8-5,5 -5,5 -3.46,3.46 -5,+5 -3.46,+3.46Table 3.8: Equilibrium Outome for the Extended Model under Information Trans-pareny when � = 0:53; r = 0; a1 = � =  = k = 1; a2 = 0:8



136model to be: �t = mt;mt = ��rt � r�a1; r > 0; a1 < 1; (3.4.3)The transformation of (3.4.3) implies that in the version of the model we employ inthe extension ination depends negatively on the �rst di�erene for the level of the realrate and a time-invariant term, rather than on the di�erene of interest rates as inthe original ination equation (3.2.23); money reation depends also negatively on thedi�erene between the real rate and a given onstant.All other assumptions remain the same as in the baseline model.We are now position to solve the extended model for the optimal hoie of rt bothat time t and at time t+1. Note that, loosely speaking, the rule of thumb to take intoaount of the transformation of (3.4.3) in the extended model lies in notiing that allthe results of the original model hold also in the extension with the slight modi�ationthat any term in �rt in the original model beomes rt � r in the transformed model.We follow the following strategy to formulate our onjeture. We arry out twosimulations based on the extended model. The �rst simulation takes plae under theassumption of information serey, while the seond happens under information trans-pareny. Notie that the model under information serey at time t resembles very loselyour original signaling game. However, at time t + 1 even under information serey thegame is one of full and symmetri information sine agents know the magnitude of �t+1with full ertainty. This prompts the following remark:Remark 3.4.1. At time t+1, the game is one of full information and hene the optimalstrategy for the Central Bank lies in setting �t+1 = �j+1 8t as shown by equation (3.2.28).We now proeed to analyzing the extended game under a ertain onstellation ofparameters under the assumption of information serey. We report the resulting equi-librium from this experiment in Table 3.7. We �x parameters to take the following setof values: � = 0:53; r = 0; a1 = � =  = k = 1; a2 = 0:8.The �rst olumn of Table 3.7 reports the type �t that obtains in eah ase. The seondolumn reports the equilibrium strategy for eah type at time t; the fourth olumn reports



137the equilibrium strategy for eah type at time t+1. The third and �fth olumn reportthe equilibrium interest rate at time t and time t+1 respetively.We now turn attention to the equilibrium obtaining under information symmetry.To summarize the equilibrium under symmetry we arry out an analogous simulationexerise, whose outome we report in Table 3.8. Eah olumn in this table has the sameinterpretation as in Table 3.7. Note that in this instane the equilibrium is one of perfetseparation (sine the Central Bank has no informational advantage over agents) andhene, as shown by (3.2.28), �t = �j8t. The simulation exerise indiates an interestingonjeture, whih we now formalize:Conjeture 3.4.9. (Information Serey Yields a High Continuation to TotalChanges Ratio): In the example provided information serey biases the ontinuationto reversals ratio statisti in favor of ontinuations relative to the information trans-pareny senario.In fat, if we use the equilibrium outomes for the extended game illustrated in Table3.7 and Table 3.8 to ompute the expeted total ontinuations to total hanges ratio,we obtain a statisti of 2:11 under information serey and of zero under informationtranspareny.The intuition for this minor result is as follows. The Central Bank plays �j = 3:54 ifit is, for instane, of type �t = 4 as an be veri�ed looking at Table 3.7. This is for in the�rst period asymmetri information implies that the Central Bank must play a poolingstrategy with limit priing as to prevent type �t = 5 from pooling to type �t = 4. Hene,the Central Bank hanges interest rates only autiously to ensure that in equilibrium themild over-heating pattern the Central Bank has observed is not believed by agents to beinstead a very large temporary positive innovation to their disposable inome.In the seond period, the Central Bank is freed from the problem that its ationsmight trigger o� pro-ylial wealth e�ets and hene an tighten again as to ensure thatmonetary poliy is as tight at it is optimal for it to be under information transpareny.Hene, in this ase the Central Bank ends up arrying out a ontinuation movement attime t+1.On the other hand, the Central Bank fully adjusts in a one-o� manner at time tinterest rates to their optimum level symmetri information optimum when information



138is transparent. Hene, interest rates are then kept on hold in all ases at time t+1 in thease of symmetri information absent new information at time t + 1.This example is only suggestive, but it leads us to onjeture that information sereyan bias upward the total ontinuations to total hanges ratio in the model. As a result,the assumption that the informational advantage of the Central Bank dissipates overtime ould ause interest rate smoothing behavior.3.5 Conlusions and DisussionThe main results of the paper ould ontribute to the debate on the following �ve ques-tions: i) Are inertia or gradualism optimal poliies so that Central Banks should not beaused of ating too little too late?; ii) Why an the Central Bank hoose a limit priingbehavior?; iii) Is information serey welfare optimal?; iv) What is the e�et of foringby statue Central Banks to publish immediately detailed minutes of the Interest RateSetting Panel Meetings?; v) Why do interest rates show a high ontinuations to totalhanges ratio?We do not laim that our results provide a de�nite answer to any of these areas ofinvestigation. We therefore limit themselves to noting that the setting we have analyzedin this hapter has some insights for eah of these questions.Let us adopt the working de�nition for gradualism as the observation that interestrates do not respond immediately to hanges in maroeonomi fundamentals as a givenbenhmark model would imply. This de�nition is in line with the disussion in Blinder(Blinder 1997). We �nd that the signaling e�et tends to bias downwards the respon-siveness of interest rates to a given shok to maroeonomi fundamentals, as we showin Proposition 3.4.1. Under perfet information the Central Bank is tempted to loweraggressively interest rates after observing a reessionary shok. On the other hand, in theontext of our model under asymmetri information the Central Bank might be bettero� by playing a pooling or a semi-pooling equilibrium, moving rates by a small amountand avoiding to trigger o� large pro-ylial wealth e�ets as agents learn from mone-tary poliy how to assess their future disposable inome. We show that the inentivefor gradualism is partiularly high when a high proportion of agent's disposable inome



139omes from their apital inome upon the magnitude of whih the Central Bank enjoysasymmetri information in our setting.We �nd in this ontext that limit priing behavior might apply in a manner analogousto the �ndings of Milgron and Roberts (Milgrom and Roberts 1982), as shown in Propo-sition 3.4.3. We ould illustrate this result as follows. Assume that the Central Bankhad deteted a mild reession and hene would lower rates by �fty basis points underperfet information. Under information serey, assume that a separating equilibrium isplayed, so that the Central Bank reveals its type to the publi. Would the Central Bankneessarily lower rates by �fty basis points?The Central Bank might opt in this ase to at more autiously. In fat, if theCentral Bank lowers rates by �fty basis points, agents might (rationally) believe thatthe Central Bank ould have observed not only a mild, but atually a rather large shokto output. This is so for also the type that observes a large shok might pool to the�fty basis points loosening move (leaving in this ase agents unertain as to what isthe atual maroeonomi outlook for the eonomy). Hene, the Central Bank atsmore autiously under asymmetri information that it would under symmetri one toprevent agents from believing that the reessionary shok it has observed is large even ifa separarating equilibrium is played. This illustrates our �nding of limit priing behaviorin Proposition 3.4.3 and would seem to ground in eonomi theory the exerpts from theBank of England Interest Rate Committee meeting from the November 1998 meeting.The investigation of whether information serey is welfare optimal arried out inProposition 3.4.4 and in Proposition 3.4.5 yields ambiguous results. We show in Propo-sition 3.4.4 that information serey is welfare superior when expetations on apitalinome play a large role in determining onsumption behavior and hene the CentralBank plays a total pooling equilibrium under information serey. The Central Bank�nds it welfare optimal not to be bound to share its private information with the pub-li when agents' expetations drive large pro-ylial onsumption e�ets. If the animalspirits of the investors are important, the Central Bank favors serey. This onsiderationmight be partiularly pressing for the FED given that the US enjoys the largest equitymarket apitalization per apita.However, information serey is not always welfare enhaning in our model. We show



140this in Proposition 3.4.5 whih essentially relies on the fat that a totally separatinglimit priing equilibrium is Pareto ineÆient for it fores a number of types to ostlydi�erentiate themselves from other types. In fat, we show that if, for instane, a mildreession ours, the Central Bank, while playing a separating strategy, might not beable to lower rates as aggressively as it would under perfet information. The perfetinformation outome annot be implemented under asymmetri information. In fat,some types might �nd it inentive ompatible to deviate from the pure perfet separatingequilibrium absent limit priing behavior . Hene, in this very speial ase informationserey an result into a welfare loss.Whenever the Central Bank is fored to publish detailed minutes of its interest ratesetting meeting, Proposition 3.4.6 shows, interest rates are more likely to move andbeome more volatile. This is for publishing the minutes of the meetings essentiallyimplies that the signaling value of interest rates is diminished. This is so for agents an,in this senario, eliit the information the Central Bank is endowed with by reading theminutes of the Interest Rate Setting Panel meetings. Hene, in this ase the CentralBank does not risk triggering o� any wealth e�et by implementing a large movement ininterest rates so that the pooling inentive dissipates.Finally, this hapter hypothesizes in Conjeture 3.4.9 that an extension to the modelan produe a high ontinuations to total hanges ratio, or at least bias suh ratio towardsontinuations. As the information advantage dissipates over time, a large reessionaryshok, for instane, tends to be gradually translated into looser monetary poliy underasymmetri information. In fat, the Central Bank plays a semi-pooling equilibrium inthe �rst period when asymmetri information gives it an inentive not to lower interestrates overly aggressively. Information on the shok beomes symmetri in the suessiveperiod, so that the Central Bank an �nally set the interest rate at the level it wouldhave hosen under information symmetry. In the proess, two interest rate hanges ofthe same sign are implemented even though no serially orrelated shok has taken plae.We hene onjeture that information asymmetries an lead to a high reversals to totalhanges ratio.While the results of Romer and Romer (Romer and Romer 2000) indiate that CentralBanks enjoy superior information as to the path of maroeonomi fundamentals, we



141think that the informational gap between the Central Bank and the publi might vary atdi�erent points in the yle. The Central Bank might have a speially strong advantagein foreasting turning points, though suh hypothesis has never been tested. Were thisto be true, then the model developed in this hapter would be partiularly relevant atturning points of the eonomi yle. For this reason, while we do not believe that themodel developed in this hapter might apply very generally, the onsiderations it suggestsmight be partiularly relevant at turning points of the eonomi yle.



Chapter 4
A Learning Model of the YieldCurve and the Partial AdjustmentMehanism for Interest Rates



143AbstratWe study a possible interpretation for the observation that short-term interest rates ex-hibit a partial adjustment mehanism while interest rate hanges show a low reversalsto total hanges ratio. We also investigate whether interest rate smoothing neessar-ily lessens a Central Bank's apability to quikly reat to news about maroeonomifundamentals.We onstrut a learning model of the yield urve whereby agents employ the historialpath of short-run rates and the historial orrelation of interest rate hanges to determinethe slope and the steepness of the yield urve. We interpret the redibility of monetarypoliy as being represented by the Central Bank's apability of a�eting a large movementin the medium and long portion of the yield urve with a relatively small hange in theurrent short-run interest rate.We �nd that a positive pattern of historial serial orrelation in interest rate hangesimplies that the Central Bank an bring into e�et a large movement in the long portionof the yield urve with a small hange in short-run rates, suggestive of the fat that alow reversals to hanges ratio and partial adjustment behavior do not neessarily implyan exessively timid response to maroeonomi shoks.We justify the assumption that short-term rates enter the Central Bank's quadratiloss funtion together with the rate of expeted ination, and we show that this makes itwelfare rising for the Central Bank to be able to a�et a large hange in long-rates withonly a small hange in short-run rates. We show that the short-term rate is inreasingin its lag and in its lagged rate of hange so that monetary poliy exhibits a partialadjustment mehanism. We also �nd that the short-term rate shows a short-run pathdependent behavior.KEYWORDS: Yield Curve Modeling, Partial Adjustment Mehanism for InterestRates.



1444.1 IntrodutionIt an be realled from the remarks developed in the introdutory hapter that CentralBanks are often aused of adjusting monetary poliy too little and too late in response toforeasted maroeonomi shoks, a laim stemming from two observations: (i) CentralBanks smooth interest rate hanges so that interest rates follow a partial adjustmentmehanism; ii) and that, in the words of Goodhart ((Goodhart 1997),p.1): \ instead ofadjusting interest rates by a large enough jump whenever ination begins to deviate fromits desired path, the authorities prefer to make relatively small hanges... the onsequeneis therefore a series of relatively small interest rates hanges in the same diretion".These two observations have sparked a heated debate as to whether Central Banksare exessively inertial in the implementation of monetary poliy (see inter alia Goodhart(Goodhart 1997), Ball (Ball 1999) and Rudebush (Rudebush 1998)). The subjet of thedebate ould perhaps be summarized as revolving around the following question: Doesthe smoothness in the short-run rate really imply that the Central Bank's response to ashok is a timid one?Our analysis stars by reognizing that the short-run rate is not the main indiatorof the monetary poliy stane. In fat, investment deisions are based on the mediumand long portion of the yield urve (Goodfriend 1991). Therefore, the main funtionof the short-term interest rate lies in a�eting the medium and long part of the yieldurve through the signaling value of short-term rates. If the Central Bank managesto bring about a large movement in the long portion of the yield urve with only asmall movement in the short-term rate, it an still lean aggressively against the wind ofmaroeonomi shoks even if interest rates adjust by small steps, rather than by rapidand large movements.Is the steepness of the yield urve endogenous to the ondut of monetary poliy?We answer this question in the aÆrmative in this hapter by onstruting a yield urvemodel in whih agents employ forward rates to determine long-term rates via a termstruture theory of the yield urve. We also model a mehanism by whih agents learngradually from the past ondut of monetary poliy how to set expetations for forwardrates.And why do interest rates exhibit partial adjustment and short-run hystherysis? We



145propose an explanation for suh pattern of behavior based upon the Central Bank'se�ort to preserve the signaling value of the short-term rate, whih, we show, is ruial inensuring the e�etiveness of monetary poliy.Before proeeding further, it might be useful to summarize the stylized fats whihmotivate the interest rate smoothing literature, to whih we refer as a useful benhmarkthroughout the hapter.The empirial literature maintains that interest rates follow a partial adjustmentmehanism (see, inter alia, Clarida et al. (Clarida, Gali, and Gertler 1999), Woodford(Woodford 1999) and Sak et al. (Sak and Wieland 2000)). This is tested by �tting thefollowing expression and heking whether it an be maintained that the lagged level forthe nominal interest rate does not determine the urrent rate. If the null hypothesis that� = 0 annot be rejeted, empirial testing implies that no partial adjustment mehanismapplies: it = �it�1 + (1� �)"(rr� + �t) + �(�t � ��) + �yt�1#; (4.1.1)This spei�ation states that the urrent nominal short-term rate is determined bythe lagged one month short-term rate, the exogenously determined equilibrium interestrate rr�, the deviation of ination �t from its target ��t and the logarithm level of theoutput gap yt�1. This spei�ation beomes a Taylor rule if � = 0 so that no partialadjustment applies.One example of a study of a spei�ation in the vein of (4.1.1) is given by Orphanidesand Wieland (Orphanides and V.Wieland 1998), whih report the following estimateobtained by instrumental variables for the US eonomy in the period 1980(Q1)-1996(Q4):it = �0:0042 +0:795it�1 + 0:625�t +1:171yt � 0:967yt�1 + ut;(4.1.2)(0:00036) (0:07)(0:13) (0:26)(0:23)R2 = 0:925;SER = 0:010;DW = 2:5;This result indiates that the lagged level of the Fed's Fund target rate is an importantdeterminant of the Fed's Fund Target rate. Clarida et al. (Clarida, Gali, and Gertler



1461999) indiate in their survey of the literature that estimates for � for the US eonomyvary aross a spetrum ranging from 0.8 to 0.9. Con�rming this result, Saks et al. ((Sakand Wieland 2000),p.208) report in their survey of the interest rate smoothing literaturethat the �nding of partial adjustment in the setting of the short-term interest rate is:\greater than what an be attributed to the systemati poliy responses to persistenein output and ination utuations.. and is robust to other spei�ations, suh as rulesthat respond to foreasts".We reall a seond important soure of evidene for the existene of partial adjust-ment behavior. Goodhart (Goodhart 1997) onstruts an interesting statisti to apturethe pervasiveness of the observation that interest rate hanges are positively seriallyorrelated by onstruting a ratio between the number of reversals and the number oftotal hanges whih we have slightly updated in Table 1.1 presented in the introdutoryhapter.Table 1.1 shows that the reversals to total hanges ratio for non-market based short-term rates (the typial instrument of monetary poliy) typially range between 1:4 to1:9. Note, for instane, that the Bank of England, as of Otober 2001 and ever sine itwas granted independene, has arried out only three reversals out of twenty-three totalhanges. Similarly, the ECB has arried out a singe reversal in May 2001, whih impliesthat it enjoys a ratio of reversals to total hanges of one to nine.It might be tempting to onlude that the ECB is more averse to reversing the di-retion of interest rate hanges that the Bundesbank, though a omparison between therate of reversal of the ECB and the one assoiated to the Bundesbank is probably de-void of signi�ane given that the sample is short and that reversals are rare events, sothat a single additional reversal for the ECB an pivot signi�antly the results of theomparison.However, the impliation of Table 1.1 seem at the qualitative level robust arossountries. We an view this, following the observations of Goodhart ((Goodhart 1997),p.124), as a seond soure of evidene that Central Banks smooth interest rate hanges,follow a partial adjustment rule and that they are relutant to invert the diretion ofinterest rate hanges.It might be useful at this stage to review the main possible suggestive explanations



147for interest rate smoothing behavior found in the literature, whih we an divide intothree families of models: i) aounts for interest rate smoothing and partial adjustmentbased on model unertainty; ii) models based on data unertainty; iii) models based onforward-looking behavior, to whih this hapter belongs.The �rst family of models to aount for partial adjustment and low reversals tohanges ratios, inluding the important ontributions of Brainard (Brainard 1967) andWieland (Wieland 1998), starts o� observing that the poliy-maker enjoys only a partialknowledge of the magnitude of the parameters whih govern the underlying model of theeonomy. This family of models usually assumes that the poliy-maker does not knowthe slope of the Phillips urve possibly beause the parameter spei�ation of the Phillipsurve is not time-invariant.Why would poliy-makers in this setting reat to a large shok to, for illustration,ination with only a timid inrease in interest rates? This is so for a large movement inthe monetary poliy instrument is assoiated exessive unertainty so that the CentralBanker might prefer to enat a small movement and wait until the results of this �rstexperiment are obtained before proeeding to a further hike. The seond innovation inmonetary poliy would then take plae when the Central Bank has a better understandingof the true magnitude of the slope of the Phillips urve.This mehanism an aount both for the partial adjustment mehanism for interestrates and for a low reversals to total hanges ratio. However, a number of quali�ationsare in order.First of all, no interest rate smoothing behavior is observed when the unertainty isof an additive nature. Only a spei�ation that links the unertainty resulting from apoliy move in a multipliative way to the poliy instrument an generate interest ratesmoothing behavior. This is so for additive unertainty implies that the magnitude ofthe innovation in the level of interest rates is independent of the amount of unertaintywith whih the Central Banker an assess the impat of monetary poliy. Instead, undermultipliative unertainty the larger is the hange in interest rates the more the CentralBank shall be unertain about the outomes of monetary poliy in terms of output andination stabilization.



148Therefore, unless multipliative unertainty is present, model unertainty annot ex-plain interest rate smoothing.A seond problemati aspet of this lass of models lies in the fat that the resultshinge ruially, as in other areas of eonomis, on the sign of the third derivative of theloss funtion with respet to a deviation of a given variable from its target level. If,for illustration, the Central Bank targets ination and the third derivative of the lossfuntion with respet to ination is positive, the model would imply under-testing andthe autious behavior desribed above is optimal. However, if the third derivative ofthe loss funtion is negative, the model implies over-testing and poliy-makers reat to ashok more aggressively than they would under the no-unertainty benhmark.A seond lass of models whih might be relevant to this problem (see, for instane,Orphanides et al. (Orphanides and Wieland 1998) and Smets (Smets 1991)) studies theimpliations of data unertainty, a very entral problem to monetary poliy as poliy-makers observations of maroeonomi variables are likely to be marred by measurementerrors.This lass of models is quite suessful in explaining why the response of monetarypoliy to news on maroeonomi variables is more timid than what would be optimalin a model without data unertainty. The intuition for this result an be gauged witha simple example. Assume that the poliy-maker observes a steep rise in foreastedination. However, the poliy-maker is aware that suh unusual value for ination mightbe due to a measurement error, and hene uses an adjustment fator to ontrol for thelikely over-statement of ination. Hene, in spite of the sharp rise in measured ination,the poliy-maker reats to news with only a timid poliy response.It is often noted (see for instane (Sak and Wieland 2000), p.218) that it has notbeen proved to date, however, that this kind of models an even theoretially aountfor partial adjustment behavior. This is for this lass of models exhibits the ertainty-equivalene property after that the Central Bank adjusts for the measurement error as toobtain an unbiased estimate for the variables relevant for monetary poliy. The proessof �ltering out the measurement error implies that the ertainty-equivalene measurethe Central Bank uses to set monetary poliy is less volatile than the atual path ofthe relevant maroeonomi fundamentals, whih leads to a smoother path for monetary



149poliy than what would be implied if the Central Bank disregarded the measurementerror problem. In this sense, we often refer to this lass of models as delivering interestrate smoothing results.However, one the Central Bank has derived its estimate of the real path for the rele-vant variables, monetary poliy is set as it would be under the no-unertainty benhmark.For this reason this lass of models has not delivered so far results by whih interest ratesfollow a partial adjustment mehanism.A third and very reently developed area of the literature, to whih this hapterbelongs, fouses on the forward looking aspet of agents' expetations. Important on-tributors inlude Woodford (Woodford 1999) and Levin et al. (Levin, Wieland, andJ.Williams 1999) but our results have been independently derived. This family of modelshas also been somewhat antiipated by an observation by Goodhart (Goodhart 1997)whih stressed, without providing a formal model, that a Central Bank whih smoothesshort-term rates might still implement its ination targeting mission e�etively as longas the long portion of the yield urve is suÆiently reative to hanges in the short-termrate. This intuition permeates all the papers in this area of the literature.It must be stressed that our results hold under disretion, whereas the results ofWoodford and Levin at al. hold under a regime in whih the Central Bank operatesunder ommitment. Whereas under ommitment the Central Bank is bound to hangeinterest rates aording to a given rule it sets advane, in a disretionary model suh asours, the Central Bank is free to re-optimize its hoie for the rules followed by monetarypoliy at all stages.We ould at this stage pre-view the main intuitions behind our model. We �rst notiethat the relevant indiator for monetary poliy lies in the medium and long portion of theyield urve. This is for for borrowing for investment purposes usually requires mediumor long maturities, rather than short ones. We, therefore, notie that the main funtionof short-rates is to arry out a signaling task, whereby agents employ urrent short-ratesobservations to form expetations as to determine forward rates. Then, forward rates areemployed to determine the medium and long portion of the yield urve via an arbitrageondition usually employed in term struture models of the yield urve.We then show what strategy the Central Bank needs to follow to ensure that it



150an drive a large movement in medium and long-run rates with a small movement inshort-rates. We show that medium and long-term rates are very responsive to hangesin short-term rates whenever the Central Bank is observed to have a proven reord forserially orrelating interest rate hanges and to arry out a low reversals to total hangesratio. In fat, agents attah a very high signaling value to hanges in short-term rateswhenever they expet a urrent rise (fall) in the short-term rate to be followed by a waveof further rises (falls).We then proeed to assume that the Central Bank's loss funtion is quadrati inination and the level for the short-term rate, whih we justify in a number of ways.We show that this assumption implies that the Central Bank attahes a positive value tobeing able to drive long-term rates to any desired value with only a small initial movementin short-term ones. This is so for the Central Bank, to hoose a simple illustration, anensure that the short-term rate is never overly high for a long period of time as long asit is able to e�et a large movement in long-term rates with a small hange in short-termones. Were long-term rates quite insensitive to hanges in the short-term rate, the CentralBank would be at times fored to e�et an immediate and very large hike in short-termrates- whih is not optimal sine the Central Bank attahes a negative value to highinterest rates and the marginal ost of a tightening of short-term monetary onditions isrising in the level of the short-term rate.Note that assuming that the loss funtion is quadrati in the short-term real rate doesnot imply in itself that the Central Bank wants to smooth interest rate hanges. Thisassumption by itself would only imply that the Central Bank, holding ination onstant,would like interest rates to be as lose as possible to zero. The important impliation ofthis assumption for our results lies in the fat that a loss funtion for the Central Bankwhih is quadrati in ination and the level of interest rates indues the Central Bank toaim to make long-term rates as sensitive as possible to short-term ones.We then proeed to show and interpret the result that the model exhibits a patternof partial adjustment for nominal interest rates and short-run path dependene.The rest of the paper is in four setions. Setion 4.2 onstruts a learning model forthe yield urve, whih is developed to desribe the link between foreasted ination, short-run interest rates and the medium and long portion of the yield urve. We employ this



151framework in Setion 4.3 to study the interest rate setting problem faed by the CentralBank, whose qualitative impliations we analyze in Setion 4.4. We draw onlusionsand highlight some limitations in Setion 4.5.4.2 The Steepness of the Yield Curve and the Cred-ibility of Monetary PoliyWhile monetary poliy operates diretly by a�eting an important benhmark measurefor the short-run nominal interest rate, agents are likely to base aggregate demand dei-sions on medium and long-run expeted real interest rates, as noted by Walsh ((Walsh1998), p.448).It is therefore ruial to understand how a hange in the urrent short-term nominalrate a�ets the medium and long portion of the yield urve. In fat, monetary poliyis not likely to be suessful in a�eting onsumption and investment deisions if, whilemodifying the short end of the yield urve, it has a minimal e�et on the medium andlong-run interest rates.On the other hand, the e�et of even a small innovation in monetary poliy is espe-ially magni�ed if lowering (rising) the short end yield, lowers (rises) the long-term yieldby a great fator.Reent events are quite illustrative of how important is the link between short-termand long-term interest rates. For illustration, on the 23th of August 2001, while theFED's fund target rate and the yield on the two years bond stood at 350 basis pointsand 373 basis points respetively, the 30 years bond traded at a relatively high yield of564 base points. Suh failure of long-run rates to respond to the easing in monetarypoliy was viewed by the Chairman of the FED as a fator dampening the e�etivenessof monetary poliy, as hinted in one of his testimonies to Congress (Greenspan 2001).However, in this spei� instane, the failure of long-term rates to respond to hangesin short-term rates was attributed to fators outside the ontrol of the Central Bank,suh as the projeted loosening of the �sal stane- triggering o� the expetation of afuture inrease in the supply of government bonds and hene a fall in their prie.The aim of this setion is, given the importane of long-term rates outlined above, to



152model how the short-term interest rate a�ets the long-term rate and, only through thishannel, it then impats upon aggregate demand and ination.We proeed in three steps. We �rst outline in Setion 4.2.1 how the urrent interestrates feeds upon the long-run interest rate. To aomplish this, we �rst study in Setion4.2.1.1 how agents determine forward interest rates by taking into aount the informationontent (that is, the signaling value) of the urrent short-term interest rate. We theninvestigate in Setion 4.2.1.2 the proess by whih the forward rates determine long-termrates. We do so by employing a simple term struture model of interest rates.We then study in Setion 4.2.2 how agents learn from Monetary Poliy how infor-mative the urrent interest rate is in determining the future forward rate. This setion,therefore, studies how the ondut of monetary poliy a�ets the link between short-termand long-term rates in our model. Finally, in Setion 4.2.3 we investigate how a measureof the long-run interest rate impats upon aggregate demand and ination.4.2.1 A Simple Operational Model of the Term Struture ofInterest RatesWe now employ a term struture theory of interest rates to build a model of the long-runreal and nominal interest rate. The term struture theory of interest rates, as developed,for instane, by Cox and Ingersol (Cox and E.Ingersol 1985) and Dahlquist and Svensson(Dahlquist and L.Svensson 1996), implies that the long-run nominal interest rate is de-termined by an arbitrage ondition with respet to forward rates, to whih we now turnattention.4.2.1.1 Determining Forward RatesWe do not assume that agents make expliit use of the Central Bank's model to determineforward rates. Instead, we assume that agents learn ontinuously from past realizationsof monetary poliy and adjust the model they employ to determine forward rates at eahperiod. We show in Setion 4.4.3 that the model employed by agents is at the qualitativelevel onsistent with the behavior of the Central Bank, though it must be stressed thatit is not a rational expetations model and hene it an make systemati foreastingmistakes.



153We �rst de�ne the notation employed throughout the hapter and the assumptionabout the instrument of monetary poliy.De�nition 4.2.1. (Instrument of Monetary Poliy and Notation):The nominal interest rate (expressed in annualized term) ourring between montht+j and month t+j+s is denoted as it+j;t+j+s. The orresponding (ex-ante expeted ifj > 0) real interest rate is denoted with Et�rt+j;t+j+1�.We assume that the only instrument of monetary poliy is the one-month nominalinterest rate it+j;t+j+1, whih the Central Bank is assumed to fully ontrol without anyonstraint as long as it+j;t+j+1 > 0.Agents posit the following error orretion mehanism to form expetations as tohanges in the short-run interest rate, where we de�ne �it+j;t+j+1 = it+j;t+j+1� it+j�1;t+j:Et��it+j;t+j+1� = Et"�̂t �it+j�1;t+j + �̂t�rt+j�1;t+j � rt+j�1;t+j�#; 0 � �̂t < 1; �̂t > 0;(4.2.1)Note that in the expeted long-run equilibrium steady state rt+j�1;t+j = rt+j�1;t+j.Therefore, we an interpret rt+j�1;t+j as representing a target rate at whih level the realinterest rate is expeted to settle in the long-run. In fat, the nominal interest rate isexpeted to be on hold when rt+j�1;t+j = rt+j�1;t+j.There are two omponents to the expeted future hanges in the nominal interestrate in the right hand side of (4.2.1). The �rst omponent aptures an expetation thatinterest rate hanges are positively serially orrelated. We show in Proposition 4.4.3 thatthis is onsistent with the behavior of the Central Bank in equilibrium.The seond omponent of the right hand-side of (4.2.1) aptures the fat that hangesin the nominal interest rate are expeted to ease one the real interest rate has ahieveda given expeted target level.We an illustrate the qualitative impliations of (4.2.1) by employing a onrete exam-ple. Table 4.1 reords the prie of the Fed Funds' Target Rate as of the 29th of January2001, two days before the meeting sheduled for the FED's FOMC in 2001. Note thatthe Federal Funds Future ontrat for a given month is settled in the last day of the



154Soure: The Chiago Board of Futures and Author's ComputationsSettlement Month Bid-Ask Prie Implied Monthly Av. for FED's Fund ContratJan. 94.015-94.02 5.98Feb. 94.485-94.49 5.51Mar. 94.62-94.63 5.37Apr. 94.84-94.85 5.15May 94.91-94.92 5.08Jun. 95.00-95.01 4.99Jul 95.09-95.10 4.9Aug. 95.10 4.9Table 4.1: Fed's Fund Future Contrats Rate as of 29/01/2001Meeting Date Change LevelO�-Meeting Move January 3 -0.5 6.00January 31 -0.5 5.5Marh 20 -0.5 5.00O� Meeting Move April 18 -0.5 4.5May 15 -0.5 4.00June 27 -0.25 3.75August 21 -0.25 3.5Table 4.2: The Path of the Target Fed's Fund Rate for the �rst eight months in 2001month at a prie equal to one-hundred minus the monthly average for the atual FED'sfund rate.We have reported the pries for eah traded ontrat in the table, whih we have usedto ompute a rational-expetations implied estimate for the FED's fund rate average ineah month. Note that we have assumed that agents are risk neutral (though it is nota priori lear in what diretions would risk aversion bias the prie of the ontrats) andthat the FED's fund rate is, on average, equal to the FED's target rate. We also reportin Table 4.2 the atual path of the FED's fund target rate as of the 25th of August 2001.How does the simple model of (4.2.1) qualitatively ompare with the expetations wehave extrapolated in Table 4.1? First of all, notie that the path of expeted Fed Fundsrates does indeed display positively serially orrelated hanges. In fat, as of the 29th ofJanuary agents expeted a full 50 basis points ut at the next 31st of January meeting



155following the previous ut on the 3rd of January. We an dedue this by the fat that theFebruary ontrat pried in a 5.51 basis points average FED rate. Furthermore, agentswere priing in one more ut by the beginning of Marh and attahed a high probabilityof a further ut to our in May. A small probability for a ut in interest rates was alsopried in for the June ontrat.It turns out that agents seem to have underestimated the frequeny and magnitudeof FED's easing, as shown by Table 4.2. In fat, the FED ut rates at all of the FOMC'smeetings sheduled in the time horizon under onsideration, and, on top of that, alsout interest rates in the ourse of two o� meeting deisions. However, both the impliedexpetations as of the 29th of January and the atual path of interest rate hanges show amarked pattern of serial orrelation, onsistently with agents's simple adaptive preditiverule assumed in (4.2.1).We an also observe from Table 4.1 that agents expeted the FED's to onverge to490 basis points by July through a wave of serially orrelated and gradually smalleradjustments. Therefore, in this example we ould visualize the expeted steady staterate Et (rt+j�1;t+j) to be about 490 basis points.We assume agents to employ (4.2.1) to ompute forward interest rates, whih we nowde�ne:De�nition 4.2.2. (Forward Interest Rates):We denote with if;tt+j;t+j+s the interest rate forward ontrated at time t for the rate ofinterest to be paid between time t+ j and t+ j + s. The forward rate of interest is agreedupon by two ontrating parties �xing on a risk-free rate of interest to be applied betweentime t+ j and t+ j + s.Forward rates shall be equal to expeted rates under some partiular onditions. Thisours if there exists at least one risk-neutral agent willing to enter in all forward ratetransations. Under this very speial ase, whih we adopt as a useful and simplifyingbenhmark: if;tt+j;t+j+s = Et�if;tt+j;t+j+s�; (4.2.2)Computing Et(it+1;t+2) employing (4.2.1) setting j=1 and s=1 and then exploitingthe assumption of (4.2.2) we an determine the forward rate applied between one period



156ahead and two periods ahead and the one period ahead expeted hange in nominalinterest rates: if;tt+1;t+2 = it;t+1 + �̂t�it;t+1 + �̂�rt�1;t � rt�1;t�; (4.2.3)Et (�it+1;t+2) = �̂t�it;t+1 + �̂t�rt�1;t � rt�1;t�;We now ompute two periods ahead monthly forward rates. To this end, we �rst setj = 2 and s = 1 in (4.2.1) and we substitute (4.2.3) in the resulting expression, and,after applying (4.2.2), we an ompute the one period ahead forward rate to be:if;tt+2;t+3 = it;t+1+ �̂t(1+ �̂t)�it;t+1 + �̂t(1+ �̂t)(rt�1;t� rt�1;t)+ �̂t(rt;t+1� rt;t+1); (4.2.4)Note that the e�et of a rise in interest rates at time t on the two periods aheadforward (and on all forwards aross the yield urve) is rising in �̂t. In fat, the higher isthe oeÆient for expeted serial interest rate hanges, the more agents will revise thefuture level of the base rate and hene future forward rates after the urrent base rate ismodi�ed.We ould keep proeeding in this fashion and ompute a forward rate for all maturitiesin the yield urve. For the forward rate of maturities in the long portion of the yieldurve, the real interest rate should onverge to a given target r, whih we do not modelexpliitly.In fat, our analytial interest lies in the short-run portion of the yield urve. Wemake a further simplifying assumption. We assume that, in the short-run, the serialorrelation omponent of interest rate hanges is of �rst order, while the error orretionone is of seond order. This therefore implies that �̂t � �̂t and therefore that agents usethe following adaptive model to determine short-run forward rates:Et��it+j;t+j+1� � �̂tEt" �it+j�1;t+j#; �̂t < 1; (4.2.5)We an justify the approximation introdued by adopting (4.2.5) relative to (4.2.1) atthree levels. Firstly, we are interested in studying how monetary poliy a�ets forwardrates at relatively short maturities in the yield urve. In fat, monetary poliy an still



157a�et long-run interest rates even by a�eting only short-run forward rates, a point wefurther develop when disussing the term struture theory of interest rates, sine the long-run interest rate an be viewed as a basket of one-month forward rates for all monthsourring before the maturity of the long-term in question. Hene, if we assume that theserial orrelation omponent dominates in the short-run over the error-orreting one, wean fous the analysis on how the magnitude of the parameter �̂t drives forward rates.Seondly, we are interested throughout the paper in studying how �̂t is a�eted bymonetary poliy and if interest rate hanges display any serial orrelation or whether, onthe other hand, agents learn that they should set �̂t to zero. Therefore, the magnitudeof the parameter �̂t is our primary interest throughout the paper.Thirdly, agents, assumed here to use an adaptive learning model to determine forwardrates, may adopt (4.2.5) as a rule of thumb. In fat, the error orretion omponent of(4.2.1) involves an expeted target rate, whih agents may not know. Hene agents useonly an extrapolative bakwards looking mehanism to determine forward rates. If theCentral Bank does indeed adjust interest rates to a medium-run target through a seriesof serially orrelated movements, agents may �nd (4.2.5) a useful rule of thumb to formexpetations on future short-run nominal rates and hene to determine forward rates.Note also that both the nominal and the real interest rate are under (4.2.5) expetedto onverge to a given bounded value as long as �̂t < 1.We now turn attention to studying how agents employ (4.2.5) to determine forwardrates for any maturity in the yield urve.Remark 4.2.1. (Forward Rates Determination ): If agents employ (4.2.5) todetermine expetations as to future short-run interest rates, forward rates are linear andinreasing in �it;t+1 and take the following form:if;tt+j;t+j+1 = it;t+1 +�it;t+1 s=jXs=0(�̂t)s; (4.2.6)Proof. Iterative substitution into (4.2.5) shows that:Et��it+j;t+j+1� = (�̂t)j�it;t+1; (4.2.7)However, assumption (4.2.2), ombined with the posited short-run expetations for-mation model of (4.2.5), implies that:
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if;tt+j;t+j+1 = it;t+1 + s=jXs=1 Et��it+s;t+s+1�; (4.2.8)Substituting (4.2.7) into (4.2.8) we obtain:if;tt+j;t+j+1 = it;t+1 +�it;t+1 s=jXs=1(�̂t)s; (4.2.9)This veri�es the remark.Forward rates are a useful building blok sine they allow us to ompute by arbitragean interest rate of any maturity in the yield urve, the task we undertake in the nextsetion.4.2.1.2 AÆne Term Struture for Long Term Interest RatesAre interest rates of all maturities uniquely determined by forward rates? And does thefat that forward rates are linear in �it;t+1 imply that interest rates of all maturitiesare also linear in �it;t+1? We answer both questions in the aÆrmative in this setionby making use of the term struture theory of interest rates to link forward rates to theshape of the yield urve.The term struture theory of interest rates derives a long-run interest rate by anarbitrage ondition with respet to a set of short-term interest rates. Before proeedingto an illustration of the theory, we de�ne some new notation. Denote with it;t+m thenominal interest rate whih applies at month t to a bond maturing in month t+m. Therate is expressed in monthly terms. Therefore, if m=12 and the yearly rate is, for example,of 1268 basis points, the one year rate expressed in monthly terms it;t+12 is equal to 100basis points.For onreteness, assume that an investor is onsidering the purhase of a bond ma-turing in m months, whih pays a yield equal to it;t+m in monthly terms. Alternatively,the investor an purhase at time t a set of monthly forward rates and roll over eahmonth her investment obtaining the appropriate forward rate negotiated at time t.The investor should be indi�erent, the term struture theory of interest rates states,between getting the long-term rate (expressed in monthly terms) of it;t+m whih applies



159to a loan maturing in m months, or rolling forward her investment eah month. Thisondition is veri�ed if, and only if, the following arbitrage relation holds:�it;t+m�m = m�1Ys=0 �1 + if;tt+s;t+s+1�; (4.2.10)If, instead, the relationship did not hold, there would be an opportunity for an arbi-trage (that is, a riskless sure gain) pro�t to be made. Consider, for instane, a senarioin whih the following ondition held:�it;t+m�m > m�1Ys=0 �1 + if;tt+s;t+s+1�;Then any investor ould purhase one bond with maturity m and borrow at the onemonth forward rate. Rolling over the loan eah month until period m, the investor would�nally reeive a monthly yield of it;t+m, whih exeeds her borrowing osts. Hene allarbitrageurs will purhase bonds with maturity m until an arbitrage opportunity exists.The arbitrage opportunity shall disappear if, and only if, the monthly yield of the bondwith maturity t + m falls by the magnitude required for the equilibrium ondition of(4.2.10) to hold again.Alternatively, we ould view this senario as being one in whih no investor wants tohold a bond with maturity t+m, but instead all agents prefer to lok in a set of short-runforward rates and keep rolling over their investment until t +m. Demand for bonds ofmaturity t+m shall be in�nite until the yield falls so that ondition (4.2.10) holds.Conversely, if the following ondition is veri�ed:�it;t+m�m < m�1Ys=0 �1 + if;tt+s;t+s+1�;All investors shall prefer rolling over their �xed inome investment until time t+m viaa set of forward one-month ontrats. No agent demands the bond with maturity t+muntil the prie for suh bond rises so that ondition (4.2.10) is re-established. Until suhondition does not hold, arbitrageurs will borrow at rate it;t+m and invest the proeeds inshort-term lending whih they roll over through one month forward rates. Suh risklessarbitrage strategy drives up it;t+m until (4.2.10) holds true.



160Note that the term struture theory does not hold preisely if transations osts applyor the markets are not liquid. However, though the term struture theory may not holdpreisely, we regard it as a useful theoretial benhmark throughout the hapter. In fat,if the departure from the term struture theory beomes larger than transation osts,then agents shall �nd it pro�table to exploit the available arbitrage opportunities untilthe arbitrage ondition posited by the term struture theory of interest rates holds.We now show that the term struture theory of interest rates together with a set offorward rates is suÆient to determine the entire yield urve.Proposition 4.2.1. (AÆne Term Struture of Interest Rates): Assume thatagents determine forward rates using the model of (4.2.1) and that the term struture ofinterest rates applies. Hene any interest rate in the yield urve ourring between montht and month t+m is linear in �it;t+1 and equal to:it;t+m = it;t+1 + �m(�̂t)�it;t+1 � it�1;t�; (4.2.11)Where the term �m(�̂t) is inreasing in �̂t as:�m(�̂t) = 1m m�1Xs=0 j=sXj=1(�̂t)j; (4.2.12)Proof. We reall that, if x is small, the following approximation holds:ln�1 + x� � x;Taking logarithms from both sides of the term struture arbitrage ondition of (4.2.10)and using the above approximation we obtain:it;t+m � 1m m�1Xs=0 if;tt+s;t+s+1; (4.2.13)Substitute into (4.2.13) the forward rate implied by (4.2.6) to get:it;t+m = it;t+1 + 1m m�1Xs=0 " j=sXj=1(�̂t)j(it;t+1 � it�1;t)#; (4.2.14)Letting Pm�1s=0 Pj=ss=1(�̂t)jm = �m(�̂t) in the above expression veri�es the proposition.



161The fat that any interest rate in the yield urve is linear in �it;t+1 shall turn out tosimplify future omputations. This is also a pretty general �nding in the �xed inome�nane literature, whih usually, unlike we do, employs models set in ontinuous time.For instane, Bjork ((Bjork 1998), p.254,256) illustrates a number of short-run forwardrate models in ontinuous time that exhibit an aÆne term struture for the yield urve.4.2.2 The Serial Correlation of Interest Rate Changes and theTerm StrutureTwo important issues on the yield urve model remain to be addressed at this stage.First of all, what is the eonomi interpretation of �̂t? Seondly, how do agents omputeand realulate at eah stage �̂t in a proess of learning from monetary poliy? We aimto answer these two questions in the ourse of this setion.As previously disussed, the e�etiveness of monetary poliy is enhaned when asmall inrease (derease) in the short-run interest rate auses a large inrease (derease)in long-run rates. This happens if interest rate hanges are deemed informative by agentsso that interest rate hanges have a great signaling value.A natural measure of how informative interest rates are an, therefore, be gauged byalulating the impat of a hange in the urrent one-period interest rate on medium andlong-term rates. This an be omputed by di�erentiating it;t+m with respet to it;t+1 in(4.2.14): �it;t+m�it;t+1 =  1 + 1m s=m�1Xs=0 j=sXj=1(�̂t)j!; �̂t < 1; (4.2.15)We therefore introdue and de�ne the onept of the informativeness of short-runinterest rate hanges.De�nition 4.2.3. We de�ne the informativeness of short-run interest rate hanges attime t with respet to the interest rate with maturity m in the yield urve to be:I tm(�̂t) =  1 + 1m s=m�1Xs=0 j=sXj=1(�̂t)j!; (4.2.16)Informativeness is therefore inreasing in �̂t and takes on a value of unity when �̂t = 0.



162How does the informativeness of interest rate hanges impat the yield urve? Notiethat, in our simple model and as a somewhat overly simplisti feature, the slope of theyield urve is of the same sign as �it;t+1. This an be veri�ed by inspetion of equation(4.2.14).At an intuitive level, this an be explained by notiing that if the Central Bank hasinreased interest rates in the urrent period, it has signaled to agents that interest ratesshall be hiked in the future as well, whih pushes long-term rates above short-term onesand implying a positive slope for the yield urve. Conversely, equation (4.2.14) shows,if interest rates are dereased in the urrent period agents expet a further easing ofmonetary poliy, whih leads them to revise downwards forward rates and hene pushesthe long-term portion of the yield urve below the short-term one. In this ase the yieldurve has a negative slope.Furthermore, the steepness of the yield urve should be inreasing in the magnitudeof �̂t. If agents believe interest rate hanges to be serially orrelated, then a hike in theshort-term interest rate at time t should lead to a steepening of the yield urve the morepronouned the greater the magnitude of �̂t.It, therefore, results that the more interest rates are informative and �̂t is high, themore long-term rates shall adjust to a hange in the short-term rate by a fator greaterthan a one to one movement, enhaning the e�etiveness of monetary poliy.If, instead, agents do not believe interest rate hanges to be serially orrelated and set�̂t = 0, then a hange in interest rates shall just shift the entire yield urve in a parallelway. Conversely, in the paradoxial ase that the Central Bank is believed to ondutpoliy through a number of negatively serially orrelated movements, a hange in theurrent base rate may have almost no impat on the entire yield urve.We an illustrate the importane of the onept of the informativeness of interest ratehanges via a simple example. If we let m=2 in (4.2.15), we an alulate the impat ofthe urrent base rate on the yield of a two months bond to be:�it;t+2�it;t+1 =  1 + 12(�̂t)!;Hene, if the Central Bank hanges the one-month interest rate, the short-run portionof the yield urve steeepens if (�̂t) > 0, while it moves in parallel to the hange in the



163one month interest rate if (�̂t) = 0.A very important aveat is in order. A more realisti model of the yield urve wouldalso inorporate a risk-premium fator, whih plaes a higher yield on forward rates inthe long portion of the yield urve, sine long-term maturities involve more unertaintyand hene a greater amount of risk than short-run maturities do. For this reason yieldurves are usually upwards sloping.In our model, negleting a risk-premium fator has the impliation that, wheneverthe Central Bank lowers short-run rates, the yield urve shall be downwards sloping. Inpratie, yield urves do not always take on an inverted, downwards sloping shape whenmonetary poliy is being eased. For instane, at the time of writing the US yield urve,as previously disussed, is upwards sloping. Therefore, the informativeness of interestrate hanges is to be measured by the extent upon whih the yield urve attens, ratherthan by the extent upon whih the yield urve gets inverted as the FED eases monetarypoliy.What remains to be determined is how agents shape expetations as to the sign andthe magnitude of �̂t. As we are studying a model of adaptive learning, the determinationof �̂t is not implemented by a ommitment by the Central Bank. Furthermore, we areassuming that, in the spirit of a learning model, agents gradually adjust �̂t by usinghistorial observations sine they do not know the model of the eonomy but graduallylearn it. Although they are not using the Central Bank's model to determine expetationson future interest rates, the model of (4.2.1) orretly identi�es that interest rate hangesserially orrelate, as shown in Setion 4.4.3.Hene, we assume that agents ompute the serial orrelation oeÆient for interestrate hanges by employing an OLS estimate over historial data. This implies that:�̂t = Pj=tj=1�ij;j+1�ij�1;jPj=tj=1(�ij;j+1)2 ; (4.2.17)We make di�erent assumptions as to what the starting point for the sample is inDe�nition 4.4.1. At this stage, it is maybe easier to think that the sample starts when theCentral Banker has taken oÆe, though we propose and analyze di�erent interpretationsin De�nition 4.4.1.We have now established how agents use the short-run interest rate to determine all



164interest rates along the yield urve. We now turn attention to how short-term interestrates feed, via medium and long-term rates, upon ination.4.2.3 The Informativeness of Interest Rate Changes and theImpat of the Short-run Interest Rate on InationThe �rst exerise of this setion lies in inorporating our previous �ndings on the behaviorof the yield urve into a simple, and not miro-founded, old fashioned Phillips urvemodel. We also ompare the �ndings from this �rst exerise with the features of anotherframework we develop by merging our yield urve model with some features of a fullymiro-founded model often employed in the literature (Clarida, Gali, and Gertler 1999).We start this task by assuming the existene of the following IS relationship, linkingthe level of output at time t+q to the expeted real interest rate aruing between timet and time t+m: yt+q = �0 � �1Et(rt;t+m) + �t; q � 0; (4.2.18)�t � IN(0; �2� ); (4.2.19)The log of aggregate demand at time t+q is denoted by yt+q, while �t aptures awhite-noise shok. The real expeted interest rate Et(rt;t+m) is, by approximation, equalto the di�erene between the nominal long-run interest rate it;t+m and Et(�t;t+m), theexpeted rate of ination between t and t+m.Therefore, in our IS urve aggregate demand is determined by a medium or long-termexpeted real interest rate, rather than by the urrent short-term rate. Unless the short-term rate has a large impat on the medium or long-term interest rate, monetary poliyshall not have a large impat on output. However, the term-struture theory of interestrates predits that short-term rates have in general at least some e�ets on the mediumand long portion of the yield urve.A more realisti model of the impat of monetary poliy on aggregate demand wouldinorporate interest rates of di�erent maturities in the yield urve sine the varioushannels of the transmission mehanism of monetary poliy operate via interest rates ofdi�erent maturities.



165In fat, it is plausible that the investment hannel of monetary poliy operates via thelong-term interest rate sine the horizon of business investment is one of several years.However, other hannels for the transmission mehanism, suh as the redit hannel,may operate instead via short-term interest rates. We abstrat from all this diÆultiesby letting demand be a funtion of the long-term interest rate only.Moreover, we assume that the e�et of the long interest rate on output operates withsome lags. Hene, q in (4.2.18) is positive. For instane, the Bank of England ((TheMonetary Poliy Committee of the Bank of England 1999), p.9) points out that thee�et of a hange in interest rates on output peaks about twelve months after the hangein stane in monetary poliy has taken plae.We now assume that the output gap feeds upon ination via a simple and somewhatold fashioned short-run Phillips urve, whih we do not derive from miro-foundations(we shall ompare it to a miro-founded version shortly) and simply assume to take thefollowing form: �t+n+q;t+n+q+1 = �0 + �1�yt+q � y�� + �t+m; m > 0; (4.2.20)where: �t+j = ��t+j�1 + �t+j; � � 1;�t+j � IN(0; �2� ); (4.2.21)Reall that �t+n+q;t+n+q+1 denotes the level for ination ourring between periodt+n+q and period t+n+q+1.The log of the NAIRU level of output is represented by y�; ination is also subjet tostohasti shoks, whose struture we assume in (4.2.21). We also assume that wheneverthe output gap is positive and output is above its nairu level, ination is expeted toaelerate. Conversely, we hold a negative output gap to be deationary. This assumptionis justi�ed by noting that marginal osts are inreasing with respet to sale, and henepries are inreasing in the level of aggregate demand.Miro-founded versions of the Phillips urve, as argued by Roberts (Roberts 1995),would add to the right hand side of (4.2.21) a one period forward expeted ination termand would hold, onsistenly with the formulation of (4.2.21), ination to be inreasingin output. Ination would, in general, be inreasing in the one period forward expetedination rate for some �rms have stiky pries and hene need to keep the future prie



166of other �rms into aount when making their urrent priing deision. Our non miro-founded version of the Phillips urve neglets the forward looking ination omponentof the Phillips urve so that there is no ination persistene, whih makes our problemmore tratable.The output gap feeds upon ination with a lag of m periods. To have an idea of themagnitude of suh lag, it is worth noting that the Bank of England suggests that thee�et of the urrent level of the output gap on ination peaks after one year (see (TheMonetary Poliy Committee of the Bank of England 1999),p.9). Hene, if we set as n+ qequal to the time lag after whih monetary poliy has its maximum e�et upon ination,we ould visualize n + q to lie around twenty-four periods- that is, it would take twoyears for the full impat of the relevant measure of monetary poliy to feed fully uponination.Note that monetary poliy is usually believed to start its �rst impat on inationwith a lag of at least six months and therefore equation (4.2.20) also oversimpli�es thelag struture with whih output and interest rates feed upon ination. In fat, a morerealisti model would let ination to be a weighted average of a number of lags of theoutput gap.We know study the impat of the long-term interest rate on the expeted level ofination by substituting the IS urve of (4.2.18) into the Phillips urve of (4.2.20). Thisyields: �t+n+q;t+n+q+1 = � � Et(rt;t+m) + �t+n+q; (4.2.22)Note that � = �0 � �1�0 + �1y� and  = �1�0�1.We now inorporate the previously developed yield urve model of equation (4.2.14)into the Phillips urve of (4.2.22). We aim to study how the slope and the steepness of theyield urve a�et the impat of monetary poliy on ination. Therefore, we substitute(4.2.14) into (4.2.22) and approximate the expeted real interest rate between time t andtime t+m rt;t+m as being the di�erene between the nominal rate it;t+m for the samematurity and the expeted rate of ination �t;t+m from t to t+m to obtain:
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Et��t+n+q;t+n+q+1� = � � "it;t+1 + �m(�̂t)�it;t+1 � Et(�t;t+m)# + Et(�t+n+q); (4.2.23)�m(�̂t) = 1m m�1Xs=0 j=sXj=1(�̂t)j;�t+j = ��t+j�1 + �t+j; � � 1;�t+j � IN(0; �2� );This relationship highlights how the informativeness of interest rate hanges a�etsthe Central Bank's apability to ontrol ination via a small hange in short-term rates,as we observe in the next remark.Remark 4.2.2. (Ination Control and the Signaling Value of Interest Rates):The higher is �̂t and the more interest rate hanges are informative, the more a smallhange in the short-run interest rate has a large e�et on projeted inationIn fat, (4.2.23) shows that the impat of a hange in interest rates on ination isinreasing in �̂t: the larger is �̂t, the more a given hange in the short-run rate a�etslong-run rates and hene the output gap and ination.We now briey ompare the short-run relationship between ination and interestrates here developed with the results obtained by inorporating our yield urve modelinto a miro-founded IS-LM framework now quite popular in the literature (Mallumand Nelson 1997).A Comparison with a Miro-Founded Phillips CurveThe miro-founded model linking ination to the yield urve here presented belongsto a family of models that assume partial prie stikiness, as surveyed in Clarida et al.(Clarida, Gali, and Gertler 1999), and inludes, inter alia, Kerr et al. (Kerr and R.King1996) and Nelson et al. (Mallum and Nelson 1997). We here just reports some resultsalong the lines of Clarida, Gali and Gertler ((Clarida, Gali, and Gertler 1999), se 2.1).The output gap, denoted by xt in logarithmi terms, is desribed by a miro-foundedIS urve whih is a linearized �rst order ondition for the hoie of onsumption:xt = ��hit;t+1 � Et(�t+;t+1)i+ Et(xt) + gt; (4.2.24)



168A white-noise stohasti shok is denoted by gt, while other piees of notation areonsistent with the previous setions. The output gap is diminishing in the expeted levelof the short-run interest rate beause substitution e�ets are at work: a high expetedreal rate of interest renders future onsumption heap relative to urrent one and henelowers aggregate demand in the urrent period. Consumption is also rising in the expetedlevel of future onsumption and output as agents try to smooth out onsumption arossperiods.The authors present the following Phillips urve (whih an be derived from miro-foundations), where again ut denotes a white-noise shok:�t;t+1 = �xt + �Et(�t+1;t+2) + ut; (4.2.25)This relationship holds as �rms attempt to do prie-mark up while pries are partiallystiky. As previously mentioned, �rms have to antiipate the future prie level in theurrent priing deision sine they might not be able to revise pries in all periods.Also, ination is inreasing in the output gap sine the marginal ost is assumed to beinreasing in the level of output.We an solve the IS urve for xt and the Phillips urve for �t to obtain:xt = Et" 1Xj=0 ���it+j;t+j+1 � �t+j;t+j+1� + gt+j#;�t;t+1 = Et" 1Xi=0 �i��xt+i + ut+i�#;The output gap is diminishing in a weighted average of future expeted real rates:the higher the future expeted real rate, the more agents substitute expensive presentonsumption with heaper future one. Also, solving the Phillips urve for �t;t+1 showsthat the higher are the expeted future output gaps, the higher the expeted futuremarginal osts upon whih �rms have to mark up, hene ination is inreasing in aweighted average of future output gaps.Finally, substituting the IS urve solved out for xt into the Phillips urve solved outfor �t;t+1 yields the following expression linking urrent ination to future expeted realrates:
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�t;t+1 = Et( 1Xi=0 �i"�� 1Xj=0 � it+j+i;t+j+i+1��t+j+i;t+j+i+1+gt+i+j� !+ut+i#); (4.2.26)Note that at this stage no assumption has been made on how agents determine expe-tations on the future values of the short-run interest rate. For diret omparison of theresults of the �rst exerise linking the rate of projeted ination to monetary poliy wean extend (4.2.26) and substitute the assumption we made in (4.2.6) about how agentsform expetations on future interest rates into (4.2.26) obtaining:�t;t+1 = Et( 1Xi=0 �i"�� 1Xj=0 � it;t+1+�it;t+1 s=j+iXs=i ((̂�)t)s!��t+j+i;t+j+i+1+gt+i+j� !+ut+i#);(4.2.27)Hene equation (4.2.27) super-imposes our yield urve model on a miro-foundedmodel of ination often found in the literature. We now observe upon points of similarityand di�erenes between the results obtaining inserting our yield struture model in a non-mirofounded model as we do in (4.2.23) as opposed to the relationship one gets insertingour yield urve model in a miro-founded framework as in (4.2.27).The main similarity between (4.2.23) and (4.2.27) is the fat that in both expressionsination is: linear and negatively related to both it;t+1 and �it;t+1; sensitive to hanges inthe short-run interest rate by a fator diretly proportional to �̂t and hene also diretlyproportional to the informativeness of interest rate hanges.We notie, though, that in the miro-founded version ination depends upon a weightedaverage of all the expeted rates along all maturities of the yield urve. Furthermore, itinvolves a di�erent disount fator and lag struture than the non-mirofounded versionof (4.2.23), whih we employ throughout the rest of the doument for omputationalsimpliity.We have now fully haraterized in this setion the link between agents' yield urvemodel, expeted ination, long-run interest rates (governed by agent's yield model) andshort-run rates (ontrolled by the Central Bank). The bakground is set for the CentralBank's interest rate setting problem, to whih we not turn attention.



1704.3 The Central Bank's Problem under Disretionand the Value of CredibilityThe �nal goal of this setion lies in deriving the �rst order onditions for the interestrate setting problem solved by the Central Bank. However, a number of inter-mediatesteps are neessary to ahieve this objetive.First, we speify in Setion 4.3.1 the loss funtion the Central Bank seeks to minimize.We then proeed to show in Setion 4.3.2 that, under some onditions, the expetedloss funtion the Central Bank faes at time t+i is diminishing, holding other fatorsonstant, in the magnitude of �̂t+i.We then proeed in Setion 4.3.3 to �nally study the �rst order onditions for theCentral Bank optimal hoie of interest rates.4.3.1 The Objetive of Monetary PoliyWe assume throughout the rest of the paper that the Central Bank faes a loss funtionwhih is quadrati in ination and the level of the expeted short-run interest rate, sothat the loss funtion takes the form:Vt = Et 1Xi=0 �iEth(�t+i;t+i+1)2 + Æ(rt+i;t+i+1)2i; � � 1 (4.3.1)The �rst argument entering the loss funtion is the rate of ination. We have assumedthat the ination target is zero and that welfare loss is symmetri around suh target. Inpratie, the ination target is positive and a zero ination target might be undesirable-for quality improvements might atually imply that a zero measured reading for inationorresponds to an atual fall in the prie level one quality improvements are aountedfor. Furthermore, if workers are near-rational and su�er from money illusion, real wagestend to experiene more downwards stikiness with a zero ination target than theywould have with a positive ination target. However, assuming a zero ination target isonvenient and without loss of generality for the problem we here analyze.The assumption that welfare is dereasing in the expeted level of the short-terminterest rate needs some justi�ation. A �rst argument for assuming that the Central



171Bank's welfare is diminishing in the rate of interest lies in the fat that the CentralBank might wish to minimize the short-term ost of borrowing inurred by onsumers.This argument is partiularly powerful if mortgages are indexed to the short-term raterather than to a long-term bond and if home-ownership is widespread. Hene under thisriterion the assumption might be more �tting for the eonomy of the United Kingdom(where most mortgages are indexed to a standard variable rate whih is alulated as amark-up to the base rate) than to the Amerian eonomy (in whih borrowing osts areusually indexed to the medium portion of the yield urve).Seondly, as noted by Woodford ((Woodford 1999),p16), Friedman (Friedman 1969)argues that the eÆient nominal interest rate is slightly negative. Given that the realinterest rate is unlikely to be negative (unless in the ourse of an un-antiipated ination-ary shok as the one that has ourred in the 1970's), then under this light the CentralBank should attempt to let short-term interest rate be as low as possible.Thirdly, Yun (Yun 1996) shows the theoretial possibility that, in the ontext of a realbusiness yle model with stiky pries and ash in advane onstraints, households donot alloate resoures eÆiently when hoosing between ash and redit goods (storingtoo muh wealth in ash) if the nominal interest rates and real rates are too high. Toavoid this from happening the Central Bank might have a preferene for low short-termrates.On a fourth point, it might be onjetured that the Central Bank might draw somepopularity from keeping interest rates low, with the short-term interest rate being themost understood measure of interest rates by the publi. However, it must be admittedthat suh politial popularity might be of greater bene�t to a Government than to anindependent Central Bank, whose panel members are supposed to be insulated frompolitial pressure.Moreover, some members of the interest rate setting body might represent partisaninterests that favor a systematially low interest rate. In this ontext, the short-terminterest rate seems the most widely understood and observed measure of how a er-tain member of the panel is serving the interest of the partisan group that favored herappointment.



172As a �fth and �nal argument, the assumption that the short-term interest rate on-tributes to the loss funtion of the Central Bank an be justi�ed if agents are reditonstrained and if the appropriate measure to determine the borrowing eiling is om-puted as a ratio between the �rst repayment installment and the household' urrentinome. In suh ase, the short-term interest rate determines whether the quantity on-straint is binding and Central Banks might wish to allow households to implement theirborrowing hoies in an unonstrained way.Note that the fat that the short-term rate enters the loss funtion in a quadratimanner is not, in itself, suÆient to indue the Central Bank to arry out interest ratesmoothing. In fat, this assumption merely implies that the Central Bank, absent otheronsiderations, would always try to set short-run real rates to zero. Moreover, thisassumption, quite di�erently to an interest rate smoothing one, would make the CentralBank very aggressive in lowering short-term rates whenever the inationary assessmentallows it to do so.We show in Setion 4.3.2 that this assumption, instead, implies that it is welfarerising for the Central Bank to be able to drive large utuations in the medium and longportion of the yield urve with small utuations in the short-run rates.Having justi�ed the spei�ation of our loss funtion, we now turn attention to study-ing its properties. For future referene, it is useful to re-write the loss funtion of (4.3.1)in the following manner:Vt = Eth 1Xi=0 �iLt+i + f 1t i; � � 1; (4.3.2)Lt+i = �n+q��t+i+n+q+i;t+i+n+q+1�2 + Æ�rt+i;t+i+1�2;f 1t = i=t+n+q�1Xi=0 �i��t+i;t+i+1�2;Ination is driven by monetary poliy and agents' determination of the yield urveas derived in equation (4.2.23), whih we transribe below for ease of exposition:
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Et��t+n+q;t+n+q+1� = � � "it;t+1 + �m(�̂t)�it;t+1 � Et(�t;t+m)#+ Et(�t+n+q);�m(�̂t) = 1m m�1Xs=0 j=sXj=1(�̂t)j;�t+j = ��t+j�1 + �t+j; � � 1;�t+j � IN(0; �2� );This framework, together with the assumption of equation (4.2.17) on how agentsdetermine the magnitude of �̂t, fully spei�es the problem faed by the Central Bank.Note that the Central Bank at time t+i annot a�et the projeted rate of inationprior to period t+i+q+n. In fat, the urrent magnitude of the medium or long-run ratert+i;t+i+m ats on ination with a lag of n+q periods. If, for pure illustration, we let n+qbe equal to 24, then monetary poliy at time t a�ets ination in a horizon of two yearsof length, but it has no bearing on shorter horizons. Therefore, all terms subsumed inf 1t in (4.2.23) are outside the ontrol of the Central Bank at time t.A �rst omponent of the e�ets of a hange in the urrent nominal interest rateis highlighted by (4.2.23). In fat, the urrent short-term nominal interest rate a�etslong-term interest rates and via this hannel the projeted level of ination.However, we now study under whih onditions a hange in the short-term nominalrate it+i;t+i+1 at time t+i also triggers o� some seond order e�ets on all other termsLt+i+j of the loss funtion by a�eting the magnitude of �t+i.4.3.2 The Welfare Rising E�et of CredibilityWe aim in this setion to show that the expeted welfare for the Central Bank is dimin-ishing in the magnitude of �̂t+i. Or, equivalently, we aim to show that the assumptionthat the Central Bank's quadrati loss funtion is inreasing in the level of short-run ratesimplies that it is optimal for the Central Bank to set monetary poliy in suh a way thatit ensures that long-run rates are very responsive to short-run ones. Were long-run ratessarely responsive to monetary poliy, the Central Bank might be fored to set at timesa very high level for short-run interest rates, whih, given the quadrati nature of theloss funtion, is very ostly. Instead, if long-term rates are very responsive to hanges in
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Et(\pit+j,t+j+n+q)
2

Et(rt+j,t+j+1)
2

Low Lambda

High Lambda

Figure 4.1: Dis-Utility Isoquants and EÆieny Frontiers for Et(Lt) as a funtion of �̂tthe short-term rate, the Central Bank an lean against the wind of an inationary shokby initially having to hike rates by a small amount, whih minimizes the average squarelevel for short-term rates. We, therefore, aim to show that:Et �Lt+i��m(�̂t+1) ��m(�̂t+i)��̂t+i ! < 0; (4.3.3)
We illustrate this result before proeeding to deriving it. Figure 4.3.2 depits thetrade-o� between the variane of ination around its target n+ q period forward and the



175square level of the short-term interest rate at time t. These two parameters enter theomponent of the loss funtion labeled Lt.The bliss point the Central Bank would wish to ahieve lies where Et(�t+n+q;t+n+q+1)2 =0 and E(rt;t+1)2 = 0 sine for these ombination of values the Central Bank's urrentomponent of the loss funtion Lt ahieves its minimum possible value of zero. Thereforewe depit a set of onave isoquants in the diagram represents a set of ombinations ofvalues for Et(�t+n+q;t+n+q+1)2 and E(rt;t+1)2 that keep Lt onstant.The diagram also depits two eÆieny frontiers representing, for any given valueof Et(�t+n+q;t+n+q+1)2 = 0, the lowest possible value of E(rt;t+1)2 the Central Bank anahieve given any value of �t.For instane, if the Central Bank deides to keep interest rates �xed at all times, thenination would utuate greatly without the wind of monetary poliy leaning against theourse of inationary shoks. Alternatively, the more the Central Bank wishes to attemptto lower the utuations of ination around its target, the more the short-run interestrate shall have to utuate as monetary poliy tightens or gets loosened aggressively toounter deationary or inationary shoks.The two eÆieny frontiers depited in the diagram an be Pareto ranked. In fat, theeÆieny frontier the Central Bank faes when �̂t takes on a relatively large value takesthe Central Bank loser to the bliss point than the frontier onstraining poliy when �̂t isrelatively low. In fat, we show in this setion that the eÆieny frontier shifts outwardswhen �̂t dereases. Hene, Et(Lt) is dereasing in �̂t.What is the intuition behind suh result? We reall that �m(�t), the parametergoverning the informativeness of interest rate hanges, is rising in the magnitude of �̂t.The higher is �m(�̂t), the smaller adjustment in the short-run interest rate the CentralBank has to arry out in order to set the projeted rate of ination in line with itstarget. This is so for the higher is �m(�̂t), the more responsive the expeted long-terminterest rate is to hanges in the short portion of the yield urve and the smaller the termE(rt;t+1)2, rising the welfare of the Central Bank.We proeed to formalise this observation, whih we �rst summarize in the followingremark:Remark 4.3.1. (The Value of Informativeness of Interest Rates): An inrease



176in the magnitude of �̂t shifts out the frontier of diagram 4:3:2. This implies that Et(Lt)is diminishing in �̂t.Proof. The idea of this simple proof onsists of �xing a given target value forEt(�t+n+q;t+n+q+1)2and then showing that, given any target level of the variane of projeted ination aroundits target, Et(r2t;t+1) is inreasing in �̂t.Now let �Et(�t+i+n+q;t+i+n+q+1)�2 = 20 8i. To ahieve this, the Central Bank employs(4.2.22) and sets the long-run expeted interest rate to be:Et(rt+i;t+i+m) = � � 0 + Et(�t+i+n+q) ; (4.3.4)An overline is applied to r to denote that this is the value of interest rates that ahieves�Et��t+i+n+q;t+i+n+q+1��2 = 20.Notie that:Et"��t+n+q;t+n+q+1�2# = �Et(�t+n+q;t+n+q+1)�2+Et"��t+n+q;t+n+q+1�Et(�t+n+q;t+n+q+1)�2#;(4.3.5)Substitute (4.3.4) into (4.2.22) to make lear that the foreast error of ination de-pends on the foreast error of the stohasti terms:Et"��t+n+q;t+n+q+1 � Et(�t+n+q;t+n+q+1)�2# = Et�Et(�t+n+q)� �t+n+q�2; (4.3.6)Employing (4.3.6), (4.3.5) and the de�nition of Lt+i given in (4.3.2) and subsuminginto k onstant terms, we an write the loss funtion Lt for any given level of 20 theCentral Bank hooses: Et�Lt� = �n+q20 + Æ�rt;t+1�2 + k; (4.3.7)From now on, we formulate the assumption that, while � < 1 in equation (4.2.23),� � 1 is a very lose approximation to � as we are dealing with monthly data, sothat shoks to ination an be quite persistent on a month to month basis. For pureillustration, if � = 0:97, about thirty-one per ent of an initial shok to the rate ofination deays after one year. Employing (4.2.23) we reall that:
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rt;t+m = rt;t+1 + �m(�̂t)�it;t+1 � Et(�t+1;t+m); (4.3.8)rt�1;t+m�1 = rt�1;t + �m(�̂)t�1�it�1;t � Et�1(�t;t+m�1);Employing (4.3.4), assuming � � 1 and denoting with rt;t+m the interest rate thatensures that: �Et(�t+n+q;t+n+q+1)�2 = 20;we an notie that:rt;t+m � rt�1;t+m�1 = Et��t+n+q �� Et�1��t+n+q�1 � = �t ;  > 0; (4.3.9)Substituting (4.3.8) in (4.3.9), letting �̂t � �̂t�1 and solving for rt;t+1 we obtain:rt;t+1 = (1 + )�t + rt�1;t � �m(�̂t)��it;t+1� ��it�1;t�; (4.3.10)Using the de�nition of the real-expeted rate by whih �it;t+1 + �t = �rt and lettingrt�1;t � rt�2;t�1 in (4.3.10), the square of ex-ante expeted level of the short-term interestrate turns out to be:Et�rt;t+1�2 = Et�rt+i�1;t�2 + (�m)2(1 + �m)3�2�"2 + (1 + )22 1(�m)2#; (4.3.11)The seond term is diminishing in �m. To see that, notie that the derivative of theseond term with respet to �m is negative if, and only if:4�m � 2�2m � 2(1 + �m)�(1 + )2()2 � < 0; (4.3.12)This expression is negative for all non-negative values of gamma, whih on�rms thestatement, sine �m is inreasing in �̂t.This result establishes that redibility has some positive marginal value. In fat, themore interest rates are informative and the smaller movements in short-run rates areneessary to a�et large movements in long-run rates, the higher the expeted welfare ofthe Central Bank. This positive marginal value of redibility is therefore a onsiderationin the setting of �rst order onditions for interest rates, to whih we now turn attention.



1784.3.3 First Order Conditions For Interest Rate SettingWe haraterize in this setion the �rst order onditions for the optimal hoie of the onemonth nominal interest rate it;t+1 at time t. The Central Bank seeks to minimize (4.3.2)subjet to the projeted rate of ination being driven by the medium portion of the yieldurve in the manner desribed by equation (4.2.23).We also formulate the simplifying assumption that n + q > m. This implies thatthe lag with whih monetary poliy feeds through ination is large enough for a nominalhange in interest rates at time t not to a�et the projeted ination rate for any ofthe forward rate maturities that determine rt;t+m. This is not entirely realisti, but suhassumption simpli�es the analysis without loss of generality.We need to determine at this stage what terms of the loss funtion the Central Bankimpats at time t when setting it;t+1 both through �rst and seond order e�ets.Note that the short-run nominal rate it;t+1 a�ets both the long-run rate rt;t+m andthe term involving the rate rt+1;t+1+m, as illustrated by (4.2.23). Observe also that thelong-run rt;t+m impats only upon the projeted rate of ination at time t+n+q, as shownby equation (4.2.23).Therefore, the short-run nominal rate it+i;t+i+1 has a �rst order e�et only upon:i) the projetion for ination at time t+i+n+q : Et(�t+i+n+q;t+i+n+q+1); ii) the termÆ(rt+i;t+i+1)2, apturing the dis-utility the Central Bank draws from high short-run realrates; iii) the projetion for ination at time t+i+n+q+1 : Et(�t+i+n+q+1;t+i+n+q+2).Beyond these �rst order e�ets, the Central Bank triggers o� some seond order e�etswhen hoosing the level of the urrent short-term interest rate. In fat, the parameter�̂t+i, whih governs the informativeness of interest rate hanges in (4.2.23), is itself afuntion of the historial serial orrelation of interest rate hanges in the manner spei�edby (4.2.17).Note also that the parameter �̂t+i, as Remark 4.3.1 shows, a�ets Et(Lt+i). Hene,the Central Bank must also onsider the e�et of the urrent monetary poliy ation onthe level of �̂t+i when setting interest rates. Under this light �rst order onditions forhoosing it;t+1 to minimize (4.3.2) subjet to (4.2.23) and (4.2.17) yields:
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0 = Et( �Lt�it;t+1 + � �Lt+1�it;t+1 + 1Xj=0 �j �Lt+j��m(�̂t+j) ��m(�̂t+j)��̂t+j ��̂t+j��̂t ��̂t�it;t+1); � < 1 (4.3.13)We now proeed to analyze and write out in detail eah term in (4.3.13). To this aim,we substitute (4.3.2), (4.2.23),(4.2.12) and (4.2.17) into (4.3.13), whih allows us to writeout eah term in detail. We start with the �rst term on the right hand side of (4.3.13):Et" �Lt�it;t+1# = 2ÆEt�it;t+1 � Et(�t;t+1)�+ (4.3.14)+ 2�n+qEt"� � �it;t+1 + �m(�̂t)�it;t+1 � Et(�t;t+m)� + Et(�t+n+q)#�� �1 + �m(�̂t)��;The �rst term in (4.3.14) aptures the dis-utility the Central Bank attahes to theexpeted deviation of the short-term real interest rate from zero. The seond termstates that the Central Bank bene�ts from inreasing (lowering) the short-term ratewhenever projeted ination is above (below) target. The marginal impat of the short-term interest rate on the long-term rate rt;t+m and hene on projeted ination, equation(4.3.14) shows, is inreasing in (1+�m(�̂t)), the informativeness of interest rate hanges.We now let iet+1;t+2 be the value for the one period short-term interest rate the CentralBank expets to set at time t. Note that suh value does not neessarily orrespond tothe atual short rate it+1;t+2 the Central Bank hooses at time t+1. In fat, the CentralBank might re-optimize at time t+1 the short-run rate iet+1;t+2 it had planned at time tto implement at time t+1. We now proeed to write out the seond term on the right-hand side of (4.3.13) again by substituting for (4.3.2), (4.2.23),(4.2.12) and (4.2.17) into(4.3.13):Et" �Lt+1�it;t+1# = 2�n+q+1Et"� � �iet+1;t+2 + �m(�̂t+1)�iet+1;t+2 � Et(�t+1;t+m+1)�+ Et(�t+n+q+1)#��m(�̂t+1)�;This expression shows how the urrent short-run rate also feeds on the projeted ofination at time t+n+q+1 for any �xed value of iet;t+1: if, for instane, the Central Bank



180inreases (dereases) the interest rate in the urrent period and then, for illustration, stopshanging the short-term rate in the next period, the yield urve would atten in the nextperiod as agents revise their previous belief that forward rates would hange.Turning attention to the terms involving �̂t, note that (4.2.17) implies that:��̂t�it;t+1 = �it�1;tPj=tj=2(�ij;j+1)2 � �Pj=tj=2�ij;j+1�ij�1;j�2�it;t+1�Pj=tj=2 (�ij;j+1)2 �2 ; (4.3.15)Therefore, sine in general the term  �Pj=tj=2�ij;j+1�2!�2 is of seond order, thefollowing statement holds in general:sign ��̂t�it;t+1! = sign �it�1;t!; (4.3.16)Therefore, agents revise upwards their estimate of the historial serial orrelation ofinterest rate hanges if the Central Bank has just implemented a hange in interest ratesin the same diretion as the one implemented in the last period. Conversely, agentsrevise downwards their estimate of the historial serial orrelation of interest rates if theCentral Bank has just inverted the diretion of the hange in interest rates.Whenever the Central Bank sets rates in a way that inreases �̂t, it indues agentsto determine forward rates so that the long end of the yield urve is the more responsiveto utuations in the short maturities of the yield urve, hene inreasing the informa-tiveness of interest rate hanges aptured by the parameter �m(�̂t). Employing remark(4.3.1) and equation (4.2.12) we verify that:sign(Et� �Lt��m(�̂t) ��m(�̂t)��̂t ��̂t�it;t+1�) = �sign(�it�1;t); (4.3.17)The following interpretation an be given to (4.3.17). If the Central Bank keeps im-plementing interest rate hanges of the same sign, interest rates beome more informativeand hene the Central Bank an a�et the long portion of the yield urve even with smallhanges in the short-run interest rate. This has some positive welfare value sine it al-lows the Central Bank to ontrol ination even if short-run interest rates exhibit a smallvariane.



181However, the impat on how the Central Bank hanges the urrent interest rate onthe parameter �̂t+j strethes beyond the period t. In fat, agents use the informationthey have learnt at time t at all suessive periods in order to determine the historialrate of orrelation of interest rate hanges. Employing (4.2.17) we observe that:�Et��̂t+1�Æit;t+1 = Eh�it�1;t +�iet+1;t+2 ��it;t+1iPj=t+1j=2 (ij;j+1)2 (4.3.18)� E"�Pj=t+1j=2 �ij;j+1�ij�1;j�2�iet+1;t+2 � it�1;t��Pj=t+1j=2 (�ij;j+1)2�2 #;The intuition behind this expression is similar to the one motivating (4.3.17), withthe only di�erene that the Central Bank has also to onsider the sign of the term�iet+1;t+2��it;t+1 when onsidering the expeted impat of it;t+1 on �̂t+1 for at time t+1agents also use the observation of the orrelation of interest rate hanges at time t+1 todetermine the informativeness of interest rate hanges.If the Central Bank hooses it;t+1 in a way that raises �t+1 , then the Central Bankalso inreases Et(�̂t+j). With the pure purpose of illustrating this point, notie that,provided n is not too large, we an use the following approximation:�̂t+n � �̂t+1 + Pj=t+nj=t+1 �ej;j+1�iej�1;jPj=t+nj=2 (�ij;j+1)2 ; (4.3.19)This implies that:sign(�E(�̂t+1)�it;t+1 ) = sign(�E(�̂t+2)�it;t+1 ) = sign(�E(�̂t+j)�it;t+1 ) 8j � 3; (4.3.20)The onsiderations we have formulated so far allow us to dis-aggregate the interestrate setting problem faed by the Central Bank into two omponents, to whih end weintrodue the following de�nition:De�nition 4.3.1. We denote with i��t;t+1 the hoie of optimal interest rate that solvesthe �rst order ondition of (4.3.13).Instead, we denote with i�t;t+1 a useful benhmark, apturing the solution the CentralBank would have implemented if �̂t+j were exogenous instead of being endogenous, so



182that: i�t;t+1 = argmin Et Lt(it;t+1) + �Lt+1(it;t+1)!; (4.3.21)The �rst omponent of the interest rate setting problem involves the expetation ofthe terms Lt and Lt+1, the only two terms diretly a�eted by it;t+1. We an label this asthe interest rate setting problem if the magnitude of �t+j were exogenous. If the CentralBank did not have to onern itself with the way agents update their beliefs about theinformativeness of interest rate hanges, the interest rate setting problem would onlyonsist of ontrolling these two terms.However, there is a seond omponent to the interest rate setting problem. Thisomponent aptures the Central Bank's onern for the magnitude of the parameter�̂t+j, whih drives the relationship between the short-end and the long-end of the yieldurve. This seond omponent, whih we label the reputation omponent of interest ratesetting or Rt, onsists of the following terms:Rt = Et( 1Xj=0 �j �Lt+j��m(�̂t+j) ��m(�̂t+j)��̂t+j ��̂t+j��̂t ��̂t�it;t+1); (4.3.22)This useful deomposition of the onsiderations a�eting the Central Bank whenit hooses the urrent short-term rate. We are now ready to study some interestingqualitative impliations of the model.4.4 Qualitative Behavior of Interest Rates4.4.1 Triggering O� Large Movements in the Medium-End ofthe Yield Curve with Small Movements in the Short-EndCan Central Bankers take any poliy ation to ensure that long-run rates be very sensitiveto hanges in the short-run interest rate set by the Central Bank? Furthermore, whatare the impliations, if any, of frequently reversing the diretion of interest rate hangesas opposed to following the pratie of implementing monetary poliy through a set ofinterest rate hanges of the same sign?The framework we have developed an shed light on both of these questions. Weremarked in Setion 4.2.2 that �̂t, the parameter driving the informativeness of interest



183rate hanges, also drives the relationship between the short end of the yield urve andthe longer portion.The higher is �̂t, the more agents believe interest rate hanges to be serially orrelatedand hene the greater the signaling value, that is the impat of the short-run on agents'beliefs about the future path of monetary poliy, of a hange in the short-run rate.However, short-run interest rate hanges shall be the more informative the more theyexhibit a pattern of historial serial orrelation sine agents set the magnitude of �̂t bylearning from the history in oÆe of the Central Banker. This is the idea we artiulatein the next proposition.Proposition 4.4.1. (Credibility and the Steepness of the Yield Curve): Thehigher the magnitude of the oeÆient of serial orrelation of interest rate hanges andhene the higher is �̂t, the steeper is the portion of the yield urve between t and t+m.Moreover, the slope of the yield urve is positive (negative) if �it;t+1 > 0 (�it;t+1 < 0).This implies that the higher is �̂t, the more the Central Bank is apable of engenderinga large shift in the long-run rate rt;t+m with a small hange in the short-run rate rt;t+1,with the steepness of the yield urve being equal to:�rt;t+m�rt;t+1 = "1 + 1m s=m�1Xs=0 j=sXj=1  Pj=tj=2�ij;j+1�ij�1;jPj=tj=2(�ij;j+1)2 !j# (4.4.1)Hene, if �̂t is large, the Central Bank an e�etively ounter a large inationary(deationary) shok even if it initially implements a small adjustment to the short-runrate.Proof. First of all, reall that we have formulated the simplifying assumption that thelag with whih monetary poliy ats on ination is suh that it;t+1 does not feed bak onEt(�t;t+m). Hene a hange in the nominal interest rate it;t+m translates into a hangein the expeted real rate rt;t+m in a one to one ratio. Employing this observation andsubstituting (4.2.17) into (4.2.15) we obtain:
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�rt;t+m�rt;t+1 = �it;t+m�it;t+1 =  1 + 1m s=m�1Xs=0 j=sXj=1(�̂t)j!; (4.4.2)= "1 + 1m s=m�1Xs=0 j=sXj=1  Pj=tj=2�ij;j+1�ij�1;jPj=tj=2(�ij;j+1)2 !j#:

The impliation of the proposition is that the steepness of the yield urve is, at leastin one respet, endogenous to monetary poliy. A Central Banker historially knownto arry out a set of serially orrelated movements in interest rates shall fae a moreresponsive medium portion of the yield urve than a Central Banker known to reversethe diretion of interest rate hanges with great frequeny. For illustration of this point,note that equation (4.4.1) implies that if short-run interest rates have behaved historiallyaording to a random walk proess, then the yield urve shall be ompletely at, so thatall forward interest rates would in this ase be equal to the urrent short-rate.
Figure 4.2 and Fig 4.3 depit the impliations of Proposition 4.4.1. Figure 4.2 showsthat agents revise future forward rates upwards by an amount inreasing in �̂t if theCentral Bank hikes the urrent short-term rate. Conversely, the yield urve invertswhenever rates are lowered, displaying a very steep negative slope if �̂t is large, as shownby Figure 4.3.In the light of these �ndings an a Central Bank be neessarily be aused of ating,using a ommon terminology, too little too late whenever it reats to a projeted shok tomaroeonomi fundamentals by smoothing interest rate hanges? Our model answersthis question in the negative. Agents understand the historial pattern of interest ratesmoothing. Hene they expet a hange in the urrent short-run rate to have onsiderablesignaling value as to expeted magnitude of future interest rate hanges, and, in the lightof this, small movements in the urrent base rate are suÆient to trigger o� a large hangein long-run rates.
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Figure 4.2: The Yield Curve when �it;t+1 > 0
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Figure 4.3: The Yield Curve when �it;t+1 < 0



187We need at this stage to develop a number of aveats. First of all, notie that theyield urve is in reality rarely inverted, sine bonds with a long maturity arry a higheryield than bonds maturing in the short-run. The fat that our model annot haraterizean inverted yield urve as a pretty rate event just highlights the impliation of omittingrisk premia fator. However, we do not aim to �t the yield urve, but just to understandsome interesting qualitative properties in the ontext of the relationship of the yield urveand monetary poliy, so that this omission seems to entail no loss of generality for ourpurposes.Seondly, one might wonder what forward rate maturities does the Central Bank reallya�et when hanging the urrent monthly short-run repo rate. It seems unlikely that theCentral Bank ould have a very large impat upon the very long portion of the yieldurve. For illustration, let us onsider the yield of the thirty-year bond. This onsists ofthe weighted average of the expetation of the yield on the one month �xed inome risk-less asset for the next three-hundred and sixty monthly periods. If the urrent stane ofmonetary poliy is informative for the near horizon (that is to say around the next twentyfour months) but not for the long one, it seems almost natural to believe that the thirty-year bond should not utuate wildly when the short-run interest rate hanges. Instead,the medium portion of the forward yield urve should be highly sensitive to short-runrates sine it is driven by forward-rate maturities for the determination of whih theurrent ations of the Central Bank seem to be quite informative. Consistently with suhonsiderations, the two year bond is traditionally held to exhibit the most volatile yield.Finally, note that the way agents determine �̂t in our model would be exessivelymehanial if our aim onsisted of formulating a realisti model of the yield urve. Infat, it might be plausible to believe that agents might ondition �̂t also upon the notionof what is the interest rate level the Central Bank aims to ahieve one it has ompletedits proess of adjustment to its target rate. Or, alternatively, agents might believe thatthe oeÆient of expeted serial orrelation of interest rate hanges must be held tobe time-varying for various maturities of the yield urve, rather than being held to beuniformly equal to �̂t throughout the spetrum of forward rates.However, the aim of our yield urve model is to haraterize in a qualitative fashionthe relationship between the Central Bank's reputation for following an interest rate



188smoothing proedure and the relationship between the short-end and the long-end of theyield urve. The extensions to the yield urve model proposed above would not seemto ompromise our �nding that a small hange in the short-run rate has a large impaton the long portion of the yield urve if agents believe that the Central Bank adjustsinterest rate through a partial adjustment mehanism and a wave of positively seriallyorrelated hanges. This establishes the link between the steepness of the yield urveand the reputation the Central Banker enjoys for smoothing interest rate hanges.This relationship, besides being of interest in itself, plays also a role bringing about apattern of short-run path dependene in the model, whih we study in the next setion.4.4.2 Short-Run Path Dependene of Interest RatesAre lagged values of nominal interest rates signi�ant in determining the level of theurrent nominal interest rate so that the model would exhibit some path-dependeneproperty for the optimal interest rate? And if the last question is answered in theaÆrmative, how many lags enter the determination of i��t;t+1? We answer these questionsin the following proposition:Proposition 4.4.2. (Short-Run Hysterysis Property): Interest rates are short-runpath dependent. Both the level of it�1;t and that of it�2;t�1 ontribute to determine theoptimal interest rate i��t;t+1 the Central Bank determines at time t.Proof. Note that it�1;t ontributes to the omponent of �rst order onditions of equation(4.3.14), whih measures the marginal ontribution of it;t+1 to Et(Lt). Turning attentionto the terms apturing the reputation e�ets, note also that equations (4.3.16),(4.3.18)and (4.3.19) jointly imply that Et� (��̂t+j)��̂t+j ��̂t+j�it;t+1� is a funtion of �it�1;t. Hene the Rtomponent of the �rst order ondition de�ned in (4.3.22) is also a funtion of �it�1;t.We not proeed to illustrate the result of the proposition at an intuitive level. The�rst fator ausing path-dependene in the model an be labeled the reputation path-dependene e�et and is aptured by the terms of (4.3.22). To illustrate this e�et,assume that the Central Bank intends to hike interest rates and onsider two alternativesenarios. In this �rst senario, interest rates have been hiked in the previous period.Therefore, the more aggressively the Central Bank hikes rates in the urrent period, the



189greater gain in its reputation for serially orrelating interest rate hanges it shall reap.Hene, in this �rst senario, hiking rates arries at the margin the bene�t of rising �̂t andof induing, loosely speaking, long-term rates to be in future more responsive to hangesin short-term rates.Consider instead a seond senario in whih interest rates have been lowered in thepast period and the Central Bank, having observed an aeleration in projeted ination,is onsidering whether to hike rates or not. Now in this seond senario hiking rates arriesat the margin the ost of lessening the Central Bank's reputation for serially orrelatinginterest rate hanges. A lower �̂t entails some welfare ost to be weighted against thebene�ts of hiking rates aggressively in order to bring ination in line with the CentralBank's target.The ontrast between these two senarios highlights at an intuitive level the rationalebehind the path-dependeny of i�t;t+1 on �it�1;t: the impat of it;t+1 upon Et(�̂t+j) is afuntion of �it�1;t.Furthermore, also the yield urve expetation e�et is at work to bring some path-dependeny into the model. Suh e�et works through the omponent of (4.3.14) of �rstorder onditions and an be haraterized intuitively and at an informal level as follows.Reall that agents need to assess what is the signaling value of interest rates in order todetermine the forward yield urve. The signaling value depends on the magnitude of �̂t,but also on the magnitude of �it;t+1.Consider again two ontrasting senarios. In the �rst senario assume that, for sheerillustration, the base rate stood at 475 basis points in the previous period. The CentralBank, onerned for the inationary outlook, deides that the long-run needs to be equalto a given target, whih it an ahieve by rising rates by twenty-�ve basis points relyingon the fat that agents shall view suh move as a signal that further rate hikes are likelyto happen. Hene, the long portion of the yield urve responds to a shift in the base rateby a greater fator than the short-portion of the yield urve so that the Central Bankmanages to ahieve its initial goal by letting rates be equal to 500 basis points.Turning attention to the seond senario, assume instead that the short-run nominalrate stood at 450 basis points in the previous period. Does the Central Bank needalso under this senario to bring rates to a level of 500 basis points as in the previous



190example? If the Central Bank does so, it would engender a hange in interest rates of�fty basis points, whih would signal to agents that monetary poliy shall in future bequite aggressive in hiking interest rates than what agents would have believed had theCentral Bank hiked rates by only 25 basis points. Therefore, in this seond senario alevel of 500 points for it;t+1 brings about a muh larger shift in the long-run portion ofthe yield urve than in the previous senario. It then follows that the Central Bank needsa muh lower level for the base rate in the seond senario to engender the desired shiftin the long-rate. Hene, the higher is it�1;t the higher it;t+1 needs to be to ahieve anygiven projeted rate of ination.We develop an important aveat before onluding this setion. One ould believethat it is quite natural that i��t�1;t feeds upon i��t;t+1 sine the projetion for ination n+ qperiods ahead at time t is expeted to be quite lose to the projetion for ination at timet+1. Suh remark, however, would bear a misoneption. In fat, the term Et(�t+n+q)(whih aptures the relevant stohasti fator for the inationary foreast by the CentralBank) appears in the �rst order onditions, as shown by (4.3.14) and (4.3.15). Hene,the fat that i��t�1;t ontributes in itself to the determination of i��t;t+1 annot depend uponthe orrelation in the inationary foreast between the two periods.The pattern of path-dependene strethes for two periods so that i��t;t+1 depends bothupon i��t�1;t and �i��t�1;t. We now build on the result of this setion to larify how suhpattern of path-dependene implies that interest rate smoothing is optimal for the CentralBank.4.4.3 Optimal Partial AdjustmentDoes the model imply that monetary poliy is onduted in an inertial way, so that thelagged value of the interest rate is in itself preditive of the urrent value of interestrates? We show in this setion that it is indeed optimal for the Central Bank to adjustinterest rates through a partial adjustment mehanism. Therefore, the urrent optimallevel of the nominal interest rate i��t;t+1 is, holding other fators onstant, inreasing bothin the level of the lagged nominal interest rate i��t�1;t and in the level of the hange in theinterest rate �i��t�1;t. We artiulate this �nding in the next proposition, before explainingit by lose analogy with the arguments developed in the previous setion.



191Proposition 4.4.3. (Optimal Interest Rate Smoothing both with respet tothe Lagged level and the lagged hange in rates): The urrent short-run nominalinterest rate i��t;t+1 is inreasing in both the level of the lag of interest rates it�1;t and thelagged level of the interest rate hange �it�1;t.Proof. We aim to show that the marginal ost of inreasing it;t+1 (the right hand side ofthe �rst order ondition of (4.3.13) set to zero at an optimum) is always dereasing inboth it�1;t and �t�1;t, so that:�Et( �Lt�it;t+1 + � �Lt+1�it;t+1 +P1j=0 �j �Lt+j��m(�̂t+j) ��m(�̂t+j)��̂t+j ��̂t+j��̂t ��̂t�it;t+1)�it�1;t < 0; (4.4.3)�Et( �Lt�it;t+1 + � �Lt+1�it;t+1 +P1j=0 �j �Lt+j��m(�̂t+j) ��m(�̂t+j)��̂t+j ��̂t+j��̂t ��̂t�it;t+1)��it�1;t < 0;Note that the marginal ontribution of it;t+1 to Et(Lt) in equation (4.3.14) is dimin-ishing in it�1;t, sine di�erentiating (4.3.14) with respet to it�1;t we obtain:�Et� �Lt�it;t+1��it�1;t = ��2�n+q2�m(�̂t)��1 + �m(�̂t)� < 0; (4.4.4)Furthermore, note also that (4.3.15) and (4.3.18) imply that �Et(�̂t)�it;t+1 and dEt(�̂t+j)dit;t+1 areboth inreasing in �it�1;t. This, together with Remark 4.3.1 and equation (4.2.12),implies that the following is veri�ed:�Et(P1j=0 �j �Lt+j��m(�̂t+j) ��m(�̂t+j)��̂t+j ��̂t+j��̂t ��̂t�it;t+1)��it�1;t < 0; (4.4.5)Equations (4.4.5) and (4.4.4) jointly imply that (4.4.3) holds true. This, in turn,means that the as the Central Bank seeks to minimize its loss funtion is shall set ahigher value of it;t+1 the higher it�1;t and �it�1;t are.The intuition for the result is quite similar to the explanation behind the path-dependeny result of Proposition 4.4.2. Two separate e�ets are at work.



192The reputation e�et indues the Central Bank to serially orrelate interest ratehanges as to indue agents to revise upwards the parameter �̂t governing the steep-ness of the yield urve. Therefore, if �it�1;t is positive, the Central Bank has, holdingother fators onstant, an inentive to set a high level for the urrent nominal rate as toinrease �̂t. If it does so, it will expet to fae a steeper yield urve in future, whih iswelfare rising. Suh inentive is rising in the magnitude of �it�1;t.Conversely, if �it�1;t is negative, the Central Bank has, holding other fators onstant,an inentive to set a low value for i��t;t+1. In fat, the lower is i��t;t+1 in this senario, thesteeper is the future yield urve faed by the Central Bank as a result of agents' upwardsrevision of the parameter �̂t. Suh inentive to set a low value for i��t;t+1 is in this asedereasing in �it�1;t.Therefore, the reputation e�et gives an inentive to the Central Bank to set theurrent level of the interest rate in suh a way as to inrease the historial serial orrelationof interest rate hanges. This is a �rst soure of partial adjustment in interset rates orinertia, whih makes the level of i��t;t+1 inreasing in �it�1;t.Note that suh e�et is partiularly strong the higher is Æ, the Central Bank's aversionto a high level of the square short-run interest rate. This is so for the Central Bank'sinentive to fae a steep yield urve is inreasing in Æ. The more is the Central Bankaverse to a very high level for short-run interest rate, the greater welfare gain it an gainfrom being able to ontrol ination via minimal hanges in the short-run interest rate.The seond e�et at work to generate this pattern of inertia in the level of the interestrates is the yield urve expetation e�et. As previously argued, any level for the long-term interest rate is a funtion of it;t+1; �̂t and �it�1;t. If the Central Bank needs toinrease the long-term rate, for instane, it an do so with a low level of it;t+1 as longas �it;t+1 is suÆiently large. This is so for it is the term in �it;t+1 whih drives thesignaling value of interest rates. The higher is �it;t+1, the greater the magnitude offuture interest rates. Hene the level need to ahieve any target level for the long-termrate rt;t+m is inreasing in it�1;t. Hene if it�1;t is low, even a relatively low level for it;t+1an ensure that �it;t+1 is positive and large enough to ensure that the yield urve getssteeper as it is required by Central Bank to ounter the inationary shok with a smallmovement in short-term rates.



193Similarly, if the Central Bank needs to lower the long-run rate, it an do so withoutsetting it;t+1 at a very low level as long as �it;t+1 is negative and of suÆiently largeabsolute sign. If �̂t is large, it is suÆient for the Central Bank to set it;t+1 at a levelslightly lower than it�1;t to trigger o� a large shift in the long portion of the yield urveas agents expet further interest rate uts to materialize in the near future. One again,this shows that the level of the nominal interest rate needed to ahieve a given targetlevel for the long-term rate is also rising in it�1;t as a result of the yield urve expetatione�et.This disussion motivates the result of Proposition 4.4.3. Summarizing the resultsof this setion, a partial adjustment mehanism for interest rate hanges turns out tobe optimal beause of two e�ets: i) the reputation e�et indues the Central Bank topreserve the informativeness of interest rate hanges so that the yield urve is steep; ii)the yield urve expetational e�et whih implies that the signaling value of interest ratehanges is determined also by �it;t+1 and not only by it;t+1.4.4.4 How the Marginal Value of Credibility Changes Over theTerm of a Central Banker's MandateDoes a veteran Central Banker fae the same pressing inentive to preserve her reputationfor serially orrelating interest rate hanges as a newly appointed Central Banker does?We onlude the analysis of this setion by briey addressing this question.The answer to this question hinges ruially on how muh memory, loosely speaking,agents enjoy when they determine by OLS the magnitude of the parameter �̂t. We speifyin the following de�nition two di�erent regimes for the proess by whih agents hoosewhat is the relevant sample period to be employed in the omputation of �̂t.De�nition 4.4.1. We say that agents employ a open-window yield urve model if theparameter �̂t is omputed aording to: (4.2.17).Instead, we de�ne agents to follow a losed-window learning proess if they alulate�̂t aording to:
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�̂t = 8><>: Pj=tj=2�ij;j+1�ij�1;jPj=tj=1(�ij;j+1)2 ; if t � T ;Pj=tj=t�T+1�ij;j+1�ij�1;jPj=tj=t�T+1(�ij;j+1)2 ; if t > T ; (4.4.6)Under losed-window yield urve modeling, agents employ only the last T monetarypoliy deisions to estimate �̂t. Instead, the entire history in oÆe of the Central Bankeris taken into aount upon omputing �̂t under an open-window mehanism.Having �xed ideas with this de�nition allows us to study how the inentives faed bythe Central Banker vary with the length of her tenure in oÆe under eah mehanismfor the determination of �t. We turn attention to this task in the next Proposition.Proposition 4.4.4. (Reputation E�et Stronger for a Reently AppointedCentral Banker):If learning happens through an open-window proess: the magnitude of the reputatione�et by whih the Central Banker wishes to serially orrelate interest rate hanges tofae a steeper yield urve is diminishing in the length of the history in oÆe of the CentralBanker.If, instead, learning happens through a losed-window proess with a window of sizeT: the magnitude of the reputation e�et diminishes over the length of the history inoÆe for the Central Banker as long as the history in oÆe for the Central Banker isshorter than T periods; one the history in oÆe exeeds the T periods threshold, thenthe magnitude of the reputation e�et is no longer expeted to be a funtion of the lengthof the history in oÆe of the Central Banker.Proof. We �rst proof the �rst part of the proposition whih applies under an open-windowmehanism.Note that under the open-window assumption:

��t + s� �Et(�̂t+s)��it+s;t+s+1� = ��t + s(�Et(Pj=t+sj=1 �ij;j+1�ij�1;jPj=t+sj=1 (�ij;j+1)2 )��it+s;t+s+1 ) < 0; (4.4.7)This is so for as the number of observations grows larger, eah single observation forthe rate of serial orrelation has an inreasingly smaller impat upon the OLS estimate�̂t+s sine the denominator of (4.2.17) is inreasing in t+s.



195The observation above still applies to a losed-window senario as long as t+ s < T .However, in a losed-window senario the size of the sample is �xed to be equal to Tone the threshold T is ahieved. Hene, after the threshold is ahieved, the length ofhistory in oÆe of the Central Banker no longer a�ets the size of the sample agents useto alulate by OLS the oeÆient of serial orrelation of interest rate hanges. This isso for after the threshold T is ahieved the historial length of the tenure in oÆe of theCentral Banker does not impat the expetation of the denominator of (4.4.7) so thatthe expeted impat of �it;t+1 on Et(�̂t+s) would not be diminishing in t+s.The proposition implies that partially di�erent onlusions apply in eah regime.The reputation inentive drops in both regimes over time from the date of appointmentto time T. This implies that a newly appointed Central Banker, who �nds it easier toindue agents to revise their estimate of �̂t, has a partiularly strong inentive to seriallyorrelate interest rate hanges.However, the two regimes have di�erent impliations after the Central Banker hasbeen in oÆe for more than T periods. The losed-window regime implies that at thisstage the reputation inentive is not expeted to vary over time. The intuition behindthis result being that in the losed-window regime the sample size used to ompute �̂tdoes not vary after the threshold T is reahed.On the other hand, the open-window regime implies that the marginal impat ofmonetary poliy on �̂t drops steadily aross time.We believe that in a more realisti setting agents might attah a greater weight tomost reent observations that they do to long dated ones. This ould be so as agentsbelieve that regime shifts and strutural breaks are pervasive in their yield urve model.Hene agents believe also that that the reent history is more preditive of the futurethat long-dated observations are. Under this light, we regard the losed-window modelas being somewhat more realisti. We therefore prefer to use this setting in drawing our�nal impliations, to whih we now turn attention.



1964.5 ConlusionsWe are now ready to study the impliations of the model for a number of importantquestions entral to the interest rate smoothing literature. First of all, what does themodel imply in referene to the often stated laim that Central Banks at too little andtoo late?This issue an be lari�ed, we have argued, by noting that a timid response in theshort-term rate does not neessarily imply a timid response in the measure of monetarypoliy whih drives maroeonomi fundamentals. In fat, if the Central Bank has beenhistorially observed to arry out monetary poliy via a partial adjustment mehanism,a small hange in the short-term rate might lead to a large shift in the medium and longportion of the yield urve (a more useful indiator of the monetary poliy stane thanshort-term rates are).The Central Bank is able to shift the medium and the long portion of the yield urvewith a small shift in short-term rates as long as agents have learnt that historially theCentral Bank onduts monetary poliy in a fashion that generates a low reversals toontinuations ratio. In fat, agents have to determine what is the signaling value of ahange in the short-term rate. If the Central Bank has been historially known to seriallyorrelate interest rate hanges and to deliver low reversals to ontinuations ratios, agentsattah a great signaling value to any observed hange in the short-term rates and henerevise their foreasts for future forward rates by a muh greater magnitude than theobserved hange in the short-term rate. This is so for, if �̂t is high, the Central Bank isbelieved to follow the latest hange in the base rate with a series of further moves in thesame diretion.The Central Bank does not need to ommit to a given interest rate smoothing rule.Rather, we interpret the redibility of monetary poliy as the historial reord the CentralBanker enjoys with respet to the infrequeny of reversals in the trend for short-rate rates.Therefore, our model works in a disretion framework rather than in a ommitment one.Why is it optimal for the Central Bank to be able to e�et a large hange in mediumand short-term rates by moving short-term rates initially by only a small amount? Thisstems from the assumption that the quadrati loss funtion for the Central Bank isinreasing in both the level of projeted ination and in the level of short-term interest



197rates. Observe that the short-run rate does not need to jump immediately to a very highvalue if, for instane, a large inationary shok hits the eonomy and the Central Bankenjoys the reputation of being an interest rate smoother. If this is the ase, even a gentleinrease in interest rates ats to drive long-run rates to a level that keeps ination inhek. Instead, if the Central Bank annot bring into e�et a large movement in the longportion of the yield urve with a small movement in short-run rates, then the short-runrate shall have to initially rise by a large amount. This is an undesirable outome forthe Central Bank sine the quadrati level of the short-run rate ontributes to the lossfuntion.It ould be observed that, on the other hand, if long rates are very responsive tohanges in short-run rates then the Central Bank annot lower interest rates quiklywhenever ination looks tamed. However, the quadrati form of the loss funtion impliesthat the Central Bank prefers a senario in whih interest rates never get too high or toolow for a long time to one in whih interest rates an take a potentially very high or verylow value for prolonged periods of time.Note also that our analysis is quite di�erent to assuming diretly that the CentralBank regards interest rate smoothing as an objetive in itself. In fat, the assumptionthat the Central Bank wants to smooth interest rates would imply that it is trying tostabilize the short-run rate around its urrent level. However, in our model the CentralBank simply prefers, holding other fators onstant, that the square level for short-runrates be as low possible and no expliit interest rate smoothing objetive is postulated.Why do interest rates exhibit short-run path dependene and a partial adjustmentmehanism? Two hannels operate to generate these results. First, the Central Bankneeds to preserve its reputation for not reversing the diretion of interest rate hanges toofrequently and for implementing interest rate hanges via a series of positively seriallyorrelated interest rate hanges. Without suh reputation for partial adjustment, theCentral Bank would be unable, in spite of a minimal movement in short-run rates, tolean aggressively against the wind of an inationary shok by bringing about a largemovement in long-term rates. This is the mehanism we de�ned as the the reputatione�et in the main text.A seond mehanism that generates partial a positive orrelation between the urrent



198nominal short-run rate and its lag onsists of what we termed as the yield expetatione�et. The higher the lagged level of interest rates, the higher the urrent level at whihinterest rates need to be in order to ahieve a given target level for long-run rates. This isso for agents use the hange in the short-term rate, rather than the level of the short-termrate itself, in order to assess the signaling value of interest rates. For instane, as soon asthe urrent monthly interest rate drops below the lagged one, regardless of how high theurrent short-run rate is, the yield urve in our model inverts and the yield on long-termmaturities falls below the yield on short-term bills.The ombination of the reputation e�et and the yield expetation one ats to generatenot only a partial adjustment mehanism, but also drives a pattern of short-run time-dependene in the model. In fat, we have shown that he urrent interest rate is inreasingboth in the level of the lagged rate and in the in the rate of hange of its lag. Thereputation e�et, in fat, makes it advantageous for the Central Bank to try to inreaseits redibility by building a reord for serially orrelating interest rate hanges. On theother hand, the yield expetation e�et suggests that the medium and long-term interestrates are also determined by the rate of hange of the urrent short-term rate (and notonly by its urrent level).Finally, does the model imply that a newly established Central Banker has a partiu-larly strong inentive to serially orrelate interest rate hanges? We have shown that thisis the ase in the model of this hapter. However, there is a time threshold after whih areently appointed Central Banker faes the same inentives as a veteran Central Bankerunder our favored losed-window mehanism (a mehanism whereby only the most reentobservations of monetary poliy ations are used by agents to formulate their forwardrates yield urve models).Before proeeding to draw some tentative poliy impliations, a number of aveatsmust be developed. First of all, we have assumed by simpliity that agents estimate �̂tby looking at the monthly rate of serial orrelation of interest rate hanges. In pratie,agents might adopt a more ompliated rule, and use a riher auto-regressive model toestimate forward yields. Though we have not expliitly shown this, suh extension wouldnot seem to alter the qualitative impliations of the model.Seondly, it is plausible that agents might attah a greater signaling value to interest



199rate hanges at the turning points of monetary poliy. Therefore, when interest ratesdisplay a reversal, forward yields should be revised by a muh greater extent than wheninterest rates, instead, exhibit one more ontinuation movement in the same diretion asthe previous one. To aount for this observation would only ompliate the model butdoes not seem to alter its main results.A third important quali�ation is also in order. The long-run forward rate of interestshould really be held to be exogenous, if, for instane, we take a Ramsey model as abenhmark in whih the interest rate is linked to the marginal produt of apital. And,in turn the marginal produt of apital is driven in the steady state by agents' rate ofinter-temporal disount. Therefore, monetary poliy should be able to have a signalingimpat only on a relatively short portion of the forward yield urve.Nonetheless, long-term rates, whih in a term struture framework are also driven bythe short and medium portion of the yield urve, should still be responsive to monetarypoliy. Note that it is often observed that in pratie the most volatile yield is the oneon the two-years bond rather than the one on ten years Treasuries so that long-run ratesshould be less volatile than short-run ones.We an at this stage turn attention to some poliy impliations of the model of thishapter. We answer this question with a word of aution. Our framework is quiterestritive. Therefore we an only highlight what the poliy impliations are for thespei� e�et we have studied, whih might ontrast with the lesson delivered by otherimportant e�ets we have omitted.However, a number of observations emerge. Partial adjustment does not neessarilyimply that the Central Bank is too timid in leaning against the wind of inationaryshoks. For, we have argued, the ruial indiator of the atual monetary poliy stanelies in the shape of the medium and long portion of the yield urve. If agents understandthe partial adjustment mehanism employed by the Central Bank, �nanial marketsensure that the Central Banks' apparently timid response to a shok translates into anatually aggressive one. To this e�et, the Central Bank should never invert the diretionof interest rate hanges too aggressively and should ensure that it develops a reputationfor arrying out a path of interest rate smoothing.The Central Banker's aversion to reversals in interest rate setting does not stem from



200a pattern of personal pride in the ontext of our model. Rather, it represents an optimalstrategy to ensure that the signaling value of interest rate hanges is preserved.Finally, Central Bankers do not need in the ontext of our model to ommit to a givenmehanism for the partial adjustment of interest rates. The bene�ial e�ets stemmingfor adopting a partial adjustment mehanism for the setting of interest rates highlightedby our framework apply under disretion as long as agents use a learning and adaptivemodel to assess how strong is the signaling value of interest rate hanges.However, Central Bankers have no inentive in the model of this hapter to be se-retive. One of the impliations of the model is that it ould atually be ideal for thepoliy-makers to signal to agents their non-binding foreasts for the future path of short-run rates. This shall enable agents to understand what is the right signaling value theyshould attah to interest rate hanges, enhaning the responsiveness of the medium por-tion of the yield urve to hanges in short-term rates, whih, this hapter argues, is animportant fator poliy-makers need to onsider in the setting of monetary poliy.



Chapter 5
Conlusions and Final Disussion
We would like to desribe the researh strategy pursued in this onlusive hapter with ananalogy often employed. We regard eah model we have developed in the entral haptersof the thesis as a very speialized exerise designed to understand a spei� e�et ratherthan to provide a general theory. Hene eah model aspires to stand, however minorand modest its ontribution might be, to the large body of monetary eonomis theorythe way a small point in spae stands to an atlas. To illustrate a number of researhquestions, the atlas of eonomi theory must be browsed drawing to �nd the insightsof a number of its geographial points that are relevant to the issues at hand. This iswhat we attempt to do in this onlusion: on the one hand we attempt to highlight theinsights the models we have developed seek to ontribute to eah researh question; onthe other hand, we develop some quali�ations about our �ndings that are neessarysine the analytial frameworks we have investigated are not general models.5.1 Impliations For Voting Serey in a MonetaryUnionWe start this �nal disussion with the researh question investigated in Chapter 2: Shouldthe voting reords of individual members of the Interest Rate Setting Panel of a MonetaryUnion be published? The onsiderations we have developed in the analysis are valid onlyif we take at fae value the ECB's laim that the publiation of individual voting reordsfores partisan interests to take priority over any other onsideration. However, even if



202this assumption is taken at fae value we �nd that Voting Serey is not unambiguouslyoptimal.At a �rst level of the analysis, we provide the following onlusion: if the struture ofsupply shoks is held to be exogenous, as shown by Proposition 2.2.1, then Voting Sereyis welfare optimal for the Monetary Union as a whole as it dereases maroeonomivolatility. This result is perhaps quite trivial and intuitive. It rests on the intuition thatVoting Serey ats in this senario as an insurane poliy by ensuring that the CentralBank of the Monetary Union stabilizes maroeonomi fundamentals even in a region hitby asymmetri shoks.If Voting Serey is welfare rising in this ontext for the Monetary Union as a whole,would it also be welfare rising for eah individual region? This question is partiularlyinteresting for the welfare analysis of Voting Serey in the Center. In fat, we show thatthe Center under Voting Transpareny is the most likely median voter and hene almostinvariably would get its �rst best hoie under Voting Transpareny. However, we showin Proposition 2.2.2 that Voting Serey is also welfare rising for the Center when thetwo peripheral regions are equally asymmetri to the Center. In fat, the Center faesunder Voting Transpareny a suÆiently high probability of being out-voted in spite ofbeing ex-ante the most likely median voter. Therefore the Center prefers getting theinsurane poliy of Seret Voting rather than getting under Voting Transpareny its �rstbest hoie in most ase while being sharply-outvoted in some rare, but very welfareostly, ontingenies.This result is dependent on the spei� setup of the model we have developed andon the number of member ountries introdued in the Monetary Union. In fat, weonjeture that the probability that the Center experienes an asymmetri output supplyshok diminishes as the number of di�erent industries in the Monetary Union in our modelgrows larger. Hene, this seond result might not robust to extensions. However, thenotion that the Center itself, despite being the most likely median voter under VotingTranspareny, might prefer to surrender its likely median voter position by hoosingVoting Serey seems interesting. This seond result ould furthermore explain whyindeed a Voting Serey arrangement has been favored for the ECB.



203It might also be onjetured, following Buiter's remarks (Buiter 1999), that the ar-rangement of Voting Serey tends to put a disproportionate power in the hands of thePresident of the Interest Rate Setting Panel. If this is the ase, the Center might preferVoting Serey as it minimizes the risk that peripheral ountries ould hold any substan-tial weight in determining monetary poliy. This observation holds true as long as theCenter has full ontrol over the appointment of the Central Bank's President. Note that,however, the inherent serey of the European Central Bank's makes this remark diÆultto test.Holding the struture of the supply exogenous, is the Center better o� with VotingSerey in all senarios? We answer this question in the negative in Proposition 2.2.3in a senario in whih one of the two peripheral regions enjoys an industrial struturesuÆiently similar to the one existing in the Center. To understand this result one anthink about the limit ase in whih two ountries in the model have an idential industrialstruture. We have labeled this senario as the two Centers-one Periphery ase. In thissenario, output supply shoks in the two Central Regions are idential. Hene, theCenter is always better o� with Transparent Voting whih ensures that the its partisaninterests prevail in all ases.The results of this �rst level of the analysis an be reversed if we let the pattern ofindustrial struture be endogenous to the monetary poliy arrangement hosen. We doso following a line of investigation originally pursued by Krugman (Krugman 1991).Why would the pattern of industrial struture be endogenous to the hoie of thevoting regime in our model? We show in Remark 2.3.1 that Voting Transpareny impliesa higher degree of maroeonomi volatility in eah region relative to the Voting Sereyase, whih seems to be in line with the European's Central Bank onerns. However,the results of our general equilibrium model �nd that suh inrease in maroeonomivolatility might provide eah �rm with an inentive to loate widely in various regionsrather than onentrating its produtive ativities in only one region of the MonetaryUnion.What is the e�et of widespread industrial loation? Supply shoks beome moresymmetri aross regions of a Monetary Union, as noted by Krugman (Krugman 1991),if �rms loate prodution widely rather than narrowly. This observation is partiularly



204important if we bear in mind that Proposition 2.3.1 implies that Transparent Votingindues a more symmetri industrial struture aross the various regions of the MonetaryUnion relative to Serey Voting. Hene, Transparent Voting might indue supply shoksto be more symmetri relative to the Seret Voting ase. For this reason TransparentVoting is not neessarily welfare diminishing when the issue of industrial loation is heldto be endogenous to monetary poliy.Note that our results are suggestive of a theoretial e�et, but the strength of thise�et in pratie still needs to be empirially assessed. Krugman �nds a suggestive �ndingthat geographi speialization is muh stronger in the US than in Europe (Krugman1991). However, this suggestive �nding implies that eah industry tends to diversify itsgeographial loation as the barriers to trade beome lower. This e�et is not the sameas the one we analyze in Chapter 2. In fat, for our analysis to be empirially relevant weneed to verify that eah industry tends to geographially speialize as volatility in eahregion of the Monetary Union inreases. No empirial testing of this e�et has been todate arried out and hene the empirial relevane of the results of the seond model ofChapter 2 is still to be established.A number of theoretial observations an also be advaned in order to qualify our�ndings. First of all, there is no �nanial market in the model we have developed inChapter 2. This is ounter-fatual as in reality �rms an hedge maroeonomi volatilityvia a number of �nanial instruments.However, we would like to argue that the hedging of utuations in the level ofaggregate demand does not seem easily viable. In fat, unlike in a exhange rate hedgingtransation, the party whih would assume the risk of utuations in aggregate demandhas no instrument to hedge suh risk in its turn. It an be realled that a party selling,for illustration, a put option on the dollar an always short the urreny to arry outdelta-hedging and hene lok in the derivative premium (Bjork 1998). Instead, a partythat hypothetially sells a derivative on the level of aggregate demand is unable to �nda perfet hedge for suh risk. For this reason, the hedging of aggregate demand risk is,if at all possible, extremely expensive.Seondly, is the assumption by the European Central Bank that upholding seretindividual voting reords ensures that members of the Interest Rates Setting Panel are



205insulated from partisan pressure really tenable at fae value as we have hosen to do inChapter 2? Buiter's observation that individual voting reords are at least observable inpratie, even if not in pratie veri�able, probably holds some fore.However, the sheer fat that suh ations are veri�able implies that no oÆial dis-ussion of individual voting reords an be held. Nor an the national media easilysrutinize the behavior of a given voting member of the Interest Rate setting panel, whothe ECB assumes would be a mere hampion of national interest under TransparentVoting. Therefore the lak of veri�ability of Central Banker's individual voting reordsin a Monetary Union might hold at least some weight in insulating poliy-makers frompartisan pressure.However, a seond objetion an be raised to the ECB's assumption. What is thedriving fore that renders a given poliy-maker dependent on the interests of the ountrythat has appointed her in oÆe? Let us hypothesize that suh prominene of partisaninterests might be due to the fat that poliy-makers might fear that they risk not beingre-eleted in any kind of oÆe ever again if they displease the ountry that has originallyappointed them. Suh assumption holds poliy-makers to be fully self-interested hominioeonomii. But even if we aept suh assumption at fae value, it an be argued thatan homo oeonomius be insulated from partisan pressure through a suÆiently highguaranteed remuneration after his term in oÆe is over. However, we feel that even suhbelief might be simplisti as a variety of onsiderations might motivate poliy-makers.Therefore, we ontent ourselves with just analyzing some of the theoretial impli-ations of the ECB's statement and reognizing that it might be diÆult to test theplausibility of Issing's (Issing 1999) statement that Transparent Voting would renderpartisan interests impossible to resist.Some other o�-model onsiderations might be worth investigating. First of all, theproess of transpareny might allow poliy-makers to reeive a more detailed feedbakfrom the ompetent publi. Hene, it might be argued that Seret Voting might diminishthe publi's ability to ontribute onstrutively to the debate on the optimal ondutof monetary poliy. However, probably this point should not be over-emphasized forthe publi is ertainly informed about the onsensus deision of the Central Bank whihmight explain some details about the poliy deision at a press onferene, as the ECB



206does.5.2 Voting Serey and the Behavior of the Long-Run Portion of the Yield CurveThe analysis of Chapter 4 also yields a suggestive impliation for Voting Serey. Note,in fat, that the publiation of individual voting reords has the important e�et ofrendering future poliy deisions more preditable. In fat, observers are aware that, forinstane, the Deember 2001 meeting of the Bank of England ended in a 7-2 vote in favorof holding rates on hold as opposed to arrying out a 25 basis points derease in the reporate. A preise knowledge of the number of voters in favor of a poliy ation di�erent tothe one eventually implemented allows agents to gain insight on future poliy deisions.For example, had four members of the Committee been in the minority party rather thantwo, the publi would have attahed a higher subjetive probability of a twenty �ve basispoints derease in the base rate at the next meeting of the MPC.Why should a Central Bank be averse to surprising agents and, instead, should seek tobe preditable? An unpreditable Central Bank, we argue, might �nd it diÆult to triggero� a large movement in the medium portion of the yield urve with a small movement inthe short portion. This is so for the yield urve model developed in Chapter 4 deliverslong-term rates that are responsive to monetary poliy only if agents feel apable ofextrating a signal on the future ondut of monetary poliy from the urrent interestrate deision. We onjeture the o�-model onsideration that serey voting, and to someextent information serey too, renders the relationship between the short-end and thelong-end of the yield urve quite an unertain one and hene might diminish the CentralBank's ability to a�et large movements in the medium portion of the yield urve witha small initial hange in short-term yields.



2075.3 Impliations for Gradualism and Partial Adjust-mentHaving explored the onsequenes of Voting Serey in a Monetary Union, we turn atten-tion to the impliations of information serey, studied in Chapter 3, and of the partialadjustment model for interest rates hanges studied in Chapter 4. The models devel-oped in these two hapters an both yield an insight into the following question: Whydo Central Banks tend to respond to maroeonomi news through an initially timidand gradual response so that, as doumented in Setion 1.3, Central Bankers are oftenaused of doing too little too late (Goodhart 1997)?The model of Chapter 3 implies that Central Bankers are autious in respondingaggressively to maroeonomi news for they fear this would a�et onsumer's on�denein a pro-ylial manner. A statement to this e�et was reently uttered by the ECB'sChairman Duisenberg (Duisenberg 2001). In fat, the signaling game we have modeled inChapter 3 shows that agents try to infer the Central Banker's private information throughthe Central Bank's ations. If interest rates, for instane, are lowered very abruptlyagents' onsumer on�dene might plummet. The analysis of this hapter, therefore, isnarrowly foused on the interation between monetary poliy and the animal spirits ofthe agents although we narrowly de�ne suh animal spirits as onsisting solely of theagents' assessment of their expeted future disposable inome.We show that whenever agents' plae a large weight on their apital inome in de-termining their onsumption plans Central Bankers might have an inentive to stabilizeagents' expetations and let interest rates be less volatile under asymmetri informationthan they would be in a perfet information senario, as shown by Proposition 3.4.1.Therefore, this model seems to formalize some suggestive omments put forward in theonlusive setion of an inuential survey (Clarida, Gali, and Gertler 1999) in whih it issuggested that interest rate smoothing might be the result of the Central Bank's e�ortsto stabilize �nanial markets.A number of quali�ations are in order. First of all, the empirial relevane of thise�et, notwithstanding Duisenberg's remarks, is diÆult to test. At a �rst level this is sofor natural experiments onsisting of a hange of base rates of over a hundred basis points



208are not ommonly observed in OECD ountries. Seondly, an innovation in monetarypoliy an give rise to a variety of di�erent informational e�ets. Agents might not updatetheir beliefs on their future apital inome if they think that a given derease in interestrates simply reets a revision in the expeted rate of ination, without any impliationfor other fators. However, if instead agents believe that the sudden loosening of monetarypoliy signals great weakness in the projeted rate of growth, then an aggressive hangein interest rates monetary poliy innovation might trigger o�, as in our model, a largepro-ylial movement in onsumer's on�dene.Furthermore, the informational advantage of the Central Bank might be time-varying.One might onjeture that the informational advantage of the Central Bank might belarger at turning points than at any other phase in the yle, even though suh statementhas not been tested in the study of David and Christina Romer (Romer and Romer2000). Hene, the reation of onsumers' on�dene to monetary poliy might also varydepending whether the business yle stands at a turning point or not.In the ontext of the model developed in Chapter 3,gradualism in monetary poliymight not imply a loss in welfare sine it helps stabilizing onsumers' on�dene whenProposition 3.4.4 holds. This statement is subjet to a further important quali�ation.Assume that the Central Bank stabilizes onsumers' on�dene by not sending signalson possible future maroeonomi shoks that might destabilize onsumers' on�dene.Then agents are unable to smooth onsumption and, as suggested by Joseph to thePharaoh, save during the seven years of fat ows to spend during the seven years of slimones.In the ompletely di�erent setting of Chapter 4 we also �nd that gradualism in mon-etary poliy does not neessarily diminish the Central Bank's ability to ontrol inationand is welfare rising. In fat, we show in Proposition 4.4.1 that the medium and the shortportion of the yield urve an reat by a large shift even to a small hange in short-termrates. The more the Central Bank is known to ondut monetary poliy via a number ofontinuations (de�ned by Goodhart (Goodhart 1997) as serially orrelated interest ratehanges), the more responsive are medium-term and long-term rates to short-term ones.We show in the analysis of Chapter 4 that the ability to a�et a large movement inthe long-end of the yield urve with a small hange in interest rates is one Central Banks



209should treasure. Hene, a partial adjustment behavior for interest rates is optimal in theontext of the analysis of Chapter 4. This is so for we have assumed that the quadratiloss funtion of the Central Bank is inreasing in the level of the short-term rate for anumber of reasons we have provided. Hene, the fat that long-run interest rates arevery reative to a small hange in the short-run rate implies that the Central Bank ane�etively stabilize a large inationary shok with a minimal initial hike in short-runinterest rates. This property, whih holds if the Central Bank is onerned about thequadrati level of the short-run rate, implies that poliy-makers are keen to preservetheir apability of a�eting long-run rates by a large amount with only a small initialmovement in short-run rates. In this way, poliy-makers an derease the volatility ofshort-run rates.Note that we have not assumed that interest rate smoothing is an expliit objetiveof monetary poliy. In fat, we have not assumed that the Central Bank seeks to pegthe short-run rate at its urrent level. Instead, the assumption that a quadrati level forthe short-term rate enters the loss funtion implies that the Central Bank faes a greatwelfare loss if short-run rates are high.This mehanism relies on the ruial assumption (entral to all the models of thisfamily of the literature) that the level for the short-run interest rate enters the CentralBank's quadrati loss funtion. In fat, suh assumption is also ruial in the work ofWoodford (Woodford 1999), whih proves in the ontext of a muh more sophistiatedommitment framework results bearing some analogies to the ones we have derived undera disretion regime.One aspet of the results of Chapter 4, however, holds even if the Central Bank isnot onerned about the level of the short-term rate. In fat, the simple learning yieldurve model developed in Proposition 4.2.1 does not rely upon the funtional form of theCentral Bank's loss funtion. The result of Proposition 4.2.1 implies in the ontext of ourhosen forward yield model that the higher is the ontinuations to total hanges ratio,the higher is the responsiveness of long-term rate to hanges in the short-term rate. AsGreenspan reminded Congress in a reent testimony (Greenspan 2001) monetary poliyis ine�etive if long-run rates do not respond to short-run ones.Hene we regard three ideas from Chapter 4 to be quite robust: i) the medium-run



210and the long-run rate should be onsidered as the real indiators of the monetary poliystane; instead, the urrent short-run rate, whih the Central Bank ontrols, mattersmainly for its signaling value in determining the shape of the yield urve rather thanbeing important in itself; ii) the pratie of interest rate smoothing and of ondutingmonetary poliy with a low reversals to total hanges ratio allows Central Banks to ensurethat long-run rates are relatively responsive even to a small movement in short-run ones;iii) the smoothness in the short-run rate does not imply, at least at a theoretial level, thatCentral Banks are neessarily overly timid as suggested by a number of observers (see thedisussions in, inter alia, Goodhart (Goodhart 1997), Ball (Ball 1999) and Rudebush(Rudebush 1998)).Note, however, that all models in the interest rate smoothing literature su�er froma lak of robustness. Explanations for interest rate smoothing behavior based on modelunertainty as in Brainard (Brainard 1967) rely on a restrition on the sign of the thirdderivative of the loss funtion. Moreover, the Central Bank an re�ne their knowledgeof the oeÆients of the model after implementing a hange in interest rates only with alag of several months. This is so for it takes several months before monetary poliy feedsupon output and espeially ination. Hene, models in this family annot explain whyontinuations are observed so frequently at suh lose intervals.On the other hand, explanations based on data unertainty, as observed by Sak andWieland (Sak and Wieland 2000), an only explain why a large innovation in the data orin foreasts is not followed by a large innovation in interest rates. But this is not suÆientto produe partial adjustment behavior (Sak and Wieland 2000) as models in this familypredit the same interest rate path as would hold under the ertainty equivalene ase.These observations on the lak of robustness of all families of interest rate smoothingmodel serve to highlight how no single model is suÆient to aount for the all thestylized fats motivating the interest rate smoothing literaure. Rather, we believe thatthe pratie of interest rate smoothing is justi�ed by a wealth of mutually omplementaryaounts than an only jointly explain this important feature of monetary poliy.



2115.4 Impliations for the Welfare Analysis of Infor-mation TransparenyShould Central Banks, when endowed with asymmetri information, be transparent abouttheir maroeonomi preditions? Or, rather, the FED's argument that full informationdislosure would indue exessive volatility in �nanial markets holds some fore (Good-friend 1991)? We address this question drawing on some insights from the analysis ofChapter 3.The answer to this question is not unambiguous in the setting we develop. In fat, weshow in Proposition 3.4.4 that information serey might be welfare rising if agents put asuÆiently high weight on their expeted apital inome when determining onsumptionplans. This is so for a ounter-ylial monetary poliy risks triggering o� some verylarge pro-ylial wealth e�ets. This insight of the model is in line with a ommentreently uttered by the ECB's Chairman Duisenberg (Duisenberg 2001) trying to justifythe passive stane taken by the EBC.Furthermore, note that if information serey is best upheld under Voting Serey itwould result that Voting Serey has also the e�et of dampening utuations in �nanialmarkets.Note that even this insight is not a general one. In fat, Proposition 3.4.5 shows thatinformation serey an be welfare diminishing when a limit priing outome obtains inthe signaling game we model. This so for for limit priing behavior under asymmetriinformation might fore Central Banks to undertake ostly ations with the only pur-pose of signaling their type to agents. This inherent ineÆieny of limit priing behavioran make information serey suboptimal in our model whenever a totally separatingequilibrium with limit priing holds. Hene Central Bankers might want under ertainonditions to share the asymmetri information they are endowed with in order not tohave to undertake ostly signaling ations when agents learn the Central Bank's infor-mation from the path of interest rates. In this ase, information serey is undesirableand so is voting serey (whih e�etively inreases the degree of information serey).However, other elements might make information transpareny optimal. One of thise�ets suggesting stems from the analysis of Chapter 4.



2125.5 The Tension between Serey and Foreastabil-ityThe models developed in this thesis suggest, at least in our highly speialized frameworks,an interesting tension between transpareny and serey. In fat, on the one hand, theanalysis of Chapter 4 shows that a Central Bank has an inentive to be transparentand to allow agents to foreast its ations; on the other hand, the analysis of Chapter 3suggests that under some stated onditions it is optimal for the Central Bank to retainsome serey.In fat, note that it is ruial for the mehanism desribed in Chapter 4 that agentsbe able to extrapolate the urrent ation of the Central Bank into the future when theydetermine forward rates for long-run yields to be sensitive to short-run ones. Were futureations of the Central Banker unpreditable, then it would be diÆult for the long-end ofthe yield urve to prie in future interest rate movements in a forward looking manner.This observation is suggestive of the importane Central Banks might attah to beingpreditable.It is plausible that the more a Central Bank is transparent about its information, theeasier it would be for agents to predit the future behavior of interest rates. Howeveris this remark suÆient to onlude that information transpareny is desirable ? Ourresults yield an ambiguous answer to this question.In fat, the analysis of Chapter 3 delivers ambiguous impliations for the welfare om-parison between information serey and information transpareny. As previously stated,we �nd that information serey is welfare optimal when onsumers' on�dene arriesa very large weight in determining aggregate demand, as outlined in Proposition 3.4.4;however, information transpareny is found to be preferable if onsumer's on�dene hasa suÆiently low weight in the determination of aggregate demand so that limit priingbehavior ours as stated in Proposition 3.4.5. The intuition behind this result rests onthe inherent ineÆieny of limit priing, whih fores agents to arry out some ostlyation only to let reeivers understand their types as shown, in a miroeonomi ontext,by Milgrom and Roberts (Milgrom and Roberts 1982).Hene a dilemma arises in the ases in whih information serey is welfare rising



213in the ontext of Chapter 3. In fat, while the results of Chapter 4 indiate that it isoptimal for the Central Bank to be transparent and preditable, the results of Chapter3 state that, if the onditions under whih Proposition 3.4.4 holds are veri�ed, sereymight hold a welfare rising impat sine it allows monetary poliy not to impart exessivevolatility to onsumers' on�dene.When should a Central Banker be partiularly onerned that a very large monetarypoliy move an destabilize agents expetations? The results of Chapter 3 suggest thatthis is likely to be the ase when agents exposure to equity markets is large while in-vestment is not responsive to hanges in interest rates. Hene, we might suggest thatthe stabilization of agents expetations is partiularly important in the USA eonomyharaterized by widespread equity ownership. One might be tempted to onlude thatthis observation might also suggest a rationale behind the fat that the FED has optedfor an information serey arrangement. However, this �nding is only a suggestive onefor the results of the model of Chapter 3 have purely a qualitative interpretation andlak any empirial testing.5.6 Impliations for Possible Limit Priing BehaviorHowever, the model of Chapter 3 an be used to study a variety of interesting questionsbeyond the welfare optimality of information serey. Can, for instane, the quotedexerpt from the MPC's meeting of November 1998 presented in Setion 1.4 be suggestiveof oasional limit priing onsiderations that an be rationalized in the analysis of ourmodel? We answer this question in the aÆrmative in Proposition 3.4.3 by showing thatindeed limit priing behavior applies in the model of Chapter 3.It might be objeted that, if the Central Bank �nds itself sub-optimally onstrainedby limit priing behavior, it an always swith to a regime of full information trans-pareny. The very quote we have presented from the November 1998 minutes ((Bank ofEngland 1998), point 36), however, asts some doubts on this point. In fat, it will berealled that in this oasion some members of the MPC feared leading agents to paniby implementing a seventy-�ve basis points derease in the base rate, notwithstandingthe opportunity to explain the information the Central Bank was reating to in the next



214Ination Report. This point just highlights that agents might always plae some infor-mational weight on the ations of the Central Bank even if the Central Bank fully shareswith agents all the available maroeonomi information. This might be so as agents seekto dedue the Central Banker's private information from her ations even when informa-tion is transparent. In fat, the assessment of a vast array of di�erent data is a diÆultproess and agents might learn from the Central Bank's ations how to synthetize into adiretional view the information available to them.5.7 Impliations for the E�ets of the Publiation ofDetailed MinutesBearing this important observation in mind, we ould qualify the impliations of themodel for the e�ets of publishing detailed notes for the meetings of the Central Bank.In fat, we have shown in Proposition 3.4.6 that the publiation of detailed minutes of theCentral Bank's meetings should inrease the probability that interest rates are hangedwhile also inreasing the magnitude by whih they are adjusted when the Central Bankdoes not keep them on hold. This result rests on the fat that the publiation of detailedminutes serves to inform agents about the maroeonomi information observed by theCentral Bank regardless of the monetary poliy ation undertaken. However, we have justobserved that notwithstanding full information transpareny agents might still deem theCentral Banks' ation to arry some signaling value as to the Central Banker's assessmentof the maroeonomi yle; the higher the weight this remark arries, the less relevant isthe result of Proposition 3.4.6 stating that interest rates are hanged more often and bya greater magnitude when the Central Bankers are mandated to publish detailed minutesof their meetings. In fat, the inentive to play a pooling equilibrium in the signalinggame of Chapter 3 does not fully dissipate when minutes are published if the ationsby the Central Banker arry some informative value even under full dislosure of theminutes.



2155.8 Further Impliations of Information Serey forthe Low Reversals to Total Changes RatioIs the miroeonomi assumption that onsumers' on�dene ould be updated uponobserving the latest monetary poliy ation by the Central Bank apable of biasing theratio between ontinuations and reversals in favor of ontinuations? We answer thisquestion in the aÆrmative in Conjeture 3.4.9. The intuition for this result lies in thefat that the informational advantage by the Central Bank is assumed to dissipate overtime. Hene, we show that an initial timid response to a foreasted inationary shokis followed by a more aggressive loosening of monetary poliy one the shok beomesof publi knowledge. This is so for as the informational advantage by the Central Bankgradually dissipates over time so does the inentive not to trigger o� pro-ylial wealthe�ets by implementing an aggressive monetary poliy move. As a result, ontinuationstend to be more frequent than reversals in the example provided.However, the onjeture is based upon a simple example in whih the informationaladvantage of the Central Bank lasts for only one period and dissipates very abruptly.The assumption of a more gradual dissolution of the informational advantage by theCentral Bank ould make the results riher and span the yle of likely ontinuations toa longer horizon. However, the model beomes quite involved to solve one we let theinformational advantage last for more than one period.5.9 Further Observations on the Steepness of theYield Curve and TransparenyA �nal ritiism to the analysis of Chapter 3 stems from one of the results of Chapter 4.In fat, the model of Chapter 3 does not onern itself with long-run rates but assumesthat the short-run rate is in itself able to drive eonomi fundamentals. We would like toargue that, in this ontext, this simplifying assumption, ommon to most of the modelsin the literature, may not ompromise the generality of the results as long as a movementin the short-run rates translates itself into a proportional hange in long-term yields.



216However, this observation suggests an interesting avenue of investigation. Are long-term rates more responsive to short-run ones when the Central Bank fully divulges theinformation it is endowed with to eonomi agents and restrains from playing poolingequilibria strategies in the ontext of Chapter 3 so that agents an extrat all the availableinformation from monetary poliy? If this working hypothesis were to be true, then in-formation transpareny might have some further welfare rising e�et whih the literaturehas not yet investigated.5.10 A Final ThoughtHaving outlined some impliations of the models developed as well as some aspets thatseem to lak robustness, we would like to onlude by highlighting the relevane of think-ing about the interest rates as being an informational vehile. If eonomis di�ers fromphysis for the laws it seeks to study are not time-independent but, instead, ontinuouslyhange aording to the poliy-rule adopted, then Central Bankers have to onstantlythink about what information agents learn from the ondut of monetary poliy. CentralBankers therefore display onstant alertness on how suh information hanges the behav-ior of agents whih, in its turn, a�ets the very inentives and the onstraints faed bypoliy-makers. Being the informational ontent of monetary poliy of relevane to thestrategi thinking of poliy-makers, this thesis has argued, it must also be of irresistibleinterest to students of maroeonomi theory.



Appendix A
A.1 Analysis of Equation (2.3.45)We stated in the main text that equation (2.3.45) holds true though this is hard to proveanalytially. This is equivalent to stating that the following expression also holds true:24Etv �3M0mPm ��� � Etv  m=3Xm=1�M0mPm ��!�35�24Esv �3M0mPm ��� � Esv m=3Xm=1�M0mPm ��!�35 � 0(A.1.1)Furthermore, we stated in the main text that the left-hand side of the above expres-sion is rising in � and �. We have veri�ed this numerially and aim to report someomputations on�rming that this is true in this appendix.Fixing � = 1:4 and �M = 0:25 we start in Table A.1 to study the e�et of varying �and �. It will be realled that a � 1 beause of diminishing returns to sale in labor.Furthermore, reall that b � 1 sine the marginal dis-utility of work is inreasing in theamount of labor supplied.Table (A.1) illustrates that, for this onstellation of variables, expression (2.3.45) isnon-negative.The minimum value attained is zero, whih is registered when � = � = 1. This hasa pretty intuitive explanation: When � = � = 1, there is no inentive to smooth outlabor aross di�erent states of the world as diminishing returns to work do not applyand the dis-utility of labor is linear. Therefore, the fat that demand is more volatileunder Transpareny Voting (whih implies that labor is also going to be more volatileunder Transpareny Voting) does not reate any inentive for agents to loate widely and
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�M = 0:25; � = 1:4� 1 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4�1 0 0.006 0.015 0.024 0.0341.1 0.004 0.024 0.055 0.103 0.1741.2 0.018 0.058 0.124 0.229 0.3911.3 0.043 0.113 0.228 0.412 0.701.4 0.083 0.192 0.373 0.664 1.12Table A.1: Value of eq. ((2.3.45): Simulation Results Varying Parameters � and �

� = � = 1:2� 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4�M14 0.226 0.164 0.139 0.12415 0.183 0.134 0.113 0.1010.157 0.115 0.097 0.08616 0.157 0.115 0.097 0.08617 0.139 0.101 0.086 0.077Table A.2: Value of eq. (2.3.45): Simulation Results Varying Parameters � and �M



219insure against maroeonomi risk if � = � = 1.Table A.1 shows that whenever � > 1 and � > 1, the expression is always positiveand inreasing in both � and �.Why is the expression inreasing in �? The answer lies in the fat that the morelabor in eah island runs into diminishing marginal returns the more agents will have aninentive to smooth out labor aross states of the world by loating in all islands henediminishing maroeonomi risk. For a similar reason, the inentive to loate widely,one � is taken as a sunk ost, is also rising in �.An important aveat must be formulated. The numerial values produed in thetable do not have any ardinal interpretations, but only an ordinal one. In fat, weare omparing aross various states of the world and regimes the value attained by anexpeted utility funtion and utility theory is usually interpreted as having a ardinalinterpretation.We have experimented with many possible onstellations of values for the other pa-rameters and we have always found that the expression is always non-negative; it is risingin both � and �; it is equal to zero with � = � = 1 and positive otherwise.We have then proeeded to study the impat of the ratio �M and of � on the expressionof (A.1.1). We illustrate the result of one of our trials in Table A.2. We now �x � and �and vary the two parameters whose impat we are studying.The results of Table A.1 on�rm that the inentive to loate widely is rising in �M ,a result for whih we now give an intuitive aount. The greater are the utuations inmonetary aggregates the Central Bank has to stabilize, the greater is the volatility inaggregate demand and employment indued by Transpareny Voting and hene the moreTranspareny Voting gives agents an inentive to hedge against maroeonomi risk byloating their eonomi ativities widely. Hene Transparent Voting makes it more likelythat �rms loate their produtive ativities widely aross all regions of the MonetaryUnion when �M is high.An inrease in � rises market-power held by �rms by making goods less substitutablefor onsumers, and hene inreasing the degree of mark-up of pries over ost. This tendsto lower the equilibrium level of output, so that the problem of diminishing returns tolabor beomes less pressing when � is high. For this reason the volatilty in employment



220indued by Seret Voting imposes a smaller dis-utility to agents when � is high, whihaounts for the result of Table (A.2) whih shows that the inentive to loate widely isdiminishing in �.We found in all the trials we onduted the expression to be rising in �M and to bediminishing in �.A.2 An Extension of the Model when the InationRate Di�ers among Member CountriesThe aim of this appendix lies in arguing that the results of Setion 2.2 generalize to amore ompliated framework in whih the rate of ination is not onstant aross themember ountries of a Monetary Union.Suh assumption is often made for simpliity and justi�ed by laiming that, if inationis held to be the instrument of the ommon monetary poliy in a stylized model of aMonetary Union, then it is normal to assume that ination shall be onstant arossmember ountries.Alternatively, one an sustain that the ination rate would be onstant aross mem-ber ountries of the Monetary Union by arguing that Purhasing Power Parity imposessuh restrition. Suh simpli�ation is often adopted when analyzing output inationtrade-o�s in a Monetary Union, as for instane in Dixit et al. (Dixit and L.Lambertini2000), Montielli (Montielli 2000), Krugman (Krugman 1995) and Pagano (Giavazzi andPagano 1988).The loss funtion in eah ountry, as in the main body of the hapter, is quadrati inthe deviation of output from its average level and in ination:Li = �y � ŷ�2 + ���i�2; (A.2.1)The Philipps urve has the same struture as posited in the main body of the hapter:yi = ŷ + �� � �e�+ zi; (A.2.2)Where �e is the expeted rate of ination, and zi is shok to output whih takes the



221same form as in the main body of the hapter.Ination, whih di�ers aross ountries in spite of a ommon monetary poliy, onsistsof two omponents: �i = �mi + ��yi � ŷ�; (A.2.3)The �rst term aptures the omponent of ination whih is ontrolled by MonetaryPoliy, whih we take to be the hange in the money supply. The seond aptures theomponent of ination whih, instead, is driven by the output gap in eah ountry.Under independent monetary poliy eah ountry is free to set the instrument �mias it likes. Instead, under a Monetary Union a ommon monetary poliy implies that�m is the same aross ountries.We follow the same strategy as in the main text. We �rst derive the optimal ondutof Monetary Poliy under independene and then analyze the behavior of the CentralBank of a Monetary Union under both Transpareny Voting and Seret Voting.The Central Bank ontrols the hange in the money supply, while agents are endowedwith rational expetations. Given the above assumptions, agents rationally expet �e =0. In fat, given that E(zi) = 0, E(�mi = 0).We substitute (A.2.2) into (A.2.3) and solve for �i to obtain the rate of inationprevailing in eah ountry under independent monetary poliy as a funtion of �mi.�i = �mi + �zi1� � ; (A.2.4)Ploughing this bak into (A.2.2) and into the loss funtion of (A.2.1), we verify thatthe Monetary Authority hooses �mi to minimize:Li =  ��mi + �zi1� � �+ zi!2 + �mi + �zi1� � !2; (A.2.5)Hene the optimal rate for Monetery Poliy set by eah ountry under independene:�m�i = �zi�1 + �(2 �  + 1)�; (A.2.6)Note that monetary poliy always leans in the opposite diretion to output supplyshoks as �1 + �(2 �  + 1)� > 0.



222Ploughing (A.2.6) into (A.2.4) the prevailing ination rate in eah ountry, after thatthe Monetary Authority has set monetary poliy in an optimal manner, turns out to be:��i = �zi�1 + �(2 � )�1� � ; 11�  < � < 1; (A.2.7)The restrition that 11� < � < 1 is imposed to ensure that a positive (negative)output supply shok does not, ounter-fatually, lead to deation (ination).Using an analogous argument as we did in the main text of the hapter, Voting Sereyin a Monetary Union implies that monetary poliy is set aording to:�msv;� = �z�1 + �(2 �  + 1)�; (A.2.8)Ploughing (A.2.8) into (A.2.4), we verify that ination still di�ers aross memberountries under Seret Voting and it is equal to:�svi = �z�1 + �(2 �  + 1)� + �zi1� � ; (A.2.9)Under Transpareny Voting, instead, the rate of hange in the money supply, denotingagain with zmv the shok ourring to the median voter, is ditated by the median voterand equal to: �mtv;� = �zmv�1 + �(2 �  + 1)�; (A.2.10)Substituting (A.2.10) into (A.2.4) yields the ination rate in eah ountry underVoting Transpareny: �tvi = �zmv�1 + �(2 �  + 1)� + �zi1� � ; (A.2.11)We now show that the results presented in Setion 2.2 are robust to the extensionpresented in this appendix. A set of important observations are in order.Note that:Eh��mtv;� ��msv;��2i = Ehzmv � z+z + zw3 i22�1 + �(2 �  + 1)�2; (A.2.12)



223Realling that the analogous expression for the expeted square di�erene of theinstrument variable of (2.2.37) aross regimes in the model presented in the main textwas shown to be: ���;tv � �sv;�� = �(� + )�1hze + z + zw3 � zmvi; (A.2.13)We an see that (A.2.12) and (2.2.37) share some properties. In partiular, they areboth diretly proportional to h ze+z+zw3 � zmvi. Hene, if one is rising (diminishing) inparameter M, also the other one is rising (diminishing) in parameter M or D.Furthermore, note that:Eh��m;� ��mtv;��2i = Ehzmv � zi22�1 + �(2 �  + 1)�2; (A.2.14)And observe also that:Eh��m;� ��msv;��2i = Ehz � zi22�1 + �(2 �  + 1)�2; (A.2.15)Realling that equation (2.2.46) states that:E��� � �tv;��2 = Ehzmv � z�� +  i2; (A.2.16)We an see that (A.2.14) and (2.2.46) also display an important similarity. Whenever(A.2.14) is inreasing (dereasing) in M or D, also (2.2.46) is inreasing (dereasing) inM or D. The same remark also holds when we ompare (A.2.15) with (2.2.48).Notie also that: �Le;;w(�m = �msv;�)��m = 0; (A.2.17)This is true as, by de�nition, Serey Voting minimizes the Union wide loss funtion.Furthermore, note also that given that �m;� minimizes the loss funtion for theCenter: �L(�m = �m;�)��m = 0; (A.2.18)Finally, notie also that:



224(�2L)(��m)2 = 2 + 11� � > 0; (A.2.19)To sign this expression, we exploited the restrition on  � imposed above.Given this set of observations, we show the setup of this appendix would deliver verysimilar results to the ones presented in the main text.In fat, to prove the various propositions stated in the main body we would be arryingout the same set of Taylor approximations as we did in the main body of the hapter, withthe only di�erene that all terms in (�) would be replaed with one of the orrespondingexpressions above in (�m.) However, we have shown above that all the ritial termsin this set of Taylor approximations have the same properties in the model without aommon inationary rate proposed in this appendix as they do in the version formulatedin the main text.Thus the results presented in the main body of the hapter are robust to the extensionput forward in the appendix in whih the ination rate di�ers aross member states ofthe Monetary Union.



Appendix B
B.1 Derivations of Simulation Results for the Sig-naling GameB.1.0.1 Simulation OneIt is a stritly dominant strategy for type �t = 0 to keep rates on hold and play �j = 0under any symmetri outome of the game. This follows from the assumption of perfetompetition (setting k=1). If no shok hits the eonomy, output an be kept at its �rstbest level without impating upon the prie level- whih is also a �rst best result. Theloss funtion then reahes its global minimum of zero when no interest rate hange takesplae.Table (B.1) (where the relevant values for the loss funtion are depited) shows thatit is also optimal for the type �t = 1 - experiening a small output shok - to pool to�j = 0 and leave rates unhanged. In fat equation (3.3.9) shows that the loss funtionwill always take value �2t whenever interest rates are not hanged by a given type in asymmetri equilibrium.The most favorable alternative outome type �t = 1 ould ever get lies in separatingand playing �j = 1 attrating beliefs that E ��t���j = 1� = 1. Table B.1 shows preiselythat the best possible alternative outome that �t ould get is 1.48. Therefore also type�t = 1, and by an analogous symmetrial reasoning �j = �1, deide to pool to no interestrate hange.Notie that the symmetry of the problem plays a double duty role. On one hand, itallows us to predit that, on average, �r = 0. On the other, it e�etively ats to imply
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Relevant Values for theLoss FuntionBeliefs E[�tj�j℄�t �j1 1 1.5 2 2.51 1.482 2 2.5 3 3.512 5.363 3 3.5 4 -123 11.22

�t4 - 4 4.5 -1234 19.145 - - - 512345 28.99Table B.1: Payo� Matrix when � = 0:8;� =  = k = 1; a2 = 0:8



227that whenever the Bank deides upon a poliy upon observing outome �̂t, it is bound tofollow a symmetri monetary poliy when it observes a shok ��̂t of the same magnitudein the opposite regime. This implies that whenever the Central Bank deides to pool tono monetary poliy hange �j = 0 for a given type it an at on the knowledge that agentswill always expet positive and negative shoks to average eah other out, provided thatinterest rates are on hold, beause of the symmetry of the model. Therefore, keepingrates on hold ats to neutralize the pro-ylial impat of wealth e�ets.By analogous reasoning, Table B.1 shows, also types �t = 2;�2 and �t = 3;�3 deideto play �t = 0 and keep rates on hold. Type �t = 2 ould, at best, fae a loss funtionof 5.36 when hiking rates by delaring �j = 2 and faing wealth e�ets of magnitudeE ��t���j = 2� = 2. It an always do better by pooling to �j = 0 and ahieve a sore offour points in the loss funtion. Again the property of symmetry ensures that wealthe�ets will be neutralized at �j = 0; also type �t = �2 will keep rates on hold andonsumers should expet the shok �t to be zero.Types �t = 3;�3 will also deide to keep rates on hold in spite of the relatively largeshok that has hit the eonomy. It is preisely the onsiderable size of the shok toaggregate demand that provides the Central Bank with a strong inentive to onealfrom the representative agents information on wealth e�ets. If a separating equilibriumwas to be played, Table B.1 shows that the loss funtion would, at best, take a value of11.12 (whih is greater than �2t = 4 to be ahieved by playing a pooling strategy), withrates been hiked by playing strategy �j = 3; types �t = 4;�4 and �t = 5;�5 will alsohave no inentive to deviate from playing �j = 0 and getting a payo� of �2t .The Central Bank will not hange rates even when it has observed shoks to outputof magnitude �t = �4;+4 or �t = 5;�5. In fat, Table B.1 shows that wealth e�ets fromdeviating from the pooling equilibrium and playing �t = 4;�4 and �j = 5;�5 attratingbeliefs E ��t���j = 5� = �t amounts respetively to 19.14 and 28.99.The informational ontent of interest rates generates wealth e�ets in the analyzedsenario that dominate over the investment e�et of interest rates. It is always too ostlyfor the Central Bank to reveal the sign and the magnitude of the shok it has observedand hange interest rates.



228B.1.0.2 Simulation Two Values for the LossFuntionBeliefs E[�tj�j℄�t �j1 1 1.5 2 2.51 1.17 1.50 1.84 2.212 1.5 2 2.5 31 4.31 4.87 5.44 6.022 3.81 4.37 4.94 5.523 2.5 3 3.5 41 10.41 11.14 11.87 12.612 8.91 9.64 10.37 11.103 8.41 9.14 9.87 10.61

�t4 3.5 4 4.5 -1 19.31 20.21 21.122 16.81 17.71 18.623 15.31 16.21 17.124 14.81 15.71 16.625 - 4 4.5 51 29.82 30.88 31.942 26.32 27.38 28.443 23.82 24.88 25.944 22.32 23.38 24.445 21.82 22.88 23.94Table B.2: Payo� Matrix when � = 0:53;� =  = k = 1; a2 = 0:8The Central Bank is always better o� pooling to �t = 0 and faing a loss of �2t ratherthan revealing its type whenever �4 < �t < 4, just as in the previous ase. This an beseen by inspeting Table B.2.Type �t = 4 would be tempted to set interest rates as if it were not faing asymmetriinformation and set �j = 4 ahieving a loss funtion of value 15.71. However, if it doesso the Table B.2 shows that type �t = 5 would also set �j = 4 and therefore type �t = 4would fae beliefs that the eonomy has over-heated by a greater extent than what itatually did. At �j = 4 beliefs are set at E ��t���j = 4� = 4:5 and type �t = 4 faes apayo� of 16.62.Type �t = 4 deides to engage into a monetary poliy equivalent of the industrialorganization onept of limit priing. It deides to hange interest rates by an amountwhih is just suÆient to di�erentiate itself from the type that has observed �t = 5.This is aomplished by hiking rates by an amount ��j that makes �t = 5 just indi�erentbetween pooling as if it were �t = 4 (by playing �j = ��j) or separating by playing �t = 5so that:
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L h�t = 5; �j = 5; E��t����j� = 5; � =  = k = 1; a2 = 0:8i == L h�t = 5; �j = ��j ; E��t����j� = 4:5; � =  = k = 1; a2 = 0:8i (B.1.1)The equation is solved by letting �j� = 3:54. For values of �j equal or slightly below�j�, the representative onsumer must believe that type �t = 4 by iterating the Cho-Krepsre�nement riterion. In fat, the riterion rules out beliefs whih involve a given typegetting with ertainty a payo� below its equilibrium one.It remains to be heked that type �t = 4 would prefer engaging into limit priingrather than pooling. This is indeed the ase, beause by playing the limit priing strat-egy it gets L h�t = 4; �j = 3:54; E��t����j� = 4;�i = 15:82 whih yields a more favorableoutome than pooling to the zero type.There is a multipliity of values that an be assigned to beliefs for �j < 3:54. However,it is ruial to bear in mind that for interest rates hikes involving strategies with �jgreater than �t = 3:54 and smaller then �t = 4 beliefs must be set at E��t����j� = 4:5. Andonversely beliefs o� path must drop to E��t����j� = 4 if �j is smaller than 3.54 but stilllarger than three. In fat, if type �t = 4 sets rates above the threshold value of ��j , itannot be ruled out that the eonomy has been hit by a shok of magnitude �ve.B.1.0.3 Simulation ThreeTable 3.3 reports the outome of the non-ooperative signaling game when � = 0:4. Wehave now generated optimal rules for monetary poliy whih are quite similar to what wewould observe if information were symmetri and hene �t = �j 8t. It an be seen thatwhenever a shok hits the eonomy interest rates move pro-ylially to redue outpututuations. Moreover, �j = is quite lose to �t for all types.And yet, even if the monetary game involves perfet separation, �t still di�ers from�j. It is again due to limit priing that the informational e�et of interest rates has animpat on monetary poliy in spite of perfet signal separation.Type �t = 4 prevents type �t = 5 from pooling by playing �j = 4 and worsen thewealth e�et type �t = 4 faes by playing �4limj and ensuring that:
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Values for the LossFuntionBeliefs E[�tj�j℄�t �j1 1 1.5 2 2.51 0.98 1.20 1.43 1.672 2 2.5 3 3.51 4.13 4.51 4.89 5.272 3.63 4.01 4.39 4.773 2.5 3 3.5 41 9.34 9.85 10.36 10.872 7.84 8.35 8.86 9.373 - 7.85 8.36 8.87

�t4 3.5 4 4.5 -1 17.45 18.08 18.712 14.95 15.58 16.213 13.45 14.08 14.714 12.95 13.58 14.215 - 4 4.5 51 27.29 28.04 28.792 23.79 24.54 25.293 21.29 22.04 22.794 19.29 20.04 20.795 18.89 19.76. 20.13Table B.3: Payo� Matrix when � = 0:4;� =  = k = 1; a2 = 0:8
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L h�t = 5; �j = 5; E��t����j� = 5; � = 0:4; � =  = k = 1; a2 = 0:8i == L h�t = 5; �j = �4limj ; E��t����j� = 4:5; � = 0:4; � =  = k = 1; a2 = 0:8i ; (B.1.2)The separation is ahieved by setting �4limj equal to 3.78. In so doing �t = 4 ahievesa payo� of 13.60 (whih is smaller that �2t ) and therefore prefers to separate via limitpriing rather than pool to the zero shok type by leaving rates unhanged.However, Table 3.3 shows, type �t = 4 ould ahieve a even lower dis-utility of 13.45 bypooling as if it were type �t = 3 and playing �j = 3, faing beliefs of E ��t���j = 3� = 3:5whih soften the magnitude of pro-ylial wealth e�ets. Therefore type �t = 3 mustprevent this from happening by ensuring that �3limj makes type �t = 4 indi�erent as topool to type three or stik to its separating strategy:L h�t = 4; �j = 3:78; E��t����j� = 4; � = 0:4; � =  = k = 1; a2 = 0:8i ==L h�t = 4; �j = �3limj ; � = 0:4; E��t����j� = 3:5; � =  = k = 1; a2 = 0:8i (B.1.3)Separation is ahieved by playing �3limj = 2:82, whih implies a loss funtion of value7.87. Therefore also type �t = 3 will be tempted to pool to type �t = 2 and get dis-utility of 7.84 faing beliefs E ��t���j = 3� = 2:5 whih again at to diminish the amountof pro-ylial upwards revision on the optimal onsumption plan arried out by therepresentative agent.Type �t = 2 therefore also engages into limit priing to prevent type �t = 3 frompooling. Type �t = 2 sets �2limj to 1.97 by the same mehanism as in equation (B.1.3) andahieves a payo� of 3.65. Iteration of the Cho-Kreps re�nement riterion implies thatit annot be believed that type �t = 3 plays �j = 1:97 and get less than its equilibriumpayo� even if beliefs were set at E ��t���j� = 2:5.Note that type �t = 1 does not need to engage into limit priing. Type �t = 2 hasno inentive to pool as if it were type �t and play �j = 1 with beliefs E ��t���j = 1� = 1:5,whih would get the Central Bank a payo� of 3.75. Type �t = 2 prefers instead to play�2limj = 1:97 and get a loss of 3.62, so that type �t = 1 does not have to fear to be pooledwith an higher type and worsen the wealth e�ets indued by monetary poliy.



232B.1.0.4 Simulation FourTable B.4 illustrates the relevant portion of the payo� matrix for the last simulation wepresent. Type �t = 5 has no inentive to try to pool to the same information set astype �t = 4. In fat, type �t = 5 ould get dis-utility 16.55 by pooling to �j = 4 andfaing beliefs E ��t���j = 4� = 4:5. But it an get a lower dis-utility by playing �j = 5 andahieving 16.38.Visual inspetion of the table on�rms that a similar hain of reasoning holds forall types. Type �t faes a smaller utility funtion by playing �j = �t and faing beliefsE ��t���j� = �t rather than pooling via strategy �j = �t�1 faing beliefsE ��t���j = �t � 1� =�t � 12 .Other deviations ould, in priniple, make the separating equilibrium unravel. How-ever, the table shows that separating to �j = �t is a stritly dominant strategy for alltypes.The informational ontent of interest rates has now fallen to a level whih is so lowthat monetary poliy triggers o� very weak pro-ylial wealth e�ets. Only twentyper ent of the population will revise upwards its onsumption path after that interestrates have been hiked. The onverse holds true if interest rates are lowered, given thesymmetry of the model. It therefore follows that the Central Bank will set, if parameterstake on this on�guration of values, monetary poliy with the main purpose of steeringinvestment and money reation by the banking setor in a ounter-ylial fashion.
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Values for the LossFuntionBeliefs E[�tj�j℄�t �j1 1 1.5 2 2.51 0.72 0.81 0.90 12 2 2.5 3 3.51 3.25 3.41 3.57 3.732 2.75 2.91 3.07 3.283 2.5 3 3.5 41 7.83 8.06 8.28 8.502 6.33 6.56 6.78 73 5.83 6.06 6.28 6.50

�t4 3.5 4 4.51 14.82 15.10 15.382 12.32 12.60 12.883 10.82 11.10 11.384 10.32 10.60 10.885 4 4.5 51 23.71 24.05 24.382 20.21 20.55 20.883 17.71 18.05 18.384 16.21 16.55 16.885 15.71 16.05 16.38Table B.4: Payo� Matrix when � = 0:2;� =  = k = 1; a2 = 0:8
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